Victoria West Draft Neighbourhood Plan

Q1 How supportive are you of the key initiatives to support urban
villages?
Answered: 186

Skipped: 2

VERY
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SOMEWHAT
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VERY
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Establish Westside Village area
as the heart of the
neighbourhood- an evolving
gathering place that links old and
new Vic West together with
housing, employment, improved
connections and more outlined in
the Westside Village Area
Concept Sketch

62.64%
109

22.41%
39

6.32%
11

3.45%
6

5.17%
9

174

4.61

If Westside Village Shopping
Centre redevelops, retain
shopping and encourage new
housing and employment above,
up to 6 storeys in most locations
(see the Westside Village area
Concept Sketch for more detail)

51.45%
89

24.86%
43

8.67%
15

6.94%
12

8.09%
14

173

4.51

Strengthen Craigflower Village
through new housing,
commercial opportunities and
improvements to public areas,
with new buildings up to three to
four storeys, as outlined in the
Craigflower Village Area Concept
sketch.

48.84%
84

20.35%
35

11.63%
20

9.30%
16

9.88%
17

172

4.47

Designate a small urban village
on Catherine Street at Edward
Street to retain and allow shops
and a few small apartment
buildings

60.00%
108

17.78%
32

10.56%
19

8.89%
16

2.78%
5

180

4.52

#

COMMENTS FOR "ESTABLISH WESTSIDE VILLAGE AREA AS THE HEART OF THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD- AN EVOLVING GATHERING PLACE THAT LINKS OLD AND NEW VIC
WEST TOGETHER WITH HOUSING, EMPLOYMENT, IMPROVED CONNECTIONS AND MORE
OUTLINED IN THE WESTSIDE VILLAGE AREA CONCEPT SKETCH"

DATE

1

Traffic calming required though.

9/27/2017 7:16 PM

2

It would be great to see some improvements for pedestrians and yo prevent dumping on Alston
and last block of Langford sooner rather tjsn layer.

9/26/2017 8:48 PM

3

Developing plaza with storefronts facing outward is good. Max height of new bldgs should be 3 - 4
storeys, not 6! I like the idea of having storefronts facing Tyee. That would be a big improvement,
since right now it's just like a big grey wall.

9/26/2017 6:55 PM

4

Feel the density and feel makes sense.

9/26/2017 4:50 PM

5

If Westside village shopping centre gets back the density bonus it gave to the Parc then the
community should receive an equal financial bonus for community amenities as we so choose/

9/26/2017 3:12 PM

6

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short answer will
suit. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!. We
believe Craigflower Village is the heart of the neighborhood Westside village looks like any other
shopping mall in North America. And adding 6 stories will make it worse not better. Shadows, wind
tunnels Poor idea. Not human scale. Marginalizing pedestrians.

9/26/2017 1:46 PM
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7

Westside village is a shopping mall, certainly not the heart of Vic West - that's somewhere in the
traditional residential area where community events happen and people gather. It draws people
from all over Vic West.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

8

density from westside village was already transferred to the Parc block.

9/26/2017 12:24 AM

9

I think of all the village areas within Vic West the Westside is the best spot for more development
and density.

9/25/2017 11:13 PM

10

This is an area prime for development! There's little in the way of old-time character homes here.

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

11

need more variety of shops, but good base now.

9/25/2017 10:22 PM

12

Encourage small coffe shops etc where people can easliy walk to

9/25/2017 9:35 PM

13

Unfortunately, it seems different neighborhood groups are hearing different things about these
neighbourhoods! I agree that strengthening these villages will be positive. However, I would like to
see the commercial increase with the living spaces. Some people heard three story residencies
were going in without commercial, and that would be a shame. Parking and traffic is already an
issue near Craigflower (e.g pine st) and there is concern added housing will increase the existing
issues. There was another concern about what "affordable housing" meant. Vic west is increasing
in families, will these living quarters be suitable for that?

9/25/2017 8:02 PM

14

calm traffic throughout and make delivery trucks quiet and out of the main stream of traffic on
Wilson Street especially

9/25/2017 6:33 PM

15

increase of density and delay of practical/ improved connections ( too long awaited and included in
earlier plans) makes me wonder if city and planners listened to community in past. westside village
as "link" and Gathering Place" needed to include social ammenities to meet community needs, i.e.
medical clinic..Bay St. Bridge, safety for both pedestrian and bicycling was to be incorporated ;low
impact transportation has not been explored toVictoria through these very busy corridors. This
center was to be a "soft" link that connected our community that WAS NOT considered part of the
urban core to the busier high density south of EsquimaltRd., and Dockside Green east of Tyee,
north of Esq. rd.; as well as the lands developed north of the Bay St. bridge. and lands.

9/25/2017 2:22 PM

16

The plan does not identify Bay St as the major transit corridor. It is used by pedestrians and
cyclists and needs upgrading.

9/25/2017 9:05 AM

17

This is not the heart of Vic West. It's a mall

9/25/2017 8:55 AM

18

I am opposed to towers. as our streets of Skinner and the narrow street Wilson (where we live
below Catherine) are ALREADY busy. I feel there are enough condos and enough housing in Vic
West. YES we need improvements to some of the existing commercial areas such as on
Catherine (Oceanic Market) I could see two stories across the street, but no more. I do not want to
see more than 2 stories of commercial or residential on Alston. i do not want to see 3 stories on
Skinner up the hill from Banfield park or an increase in housing much. Why? because the streets
are already busy. WE LOVE our neighbourhood. Making it busier will take away the charm. It will
take away WHY people love it and why people want to live here. I do approve of folks getting to
raise houses up to get two floors. I DO like the potential for nicely built 'garden suites'. I want my
neighbours to be able to to this to their own homes. I want to see that whoever does the
amendment to their home is doing it with love and that they will continue to live there, investing in
their person in their neighbourhood. I am fine if you want to make a few little commercial
improvements below Spiral through to Pine Street, but no more than 2 storeys.

9/24/2017 11:52 PM

19

My decisionnot to support this idea is because it has to be seem in context with other develoments
that are being proposed in the neighbouthood - such as a building that my be higher than 6 stories
at Bay/Wilso/Tyee. As individually proposed, the plan proposes changes, yes, but in the wider
scope, there will be many buildings going up in the neighbouthood that together will substantially
increse density. Parts of this plan cannot be separated from the whole. t the whole

9/24/2017 10:47 PM

20

Is there a good reason why the three properties between Alston and Tyee on Langford are not
defined as 'Large Urban Village' in purple? Consider including them if there isn't a strong reason
not to include them.

9/24/2017 8:19 PM

21

Westside Village is a mall, it is not the heart of our community. I have never been to a community
event at Westside mall. However, if commercialization and growth is to happen, this is where it
should happen, not at Craigflower Village.

9/24/2017 9:07 AM

22

Encourage redevelopment of the site with outward facing buildings

9/23/2017 12:22 PM
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23

No more apartment buildings please. Just look up Craigflower at all the apartments and how badly
they are maintained.

9/23/2017 10:08 AM

24

Would love to see appropriately scaled commercial on the West corner of Tyee & Bay, as well as
something on lower Tyee other than the dark canyon that is currently the backside (Northeast)
side of Westside village.

9/23/2017 9:29 AM

25

I do not support buildings taller than 5 storeys at the corner of Bay and Tyee.

9/22/2017 11:26 PM

26

Westside Village is in need of massive changes to be more friendly to its clients. The proposals
here are excellent.

9/22/2017 4:12 PM

27

The commentary is INCORRECT in the Village Area Concept Sketch. It should read "Enphasize
Wilson Street as a pedestrian friendly street with NO on street parking ..."

9/20/2017 10:38 PM

28

I don't want more crowds & traffic..I like the quaint feel of Vic west now

9/19/2017 8:53 PM

29

Not sure how parking and maintaining intimacy of small community living will be maintained.

9/18/2017 11:11 PM

30

Increasing density detracts from the "neighbourhood" feel of Vic West

9/18/2017 7:35 PM

31

Love density but don't want the whole village in shade. What I live about this village ( and I live in it
) is how sunny and bright it is.

9/15/2017 3:07 PM

32

Building on the existing commercial neighbourhood mall seems reasonable and cost-effective. The
location is central to both existing and newly planned housing.

9/14/2017 5:33 PM

33

Incredible how the plan ignores the Songhees area. Westdise is'nt the heart

9/13/2017 7:29 AM

34

westside village is NOT heart of community.Itb is heartb of ol;d VcWest - of those who lock out the
residents at east side of vicWest

9/12/2017 9:49 PM

35

Westside Village is definitely the commercial core of the Vic West community, but this is already
the case, so although I support this hub, I think city resources could be better used encouraging
development and increased density in other areas.

9/11/2017 12:44 PM

36

As this area is close to downtown - I think it has great potential for people who decide to not have
cars and can work/live in a walkable area.

9/10/2017 7:47 AM

37

improve the parking lot please!

9/4/2017 9:37 PM

38

Need to mange noise levels as things grow

9/1/2017 8:30 AM

39

Space limitations.

8/31/2017 9:58 AM

40

More family activities - minigolf!

8/30/2017 1:54 PM

41

Require that there be minimal surface parking, and that pedestrian circulation is prioritized within
the site. Current parking is too tight, and there is not enough space for pedestrians. For an
example, look at the "high street" at Uptown, where there is some surface parking, but most of it is
underground.

8/29/2017 12:27 PM

42

Personally would love to see Tyee Co-op redeveloped

8/28/2017 8:49 PM

43

A little hesitant on some of the variances allowed for height - six storeys or three to four storeys in
certain locations would negatively affect some existing residents.

8/28/2017 7:59 AM

44

Improving curb appeal and pedestrian connections is good.

8/27/2017 9:37 AM

45

This is mostly a private enterprise centre owned by one corporation. Instead encourage smaller
satellite business area surrounding Vic West Village Shopping Centre (a few already exist. Ensure
that new residential development includes commercial spaces on ground level (unlike the "dead
zone" along Tyee Rd and West Song Walkway.

8/26/2017 12:57 PM

46

Seems like the best choice

8/26/2017 11:36 AM

47

Parking will have to be improved to make walking across driveways and between cars safer.

8/25/2017 8:20 PM

48

Excellent idea but ensure cycling infrastructure is fully integrated.

8/25/2017 1:43 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "IF WESTSIDE VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE REDEVELOPS, RETAIN
SHOPPING AND ENCOURAGE NEW HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT ABOVE, UP TO 6
STOREYS IN MOST LOCATIONS (SEE THE WESTSIDE VILLAGE AREA CONCEPT SKETCH
FOR MORE DETAIL)"

DATE

1

Would support up to 4 storeys

9/27/2017 11:55 AM
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2

*Please make comment boxes larger, so that one may more easily review what's been written.
Thanks.

9/26/2017 6:55 PM

3

Keep buildings MUCH lower close to exisiting housing. Do not build an extra high tower at the
gateway (Bay st bridge) to our neighbourhood - that is not welcoming.

9/26/2017 3:12 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.The WSV densification was already place on the apartment building next door - City of
Victoria Planning Dept should make up its mind what it is doing. Who "predicted" this population
growth. Could we please see the math behind it? I worked as a transportation planner for 17 years
on Vancouver Island in every municipality and our estimations of traffic growth were equally
suspicious tweaked up by the boss.All the old buildings in Vic West should have priority before any
new building takes place. No tourists come to Victoria to view new buildings. They can seen these
anywhere else they go worldwide. But since San Francisco lost nearly all its old buildings in the
quake and fire of early 1900's Victoria is the largest repository of these kind of buildings. And
developers find it much easier to knock down old buildings than restore them. Have you read
Vanishing Vancouver?ISBN 978-1-77050-067-9 Winner of the Duthie Prize, 1991, and the City of
Vancouver Book Prize, 1991. More recently https://www.theglobeandmail.com/realestate/disposable-vancouver-are-we-throwing-away-good-homes/article24223082/?arc404=true
and https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/real-estate/vancouver/as-demolitions-rise-vancouvermoves-to-protect-its-old-characterhomes/article33052553/?ref=http://www.theglobeandmail.com&
the Facebook page Vancouver Vanishes?

9/26/2017 1:46 PM

5

Grade 6 story heigh down when abutting R1 zoning

9/26/2017 9:58 AM

6

Westside Village transfered its density years ago to build a high tower, the Parc. Giving back the
desnsity to build 6 storeys is a HUGE bonus to the property owner. And the Plan mentions
possible towers!! If the City awards the property owner such a bonus there should be a similar
amount awarded to the neighbourhood for improvements as they see most appropriate.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

7

Too many 6 storey buildings will eventually kill the area. Keep things open and don't just build up
trying to create density at the expense of liveability.

9/25/2017 11:13 PM

8

I'm concerned that this is simply more people than we can handle in Vic West. Developers must
be made to directly fund and install the required infrastructure: more transit, more schools.

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

9

Parking is already at a premium in busy times, parking at centre in front of Save on doesn't seem
to work or encourage people to interact

9/25/2017 10:22 PM

10

The area around Westside seems like a good place for added density

9/25/2017 9:35 PM

11

Ensure the density still supports all types of people (particularly, apartments that are familyfriendly)

9/25/2017 8:07 PM

12

I like the idea of the shops facing outward.

9/25/2017 8:02 PM

13

developer was allowed to increase height/density on the Parkside adjacent south of the village.
was this not part of a legal trade off? Different plan may be considered, but height a poor option
and needs of community met first....i.e.medical clinic, etc.

9/25/2017 2:22 PM

14

Six storeys across the space is too tall - recommend this be much shorter.

9/25/2017 9:05 AM

15

Vic West does not need anymore 6 story buildings

9/25/2017 8:55 AM

16

Our Bay Street is very very busy, as is Wilson and Skinner. We want to retain our residential as is,
NO more lowrises or highrises. This will cause shadow, will block out the sun, wind tunnels, more
cars and stress and pollution.

9/24/2017 11:52 PM

17

see above

9/24/2017 10:47 PM

18

6 storeys is too low. The Park residence and Dockside Green are taller, so Westside can go
higher while maintaining the context

9/23/2017 12:22 PM

19

Not thrilled about the 6 storeys. Would love to see redevelopment (above), but making this area
even denser is problematic with regard to traffic.

9/23/2017 9:29 AM

20

I do not support buildings taller than 5 storeys near Bay and Tyee.

9/22/2017 11:26 PM
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21

I don't think Vic West should have any more housing initiatives we are the most dense area in the
city and it does not feel like a welcoming neighbourhood with skyrises (6 stores or more) popping
up all over the place.

9/21/2017 10:02 PM

22

At 6 stories occupants are not in contact with people on the street. The maximum height that
residential occupants can practically connect with people at street level is 3 stories.

9/20/2017 10:38 PM

23

No multi-housing on Skinner St.

9/19/2017 12:42 PM

24

6 stories is too much density.

9/18/2017 7:35 PM

25

Absolutely supportive of housing and employment but encourage lower than 6 storeys

9/17/2017 8:10 PM

26

Same as above. It's also critical purpose built rental housing that is income indexed is included.

9/15/2017 3:07 PM

27

Too much urbanization will likely destroy the character of the neighbourhood. Denser population of
the area requires a new apprtoach to public transportation. Also, would the replacement bridge for
the "Blue Bridge" be able to handle the increased traffic?

9/14/2017 5:33 PM

28

We need affordable housing to be the priority. You're pricing people out of the neighborhood.

9/11/2017 5:38 PM

29

Keep buildings tall and require adequate underground parking. Big cities like montreal are filled
with underground parking to save space. Widen transportation through the area.

9/8/2017 12:54 PM

30

More cycling paths. More crosswalks. No loss of outdoor seating and hang-out areas.

9/7/2017 7:25 PM

31

No more than six storeys

9/4/2017 11:56 AM

32

Would prefer buildings lower than 6 stories.

9/3/2017 2:53 PM

33

Parking will become more of an issue and noise will increase

9/1/2017 8:30 AM

34

See above ... space limitations.

8/31/2017 9:58 AM

35

I don't like the idea of taller than 6 stories at Bay and Tyee

8/29/2017 9:41 PM

36

Step back from Wilson Street to keep a pedestrian scale.

8/29/2017 12:27 PM

37

Concepts look interesting, Super high rise housing (above 6 stories) would result in loss of village
concept.

8/27/2017 9:37 AM

38

Although we already have a 6 story condo building, I think it would be better, due to the slopes and
close proximity to houses, that we keep the height max to 3-4 stories

8/25/2017 5:48 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "STRENGTHEN CRAIGFLOWER VILLAGE THROUGH NEW HOUSING,
COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS TO PUBLIC AREAS, WITH NEW
BUILDINGS UP TO THREE TO FOUR STOREYS, AS OUTLINED IN THE CRAIGFLOWER
VILLAGE AREA CONCEPT SKETCH."

DATE

1

Would love to see more store fronts, with living above.Along Craigflower, like cook street village.

9/28/2017 9:21 AM

2

Four storeys may be a bit too high in this area.

9/26/2017 11:22 PM

3

The link to this sketch did not open... I do not agree with apartment buildings lining skinner st. It
would feEl hemmed in on the hill.

9/26/2017 8:48 PM

4

Don't believe that Craigflower Rd sidewalk should be relocated inside park, in order to
accommodate additional parking along E side. Traffic calming can be achieved in other ways:
overhanging trees, signage close to road etc Max height along Raynor Ave should be 2 storeys, as
well as along Skinner St

9/26/2017 6:55 PM

5

Not interested in seeing Craigflower Village built up. Prefer it to stay smaller, more intimate.
Westside is close by, as is downtown.

9/26/2017 4:50 PM

6

The Plan's "what we heard" does NOT support "how this plan addresses what we heard". We
value small shops, local flavour, friendly ambience... maintain the character...etc does NOT
support 4-5 storey buildings along Craigflower, at Russell and apartments all along 3 blocks of
Skinner. That will totally transform our quiet little village. How can the Plan refer to this as 'small
changes'? or 'maintaining the small scale of the village?

9/26/2017 3:12 PM
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7

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Preserve the old buildings first - all the old buildings in Vic West should have priority before
any new building takes place. No tourists come to Victoria to view new buildings. They can seen
these anywhere else they go worldwide. But since San Francisco lost nearly all its old buildings in
the quake and fire of early 1900's Victoria is the only repository of these kind of buildings. And
developers find it much easier to knock down old building than restore them. Have you read
Vanishing Vancouver?ISBN 978-1-77050-067-9 Or Facebook page Vancouver Vanishes A four
storey building at Russel and Skinner would look absolutely absurd. No!

9/26/2017 1:46 PM

8

Design must compliment original buildings.

9/26/2017 9:58 AM

9

We treasure the small scale and ambience of Craigflower Village - as you admit in the Plan. To
interpret that as new buildings up to 3 and 4 storeys, including blocks of densified housing and 3
blocks of apartments up Skinner is the antithesis of what this neighbouhood wants. Eliminating the
responsibility of businesses to provide parking will create constant conflict between the businesses
(which we love and support currently) and the residents in the area. There is not enough public
parking to support increased retail and business in the area. Most of the parking along Craigflower
was removed to provide bike lanes. The side streets are residential parking - many of the homes
don't have driveways or parking. Suggesting a row of parking across from the heritage business
building on the Banfield Park side would provide perhaps 10? parking spots? And at what
expense in terms of our treasured ambience? Those two mature chestnut trees, 4 mature
hornbeam trees and our green grassy boulevard? In our Transportation Plan process there was
consistent and unanimous approval for more - not less - green landscaped boulevards and street
trees. There's nowhere to move the sidewalk that wouldn't require removing trees.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

10

requires too much demolition of viable housing stocks

9/26/2017 12:24 AM

11

Craigflower Village works very well right now. Housing, small scale retail, tennis courts, community
gardens. It's a planners dream! Why does the City feel the urge to come in and improve it? I
realize you can't let it fall into disrepair so an injection of $ is needed, but don't ruin something that
already works. 3-4 storeys on Craigflower is fine, row housing in behind that is un-necessary and
will only create congestion for parking and traffic in an area that is already busy. Duplex beside
Sailor Jacks should be rebuilt to match existing or planned Craigflower frontage, but don't put row
housing in behind that as well. That would be too much on a standard sized lot.

9/25/2017 11:13 PM

12

Craigflower village isn't broken and we don't want or need to increase the population density! Our
infrastructure is already at capacity! I strongly oppose East-side parking. It's not needed. I strongly
oppose the increases to density suggested in the plan. I agree with adapting some of the character
homes to commercial spaces. I strongly oppose tearing down any of the character homes to build
higher-density town-homes. I also strongly oppose surrounding the remaining character homes
with 3-4 story town-homes. This is a terrible idea and will destroy what most people appreciate
about this area! Don't do it!

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

13

Be careful not to destroy a good thing, it works well now but not much parking

9/25/2017 10:22 PM

14

Great care must be taken to mainatin the character - the Spiral for example is a great place - a feel
of community

9/25/2017 9:35 PM

15

Here I have heard mixed descriptions of the vision. I like the idea of expanding the village to both
sides of the street but think the hight should stay at 2 stories perhaps. I also like the idea of
refurbishing the character homes or building new ones like it. Also, apparently the existing shops
here are experiencing great support from community so the housing would not "support local
business" per se.

9/25/2017 8:02 PM

16

Higher density is better. I live 3 lots down from this area on Pine St. I am in favour of much higher
density thru out the whole area.

9/25/2017 3:59 PM

17

height of buildings / density/ infringement on park not a positive impact on community. Makes
Selkirk to Village Center a dense building imposed corridor, public areas are not enhanced with
this plan.

9/25/2017 2:22 PM

18

Craigflower needs seperated bike lane along its length - take out parking on the north east side.

9/25/2017 9:05 AM

19

A four story building? You've got to be kidding.

9/25/2017 8:55 AM
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20

No. Victoria has had SO many condos and commercial approved in the last 15 years, and we
need to SLOW DOWN. Let the buildings we have 'rest' and let the people who live in the new
buildings find their life style and their needs. If there are a few more little businesses that need to
pop up to support the people that ALREADY live here, I understand, and would say yes, on a
piece by piece addition. But I vote NO MORE new buildings for retail, except small buildings, in
small increments. I don't want to see a developer come in to make a bunch of money creating
condos that are labeled 'brand new community'. you can't sell community. the heart and soul
comes from the people who plant their routes. Not from rushing the building and approval of bigger
money centred ventures. I know the city gets WAY more TAXES and benifit in their
financial/economic porffolio when they approve condos (property tax collection) and buildings for
commercial. But we people need more consideration that human beings need less 'STUFF'. Yes
we need food, and education, and doctors. This community needs to 'breathe' for 10 or 15 years
before increasing population. YES I like the idea of some amendments to West side village maybe
to add ONE more floor of services such as doctors and I like the idea of making entries to stores at
street level. But I think a lot can be done to improve services, if Westside Village only received
ONE extra storey, just for 'services'. but not for residential. and to have some of
services/businesses accessible from the outside of the plaza would be great.

9/24/2017 11:52 PM

21

The Craigflowe village already has a nice feel to it. there are some lovely trees that canopy the
street and it is already a high traffic/pedestrian/cyclist area. Adding too much more could put some
real stresses on Craigflower.

9/24/2017 10:47 PM

22

Some traffic calming on craigflower, a park let infront of fry’s bakery and a another pedestrian
crossing light would be great!

9/24/2017 7:13 PM

23

we don't want 3-4 story buildings. This would wreck the general feeling of Craigflower Village

9/24/2017 9:07 AM

24

not supportive of the 4 storey building

9/23/2017 10:00 AM

25

4 storey buildings would completely change the character of this area that is currently working. It
would add lots of traffic to this already congested area. How does that integrate with the concept of
the "pedestrian friendly main street"? Creating a "small gathering space across from the village"
will either wipe out the community garden there, or the tennis courts.This plan also wipes out the
Raynor Shine garden. On-street parking across from the village (east side of Craigflower) might be
okay as long as the garden is retained.

9/23/2017 9:29 AM

26

It is important to me to maintain the heritage buildings in this neighbourhood.

9/22/2017 11:26 PM

27

The additional on-street parking idea is not good, but otherwise I like this. Would be nice to see
protected cycle tracks here (on west/south side of street) to narrow the road, reduce risks to those
on bikes, and slow traffic to the limit. Two way on this side would be feasible since most
destinations are on that side, or there are crossings to other destinations.

9/22/2017 4:12 PM

28

This area of Vic West is less developed so I would support this plan more so.

9/21/2017 10:02 PM

29

We don't need more housing! We need more businesses. The existing businesses are very busy.
The problem is not lack of customers.

9/20/2017 10:38 PM

30

No new development at Skinner/Craigflower curve.

9/19/2017 12:42 PM

31

Looks good.

9/18/2017 11:11 PM

32

The Russell street development is too much density for the neighbourhood. Puts too much
pressure on the park and services

9/18/2017 9:37 PM

33

I like the commercial opportunities, if they are small businesses. However, the 3-4 story buildings
take away from our family neighbourhood, where we all know eachother, help eachother. Large
buildings only invite transients and renters. One story above is great, as it maintains the feel of Vic
West...such as the building where Fry's and Spiral is.

9/18/2017 9:31 PM

34

Higher buildings create an oppressive feel and more shade. Adding some more low commercial to
the village is good.

9/18/2017 7:35 PM

35

Main concern is with Craigflower itself being a fairly popular thoroughfare. If we had more shops
on both sides of the streets I'd like the city to also look into making that bit of craigflower feel a bit
more pedestrian-friendly, specifically with regards to crossing the street at raynor

9/18/2017 7:23 PM

36

too high

9/18/2017 2:40 PM

37

I agree however already find the speed limits ridiculously slow - 30km is unreasonable and the
plan calls to slow them further to support the businesses. This is just frustrating to hear.

9/17/2017 8:10 PM
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38

Keep the Spiral Cafe, bakery and barbershop intact as it is crucial to the community

9/17/2017 1:34 AM

39

see comments above.

9/14/2017 5:33 PM

40

if commercial, then should be higher than 3-4 storeys

9/13/2017 7:29 AM

41

Craigflower Village is far enough away from Westside Village to support more commercial space
than it currently does. Increased density here would be a huge benefit for everyone.

9/11/2017 12:44 PM

42

The City should have bought the duplex next to the village stores.

9/8/2017 9:54 AM

43

What I love about this area is walking and biking. More "commercial opportunities" and more
housing means more cars and more pedestrina and cycling space lost to traffic. Is there any way
to keep traffic down? More crosswalks with lights would be good.

9/7/2017 7:25 PM

44

do not go past pine st/stop light

9/5/2017 1:08 PM

45

Three storeys in the smaller village areas

9/4/2017 11:56 AM

46

Need to diversity the area and not just in Westside Village

9/1/2017 8:30 AM

47

four stories may negatively impact character. 2-3 stories max is more appropriate...

8/29/2017 9:09 PM

48

Keep a small neighbourhood feel.

8/29/2017 12:27 PM

49

Part of what makes that space so beautiful is the historic feel of it. New buildings should be three
stories, tops.

8/29/2017 7:06 AM

50

A medium-sized grocery store as an anchor to the community should be encouraged so that
people do not have to drive to get groceries.

8/28/2017 10:23 PM

51

I don't want this area becoming overdeveloped and too busy

8/28/2017 11:35 AM

52

This concept needs more work. It seems disjointed based on different competing interests. The
addition of a four storey building doesn't seem in harmony with currently evolving village concept
which involves converting old houses into commercial spaces retaining historic character.

8/27/2017 9:37 AM

53

Definitely disagree with 3-4 stories here. I suggest 2 stories will better fit the existing
neighbourhood.

8/25/2017 5:48 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "DESIGNATE A SMALL URBAN VILLAGE ON CATHERINE STREET AT
EDWARD STREET TO RETAIN AND ALLOW SHOPS AND A FEW SMALL APARTMENT
BUILDINGS"

DATE

1

Keep a friendly neighbourhood feel.

9/26/2017 8:48 PM

2

No need to go to 3 storeys along Catherine

9/26/2017 6:55 PM

3

It doesn't need 3 storey apartment buildings since there are many characterful homes in the area.
Lots of people already walk to this area - don't use a small village designation to justify more
densification.

9/26/2017 3:12 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey.And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.

9/26/2017 1:46 PM

5

Apt. buildings lass than 4 stories.

9/26/2017 9:58 AM

6

A small urban village on Catherine does not need "a few small apartment buildings" to flourish.
Allow the few shops to grow gradually and allow the residential areas to fill in gradually - with
suites or garden cottages build by property owners, not apartment buildings which are developer
driven.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

7

we have the makings of a small village centre on Catherine, we don't need it augmented with
bonus density tear downs.

9/26/2017 12:24 AM

8

I would support new housing up to 2 storeys on the lot where tai chi building is.

9/25/2017 11:13 PM

9

I think this will damage this neighbourhood too. Adding people and commercial spaces doesn't
address the real need: infrastructure for living, not just buying. We need schools and playgrounds
and mass transit: not more shops.

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

10

Newish grocery is AMAZING...more would be fantastic

9/25/2017 10:22 PM

11

What is happening at Oceanic Market is wonderful - use it as an example

9/25/2017 9:35 PM
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Q2 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 45

Skipped: 143

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Looks great! I love living in Vicwest, and have lived here over 22 years. The walkability is
fabulous!. Looking forward to the development of more business/urban areas to access in my
neighborhood.

9/28/2017 9:21 AM

2

I'm hoping developments at Dockside Green and at the Roundhouse create additional urban
villages and that these are well linked to the Westside Village area.

9/27/2017 12:34 PM

3

We moved to Vic West almost 15yrs ago because of the pleasant neighbourhood ambience and
the older homes. Allowing the proposed 3-4 storeys along Raynor, Skinner & Craigflower will
destroy the ambience that so many Vic West residents enjoy.and do not want to lose. This is our
neighbourhood! Da Vinci Centre area should be 3 storey max, not 6. I wasn't aware that the Centre
was to be removed... Development of Wilson St as pedestrian-friendly is positive. That should help
slow vehicles down. Please consider covered bicycle parking wherever possible. For a good
example, visit the Camosun College Lansdowne Campus plaza bike shelters, constructed by
students. It appears that this plan is meant to achieve an urban densification target and we don't
know where that target comes from or who decided it was appropriate. I for one do not agree with
much of this.

9/26/2017 6:55 PM

4

The info in the Big Moves part of the Plan does not adequately describe how the implementation
will transform our neighbourhood. The changes are understated. Most people don't understand
planner-lingo of FSR etc, and can't imagine the extent of the changes proposed or how they will
change the liveability of our neighbourhood, especially the traditional residential areas.

9/26/2017 3:12 PM

5

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.We are not the urban core in Vic West We are a residential neighborhood Please read
"Vanishing Vancouver" I drove my 92 year old mother through the City of Victoria. She has lived in
Saanich since she was a 6. She asked where she was? You need to plan the City for ALL AGES.
Not just young people who have recently moved here. Note that the CRD states that 3/4 of the
growth in population will occur due to the inflow of people over 65! They do not do well using stairs
in 3-4-5-6 storey buildings. They want homes that are flat! That is what DIVERSITY is truly about.
In fact peoples "vote" should be weighted by how long they have lived here. Also what happens
when we run out of water entirely? Do you know that there are cities in the US (Sante Fe, NM)
where only two houses are built a year in the entire city due to the severe water shortage in a
desert? But keep building we won't experience a water shortage here ,LOL

9/26/2017 1:46 PM

6

Infrastructure changes such as roads and traffic patterns.

9/26/2017 9:58 AM

7

Yes, you missed providing any real images of what this type of density would look like if built out to
maximum. You didn't truthfully depict what our neighbourhood could become if this Plan is
approved. You didn't provide enough time for the neighbours to discuss this in gatherings or to
share information. 5 weeks is not enough time to digest and discuss this much detailed
information, especially when many people were away in late summer and very busy in September.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

8

Please consider current traffic levels and impacts on side streets from Craigflower Village (Raynor,
Pine and Belton). Parking on street is already maxed out on Pine.

9/25/2017 11:13 PM

9

Increasing the population density in Vic West is going to lead to an array of problems. Traffic is
already an issue and our infrastructure is at capacity. We don't even have french immersion at Vic
West Elementary, which is now max'd out. Where are the children of these 10k additional folks
going to go to school? Build extra schools and make our transit system more attractive/functional
first - then we can talk about having room for more people! The developers need to be taxed
appropriately to support the needed infrastructure. Otherwise we're just selling Vic West out and
when the profits leave we're saddled with insufficient infrastructure and insufficient (albeit more)
property tax to build it. Don't let your eyes get glazed over with all the extra property tax this might
generate. We don't want to see Vic West overdeveloped - we moved here because we like it like
this!!!

9/25/2017 10:25 PM
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10

Lots of parking everywhere. I walk alot unless I don't have the time...amazing how often I don't
have the time.

9/25/2017 10:22 PM

11

At the moment service vehicles take a whole lane of traffic plus are loud (reefers, etc). The noise
is as oppressive as watching regular vehicular traffic (some commuters) wind their way around
these stationary vehicles off-loading. Dangerous and very cycling unfriendly on Wilson Street at
the moment.

9/25/2017 6:33 PM

12

The insistence of planning to approach the place Icall home as part of the "URBAN CORE" and
through this designation alone insist that density and heights must be increased to accommodate
growth is unfounded in reality. Tell the community that a vibrant downtown, where upper floors of
existing buildings need to be considered first to meet needs. Perhaps these solutions might meet
all needs. What is the balanced plan (talked about for years), that creates a magnificent
neighbourhood on the east side of the Bay St Bridge, where there is an unbelievable mixed use
community that easily would support many people/ higher density, and heights above existing
foundations.Multiple connections are deserved in every part of Victoria. Broader thinking is
important when considering keeping our beautiful setting as a wonderful place to thrive as we live,
work, play and die.

9/25/2017 2:22 PM

13

I think you missed the part about that every area you designated is to increase buildings sizes and
completely disregarded the neighbourhood that's there now.

9/25/2017 8:55 AM

14

As I look at the plan, it seems harmless enough in pieces, but the full picture tells me that if this
plan goes ahead, the character of Vic West will be dramatically changed and not for the good. this
plan has to also be seen in context with other developments that have occurred in Vic West and
are ongoing. I am very concerned that rather than creating urban villages, etc. Vic West will
become yet another concrete jungle.

9/24/2017 10:47 PM

15

We don't want densification to the extent you are talking about. Traffic in the area is backed up
and plugged every morning. Where in the plan do you talk about dealing with this extreme issue. I
have lived in Vic West for 12 years. The traffic issues started with the continued development of
railyards and the westshore. We don't need more density trying to use Bay Street. Where in the
plan are you going to add schools? Our schools are already overflowing, yet you want to add
density without infrastructure. This is crazy.

9/24/2017 9:07 AM

16

How do you consider the existing commercial and industrial single-story development that exists
on Esquimalt Road as fitting into the neighbourhood village concept?

9/23/2017 3:02 PM

17

What about the Roundhouse railroad development why was it not included?

9/23/2017 12:50 PM

18

No mention of the planned % growth (in terms of residential population) of Vic West. It seems that
these plans consider enormous growth without mentioning traffic on major routes.

9/23/2017 9:29 AM

19

Please consider increasing access to the water in Banfield Park and along the Gorge. As more
people enjoy water sports, I feel we could support that by providing access to the water.

9/22/2017 11:26 PM

20

Nothing in here about commercial at Dockside and Bayview - will there be mixed used encouraged
at these sites as well as development continues? Or are those decisions made and progressing
and beyond the scope of this project?

9/22/2017 4:12 PM

21

There is no mention of the villages of Dockside Green and Bayview/Round House. These
developments both think and speak of themselves as villages and having services to serve the
whole community. A comprehensive Neighbourhood Plan should include all the villages.

9/20/2017 10:38 PM

22

You have to account for lack of parking that already is a problem

9/19/2017 8:53 PM

23

Obviously Roudhouse will be a critical hub and if developed per proposed planning, would
naturally become the dominant heart of the neighborhood

9/19/2017 1:48 PM

24

Add new retail w/ housing above on Craigflower between Raynor & Russel Streets.

9/19/2017 12:42 PM

25

I'm not sure that with the rail yards and dockside green that large 3 + storey buildings are needed
or benneficial to neighbourhood. I wonder if smaller 2 storey co-ops would be better for our
neighbourhood. Something affordable.

9/18/2017 11:11 PM

26

Amenities for pedestrians and encouraging walking and socializing spaces in village centres.

9/18/2017 7:35 PM

27

Side streets parking is already going wrong. I live on Mary, off Skinner. Why do Skinner properties
have no parking now? This is not good

9/18/2017 2:40 PM

28

No. I like the proposals. You have nailed it. Am an owner in West Vic.

9/17/2017 11:57 AM
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Q3 How supportive are you of the key initiatives for transportation and
mobility?
Answered: 174

Skipped: 14

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Complete the pedestrian and
cycling routes shown on the
Neighbourhood Active
Transportation Map and develop
new ones to connect different
parts of the neighbourhood

70.11%
122

18.97%
33

6.32%
11

3.45%
6

1.15%
2

174

4.53

Better connect the
neighbourhood to existing
regional multi-use trails

78.61%
136

10.40%
18

8.09%
14

1.16%
2

1.73%
3

173

4.63

Assess the key intersections,
crossing, and areas for
improvement identified in the
Neighbourhood-Identified
Transportation Improvements
Map to make walking and cycling
safer

71.43%
120

17.26%
29

7.14%
12

2.38%
4

1.79%
3

168

4.54

#

COMMENTS FOR "COMPLETE THE PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLING ROUTES SHOWN ON THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MAP AND DEVELOP NEW ONES TO
CONNECT DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD"

DATE

1

Very concerned about safety on the shared cyclist/pedestrian paths in Banfield park. Very
concerned someone is going to get badly hurt as there is not enough space/visibility on the current
paths for safe sharing.

9/26/2017 8:00 PM

2

Please stop combining pedestrian and cycling 'improvements' as one often negatively impacts the
other. Eg - don't pave paths that cyclists and pedestrians 'share' as that increases conflicts as the
cyclists go faster.

9/26/2017 3:16 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.I
didn't know that the E&N trail was completed!

9/26/2017 1:47 PM

4

Pedestrian routes and improvements should not be combined with cycling improvements as the
two are not the same, and cycling improvements can even harm walkability and traffic calming
(which improves walkability). An example would be removing parking on a busy street in order to
install bike lanes. The street looks wider so vehicles travel faster which makes walking (and
cycling) more dangerous and certainly less pleasant.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

5

every time we say enhance pedestrian viability a fortune is spent on bicycling.

9/26/2017 12:27 AM

6

need stop sign at the corner of Kimta and Tyee, have had problems with cars not stopping

9/25/2017 10:26 PM

7

Connecting the rail trail from teh Esquimalt Road crossing to Catherine should be a prioritycurrently it's a wasteland where peopel don't want to walk and peopel dump garbage at night

9/25/2017 9:47 PM

8

Re-design the rail/trail/road desert crossing at Esquimalt and William!

9/25/2017 7:49 PM

9

- Bay St. Bridge needs upgrading. Alston road is not a good choice for a corridor - too steep and
off the main. Make Catherine and Bay transportation corridors.

9/25/2017 9:10 AM

10

I think that there needs to be more thought needs to go into this important part of the plan. As an
example, the path along the Songhees is designated as a non-cycling path.

9/25/2017 9:08 AM
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11

improving pedestrian and biking connectors is good. and also good for disabled or elders who use
scooters (many of us don't do well on bikes anymore).

9/25/2017 12:02 AM

12

I support initatives to create commuter means that are not car oriented. However, given the
amount of traffic that flows through Vic WEst and the ongoing growth of the neighbourhood, I am
concerned that there will be more cars going through the neighbourhood - and more accidents
involving bikes.

9/24/2017 10:54 PM

13

Include a 'blue line' from Barnard Park north along Rothwell, Herward to Dominion and Arm to Arm
Park. This is a 'water to water' pedestrian/cycle route.

9/24/2017 8:27 PM

14

Dominion/Hereward is an eyesore and is not safe. Improvements should be made.

9/23/2017 8:05 PM

15

There are key areas that are not identified on the NAT map for new areas of connectivity (e.g.,
connecting Barnard Park to Selkirk via Rothwell and Hereward streets).

9/23/2017 3:10 PM

16

Please focus on the Galloping Goose. Trestle requires work, garbage cans, widen the trail where
possible.

9/22/2017 11:34 PM

17

While it's nice to have two AAA facilities in the neighbourhood, they are on the periphery. It'd be
great if the plan, which seems to reach far into the future, would include north-south and east-west
AAA facilities. I suggest the route near Vic West Elementary School for north-south (less of a
grade to climb than routes to the east, and the school and Craigflower Village connections). Eastwest is trickier due to the grades, but Wilson would connect to Westside Village.

9/22/2017 8:08 PM

18

Work with Esquimalt to ensure routes align with plans for craigflower road through to Tillicum Rd.

9/20/2017 6:45 PM

19

Unsure what it means to me

9/19/2017 8:56 PM

20

The neighbourhood is already very accessible on foot/bicycle, so while these could always be
improved, there may be more important priorities at this moment.

9/11/2017 12:49 PM

21

Better options rather than using cars

9/10/2017 7:49 AM

22

Please ensure that you don't make drivers suffer with these changes.

9/8/2017 9:55 AM

23

We need more pedestrina controlled crosswalks on Esquimalt and Craigflower.

9/7/2017 7:26 PM

24

Keep the cyclists off the Westsong walkway from the bridge to head st. it is a dangerous mix on a
path that is very narrow in places and enforce it as per the sidewalk bicycle bylaws. I,pound bikes
as the walkway is well used by walkers and cyclists need to walk their bikes not ride them. Bad mix
as many bike riders are too fast and come up quickly on walkers. Refresh the signs all the way to
head st. paint all of the walkway with no cycling signs.

9/5/2017 10:34 PM

25

Please add signage to the trails, esp where people enter the trail to warn about bicycles passing

9/4/2017 9:39 PM

26

Better flow of traffic is essential as the area grows

9/1/2017 8:32 AM

27

Wilson and Hereward/Rothwell are treacherous to pedestrians and bikes at the moment.

8/29/2017 9:29 PM

28

The safety of the Galloping Goose along Harbour Road should be improved. This is Victoria's
signature biking route. Changes to traffic should be made that discourage the use of Harbour
Road as a high speed cut through. Eliminating right turns onto Harbour Road at the south end and
eliminating left turns off of Harbour Road onto the bridge would improve traffic flow and improve
safety for bikers

8/28/2017 4:42 PM

29

Please make sure that cycling paths and pedestrian paths are clearly separate. Presently there
are a number of places where cyclists clash with pedestrians. Very annoying. In Amsterdam
cycling paths and pedestrian paths are side-by-side, but clearly delineated to avoid clashes. It's a
rotten feeling to have to jump aside for a fast moving cyclist ringing a bell behind you, and as a
cyclist having to slow down for pedestrians. Keep them separate, keep them safe and happy.

8/27/2017 9:52 AM

30

As long they don't impede vehicles on these streets.

8/26/2017 1:15 PM

31

We must develop world class cycling infrastructure.

8/25/2017 1:43 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "BETTER CONNECT THE NEIGHBOURHOOD TO EXISTING REGIONAL
MULTI-USE TRAILS"

DATE
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1

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Craigflower and Esquimalt Rds act as a barrier to access the trails. Building denser
housing along them will reinforce this. I propose that the Galloping Goose needs better connection
to the Bay St. bridge like occurs in Calgary (where they can only cycle 4 months a year) circular
ramps like in the parkades paid for by the developers.

9/26/2017 1:47 PM

2

However, please don't interpret 'better connect' as pave pedestrian/bike pathways so the bikes go
faster. And please do not light the trails in parks and on the trestle as that makes the trail users
extra visible but not anyone who people fear might be lurking in the bushes. Also it is harmful for
the fish and other wildlife who share our parks and waterways.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

3

it is already adequately connected to regional trails.

9/26/2017 12:27 AM

4

Pine and Craigflower intersection is the entry point to the Galloping Goose through BanfieldPark.
Why isn't there better crosswalks and lights controlling all forms of traffic in every direction thru this
intersection?

9/25/2017 11:25 PM

5

What is planned for Milne Street- we have seen people scaling the rock to cross -the neighbours
treat it as thier private property- if it is park perhaps a staircase to allow foot traffic

9/25/2017 9:47 PM

6

Alston is a terrible choice. Many easier upgrades possible - look to the E&N access at Wilson St.

9/25/2017 9:10 AM

7

I'm wondering what is meant by improving pedestrian experience? What does that entail?

9/25/2017 9:08 AM

8

Always consider the physically challenge and older members of the community,noy all will be able
to bike everywhere

9/24/2017 9:38 AM

9

Connecting Hereward to E and N on the bike is very awkward. A better path up that park would be
a great help.

9/23/2017 8:05 PM

10

Connection to E&N Rail Trail from Sherk Street should be put in right now!

9/20/2017 10:59 PM

11

Consider connection to Esquimalt Rd.

9/20/2017 6:45 PM

12

Signage would do..but we can't have bikes & more transients walking g through our street. Theft is
already a problem

9/19/2017 8:56 PM

13

Again, these connections are already quite strong, so not sure how much they need to be
strengthened.

9/11/2017 12:49 PM

14

More other options needed not just cars

9/1/2017 8:32 AM

15

crossing improvements at Wilson and Hereward must happen as soon as possible before
someone is killed.

8/29/2017 9:29 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ASSESS THE KEY INTERSECTIONS, CROSSING, AND AREAS FOR
IMPROVEMENT IDENTIFIED IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD-IDENTIFIED TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENTS MAP TO MAKE WALKING AND CYCLING SAFER"

DATE

1

Very concerned about the intersection at Craigflower/Pine re cyclists accessing Banfield park

9/26/2017 8:00 PM

2

Intersection at Hereward ad Old Esquimalt is unsafe for cyclists, pedestrians, and vehicles. A
number of children take this route to Brodeur or Macaulay.

9/26/2017 5:17 PM

3

Include the Alston/Skinner safe crossing that this community has been lobbying for for years - it
was identified on your map in the open houses.

9/26/2017 3:16 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
Traffic circles are dangerous for cyclists.

9/26/2017 1:47 PM

5

Assess and actually implement the crosswalk improvements people have been asking for for
years. Examples include safe crossings at Alston/Skinner, Alston/Henry/Bay - Alston is a
Greenway and should be safe to walk. Most of these improvements are already in our
Transportation Plan but have not been implemented.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

6

time to spend the money on the common denominator of pedestrian infrastructure.

9/26/2017 12:27 AM

7

Wilson/Hereward needs help. Lots of kids going to Ecole Brodeur, Vic West Elementary and
Macaulay Elementary would all benefit from improved crosswalks here.

9/25/2017 11:25 PM
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8

Finish the rail trail for peopel to connect to Kimta- riding a bike on Esquimalt Road isn't great and
there is a godd alternnative.

9/25/2017 9:47 PM

9

Please fix huge problem areas NOW. Langford ST....from Alston to Tyee....cars parked next to car
lot fence on what used to be the "sidewalk", (south side)., therefore no safe way to walk this street.
Road itself amazingly unsafeto transit because of surface...avoiding pedestrians priority. City
refuses to change this dangerous route until zoning and planning for lot is in place. Are we waiting
for someone to trip/fall or get mowed down by a car here.???????????????

9/25/2017 2:36 PM

10

Many easy items have been missed - one is signal timing. Try crossing Esquimalt Rd. Signal takes
very long time to switch... result - jaywalking. Make intersections pedestrian friendly, and increase
pathways.

9/25/2017 9:10 AM

11

It seems to me that some of these ideas are ok but some seem designed by people who don't live
in Vic West.

9/25/2017 9:08 AM

12

Yes, but give some ideas on how this could happen. Ideas like this are vague at best; perhaps
some notes on how other cities have tackeled bad intersections so that we residents can get a
concrete idea of what might be done. Bay/Tyee is a terrible intersection!!

9/24/2017 10:54 PM

13

As noted above, identify a north/south dotted line along Victoria's neglected most western streets.

9/24/2017 8:27 PM

14

So awesome!

9/24/2017 7:18 PM

15

The intersection at Bay and Tyee needs improvemnt. Especially true as a pedestrian movign north,
south across Bay on the East side of the intersection

9/24/2017 10:05 AM

16

Not everyone can or wish to bike

9/24/2017 9:38 AM

17

Key areas are missing from the map, but are identified in the draft plan for future assessment
(Rothwell-Hereward-Wilson streets).

9/23/2017 3:10 PM

18

At the Harbour Rd and Esquimalt Rd intersection, is it possible to let bikes go first, then
pedestrians, then the cars? It's very congested and bikes thread through pedestrians.

9/22/2017 11:34 PM

19

More roundabouts would be nice; on most Vic West streets, they could slow vehicles while still
permitting smooth traffic flow. Crossings and better design on Bay are crucial; it divides the
community as is.

9/22/2017 8:08 PM

20

Critical: 4. 12. 14. 20. Should do asap: 1. 17. 22. 23.

9/20/2017 10:59 PM

21

Facilitate walking and cycling between Vic West Elementary and residents in Esquimalt around
Esquimalt High.

9/20/2017 6:45 PM

22

Integrate with the eventual train

9/17/2017 10:39 PM

23

Catherine and Skinner is weird - twice crossing as a pedestrian a car turning left from Catherine
onto Skinner almost hit me - drove toward me as if they could not see me. As a driver, I always
check this intersection carefully now... it's after dark when this happened... something about the
angle?

9/17/2017 9:50 PM

24

Agree with safer travel for pedestrians and cycling, however overly restrictive speed limits for
drivers won't increase the # of pedestrians and cyclists - it will just increase frustration and
congestuoj

9/17/2017 8:11 PM

25

implement more/any speed calming measures

9/17/2017 3:38 PM

26

What about making the west side of Edward at Catherine a dead end? Bikes could get through but
not cars? Let's get rid of the grid!

9/15/2017 11:58 AM

27

#15: Tyee Cooperative is not a public thoroughfare, especially for cyclists: there are already
dangerous near miss accidents between cyclists and resident children on a regular basis. Refrain
from this pathway, and respect the families that live in the area.

9/11/2017 5:43 PM

28

Incredible waste of money on E &N intersections in the region as it is DEAD!

9/5/2017 10:34 PM

29

Definitely improve signage telling people which side is for bikes and which side is for pedestrians
between the trestle and Harbour Road. Also, please paint a reflective line separating the bike and
pedestrian trails as when it's dark it is hard as a cyclist to see where the pedestrian path is, and
many pedestrians are not wearing reflective gear; I am surprised there haven't been more
collisions on the trail.

9/4/2017 9:39 PM
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30

I don't really get all the pedestrian stuff, just make getting to the save on foods easier, don't
impede vehicle traffic!

9/2/2017 12:58 PM

31

Traffic slow down/calming is needed for Craigflower, Wilson, Hereward, and Catherine. Many
drivers drive twice the speed limit on these streets.

8/29/2017 9:29 PM

32

there are too many major roads bisecting the community. consider how roads like Alston could be
improved for pedestrians and remove the parking for walking commuters going downtown

8/29/2017 12:58 AM

33

Traffic calming on Bay Street would be a huge improvement.

8/28/2017 11:50 AM

34

Yes, pedestrians should not have to jump aside for fast moving cyclists ringing bells coming up
from behind: it is so annoying and disrespectful to pedestrians. And cyclists should not have to
slow down for pedestrians. Trails must be made to separately accommodate both.

8/27/2017 9:52 AM

35

Speaking as a cyclist. I think vic west already has traffic moving at a crawl we certainly don't need
even calmer roads to clog it up more. Please please don't put any ridiculous protected bike lanes.
sharing the road is really quite easy without any assistance, a bike lane like that on craigflower is
absolutely sufficient in helping traffic flow safely. Those "bubbles" that are used at crosswalks so
that pedestrians have less distance to cover always stop the bicycle lane, that does make it more
dangerous for cyclists as now we're thrown into what cars feel to be their space.

8/26/2017 12:46 PM
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Q4 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 46

Skipped: 142

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The biggest transportation issue is getting into and out of the neighbourhood. Growth/density
increases need to keep in mind the bridges and other congestion points. This seems to focus on
walking and cycling - so how do we encourage this to reduce or maintain current congestion levels
on entrances to the neighbourhood?

9/27/2017 12:34 PM

2

Use of side streets as thoroughfares by fast moving traffic is a concern of mine. Pine St is home to
many young families and sees a significant amount of high speed and commercial traffic,
connecting to Hereward and contributing to problems on that street. Some initiatives to discourage
the above mentioned type of traffic would be well received.

9/26/2017 11:25 PM

3

Under 3.1.4 I believe that wayfinding is particularly important. I used to live in Germany &
Switzerland. In those countries all trails, pathways etc are easy-to-use, and are well marked. In
order to encourage more people to use the trail system (cyclists & peds) trail names & distances,
as well as local destinations must be clearly indicated by good signage. Under 3.2.1 I completely
disagree with the idea of installing a two-way bike lane along Harbour Rd. Subjecting cyclists to
contra-flow traffic is unnecessary, disruptive & counter-intuitive. Leave the current bike lanes
where they are.

9/26/2017 7:05 PM

4

Alston/Skinner safe crossing. Much of the transporation improvements are already part of our
Transportation Plan.

9/26/2017 3:16 PM

5

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Please consult Planning for Northern Cities wintercities.com
http://www.archdaily.com/631845/4-techniques-cold-climate-cities-can-use-to-make-the-most-oftheir-waterfronts "Maximizing available sun in the winter is key to creating spaces where people
love to be." No one wants to walk down a dark street that is functioning as a wind tunnel. There
was even a popular song written about it "the Sunny side of the street". We need a proper
appropriate "entrance" to VicWest. Not that pile of logs left over from the mill at the Bay St. Bridge
and Jimmy Patterson's car lot! What does this say to people?

9/26/2017 1:47 PM

6

As Vic West is between Victoria and the western communities and is subject to extensive
commuter traffic, it is essential that this plan encourage and support rapid transit initiatives that do
use existing roads. The E&N rail corridor is an ideal existing location for this type of commuter
movement and as such should be promoted.

9/26/2017 10:02 AM

7

The Alston/Skinner safe crossing is not on your map even though it has been a neighbourhood
issue for years. It was definitely identified on the map at the Open Houses earlier this year.

9/26/2017 1:42 AM

8

yeah lots.

9/26/2017 12:27 AM

9

This is great, but I think we need include the light rail option to deal with the increasing traffic along
Craigflower and Esquimalt roads. In the last 2 years we've noticed our drive from Banfield park to
Quadra Elementary double in duration! Please get light rail back into the talks.

9/25/2017 10:29 PM

10

Increase mid-block connectivity within the heritage home area of Vic West. Would require working
with private homeowners and Pioneer Co-op. For example, a formal link between Hereward and
McCaskill would be nice (this route is already used, but not outwardly acknowledged).

9/25/2017 8:13 PM

11

Yes, PINE STREET HAS A TRAFFIC PROBLEM! I know there was a report in 2014 that told the
city otherwise, but it is an ongoing struggle. Especially as young kids on the street increase in
quantity. And finally there was recently an "incedent" that I think the city was waiting for. Another
area indodnt hear much about in the presentation was the intersection shared with Esquimalt on
old Esquimalt road where 5 streets converge. It is a route to the school but not safe for kids to
walk. Traffic calming is essential in many areas in VicWest.

9/25/2017 8:06 PM

12

Please don't do a Pandora or Fort Street cycling option. Both are privileged dollars that aren't
necessary to cycling safety. I cycle everyday in this area and on Pandora as well as Fort

9/25/2017 6:37 PM
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13

Fix urgent problems in traffic now!

9/25/2017 2:36 PM

14

The term of improving pedestrian experience is really vague.

9/25/2017 9:08 AM

15

Yes - some details on how to make an idea real. Some examples where intersections have been
modified to make them safer. Otherwise there are only vague ideas with no substance.

9/24/2017 10:54 PM

16

We are very supportive of transportation improvements relating to increased safety and
connectivity, including better crossings, traffic calming and wayfinding. Vic West has become a
thorough-fare community for non-residents due to the current road network.

9/23/2017 3:10 PM

17

The odd subtext of this plan is that cycling and pedestrians are one and the same. It's like
combining commercial jet traffic and hang-gliding into one category.

9/23/2017 9:37 AM

18

I would like a light at the crosswalk at Turner St. and Bay St. to have a light. It's poorly lit and cars
seem to have difficultly seeing pedestrians. Personally, I would like a crosswalk between the
bridge and Moon Under Water pub.

9/22/2017 11:34 PM

19

Big picture - SLOW DOWN TRAFFIC! We don't want to encourage commuting through Vic West!
Make Vic West a 40 kph zone through design and enforcement. Look at what Esquimalt has done!
Their street designs (Esquimalt Road and Craigflower Road particularly) include planting and other
subtle design elements that are beautiful and encourage people to slow down.

9/20/2017 10:59 PM

20

Work to inform, educate and enforce traffic calming measures and commercial traffic no truck
zones on cycling routes and streets - specifically Pine street

9/18/2017 9:42 PM

21

A connection from Craigflower to Banfield Park down Styles St. Is missing from the plan. This
route is used by hundreds of dragon boaters and swimmers and there is no marked crossing.

9/18/2017 7:39 PM

22

Covered secure lock ups are needed. Bike theft is rampant.

9/17/2017 10:39 PM

23

implement more/any speed calming measures

9/17/2017 3:38 PM

24

No. Again, you have nailed it.

9/17/2017 11:59 AM

25

Connecting areas is more than transport and routing - VicWest CA deos not treat Songhees
residnets well Missed is the elephant in the room - the airport and its role in VicWest. The noise
exposure forecast (NEF) should, by CHMC guidelines be of upmost consideration as the impacts
of any airport should be considered at the beginning of any planning process. Why has the
planning not respected this planning obligation.

9/13/2017 7:35 AM

26

yes - you missed the need for a noise exposure forecast for the airport. Planning without the noise
exposure is not professional.

9/12/2017 9:50 PM

27

Don't think so.

9/12/2017 10:57 AM

28

The cross walk at Raynor and Craigflower could benefit from a flashing light. (Not a traffic light,
just the kind pedestrians can activate to notify cars that they are crossing.) At night, visibility can
be a problem there, and cars coming around the corner where Skinner becomes Craigflower may
not have time to adjust to the lower light and see that someone is crossing.

9/11/2017 12:49 PM

29

Cars will not be gone for a few years yet. This neighbourhood is a route for commuters from
esquimalt and the west shore, and the single lane bridges create a nasty bottleneck in both
directions during rush hours. Widen the bay st bridge and keep major veins like Craigflower and
Esquimalt growing wider while increasing bike space on quieter streets, which often offer shortcuts
and are safer for kids to take on their way to school or the park. Bike lanes should focus on being
friendly to young people. Not only are they unable to drive themselves but if they grow up using
active transport they are far more likely to carry on using it in the future. Older folks are going to
keep using cars for years to come and keep g streets narrow and congested just means that all
those cars spend more time idling in traffic.

9/8/2017 1:00 PM

30

We desperately need a lighted crosswalk on Esquimalt. Many people walk up and down the final
block of Russell street to get to the ocean. and there are many people who live on that block in 3
huge complexes, plus a few houses. We need a lighted crosswalk for bikes and pedestrians to get
across Esquimalt rd.

9/7/2017 7:26 PM

31

Please consider more traffic calming measures at Henry @ Alston Street.

9/6/2017 11:21 AM

32

The crest of the hill on Wilson st. at Mary St. is a scary place to cross the road with children (or
without). People drive really fast around the corner and up the hill - visibility isn't great from parked
cars. Any sort of traffic calming measures would be appreciated!

9/5/2017 8:55 PM
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33

If youve ever tried to cross bay st or johnson st bridges during rush hour it should be obvious that
bay st bridge needs widening with a dedicated lane for traffic to go to craigflower. This would help
busses as well as cars by not getting stuck in traffic jam for 30 minutes to go a veryshort distance.

9/2/2017 12:58 PM

34

HOW do you propose to do it?

8/31/2017 9:59 AM

35

Improve sidewalks throughout Vic West, not just at intersections identified on map.

8/30/2017 12:03 PM

36

widen sidewalks with utility pole obstructions or on streets which lack boulevards, such as
hereward and william. on hereward, improve the street scape and slow traffic by creating curb
extensions at Wilson and Hereward to maintain street parking while improving pedestrian visibility
and visually marking the residential street to encourage motorists to maintain, rather than
significantly exceed the posted 30 km/hr speed limit. Consider a midblock curb extension and
crosswalk on hereward to improve access to hereward orchard and the E&N.

8/29/2017 9:29 PM

37

Better curb cuts and driveway cuts. Feather the curb cuts to the asphalt, and insert horizontal lines
for sight impaired. With a lot of emphasis on walking, biking and mobility aids as folks age, the 1 to
2 inch curb cuts aren't smooth. Use best practices and design standards. I have seen these curb
cuts elsewhere in the City and they are top quality. Also, I know this is outside our jurisdiction, but
can we please encourage the CRD to have a long term plan to install a better, smoother surface
on the Selkirk Trestle bridge? It is hell for bikes, and not necessary. Other jurisdictions have figured
this out, and we need a better, smoother surface. Can you say, carpal tunnel syndrome!

8/29/2017 1:57 PM

38

Make the on-road segment of the Galloping Goose from the bridge up Harbour Rd a protected
bike lane instead of just paint to properly link the Johnstone St Bridge & the start of the trail proper.
Two-way lane up the west (non-shipyard) side of Harbour might be best due to truck traffic in and
out of the shipyard.

8/29/2017 10:19 AM

39

There are a lot of other pedestrian and cycling improvements that you could make. Every street
should have pedestrian improvements to encourage walking in, through and around the
neighbourhood,

8/28/2017 3:10 PM

40

With William and Springfield Streets identified as pedestrian and cycling connection routes I would
ask that you consider some means to slow traffic along these two streets. Both are obviously used
as shortcuts for a neighbourhood towing company and many commuters and miscellaneous other
traffic. I support these two streets as described in the plan but they need to be safer for cyclists
and pedestrians to maximize their benefit to the community. My suggestion: Springfield is certainly
wide enough to accommodate a planted traffic island or two while William is probably better suited
for 2 or 3 speed humps.

8/28/2017 1:02 PM

41

I commute on foot. I feel the neighbourhood is already well connected to the regional trails. Please
don't make changes that are 'anti-auto' regardless of how popular that stance may be.

8/27/2017 12:40 PM

42

Make the Galloping Goose section along the industrial corridor of Harbour Road more pedestrian
and cycle friendly, e.g. shade trees, benches, traffic calming island.

8/26/2017 1:01 PM

43

Yes, you missed putting in a crossing at Hereward and Wilson Street. Wilson is unsafe to cross in
order to access Barnard Park/seawalk and L'ecole Brodeur

8/25/2017 5:52 PM

44

Cycling is absolutely essential for a sustainable future. It's not just about transportation, it's about
promoting healthy lifestyles, which reduces health care costs. It's about making our city more
attractive and liveable, it's about saving tax dollars by lowering the cost of getting people around,
and it's about reducing congestion. Investing in cycling infrastructure pays dividends in multiple
dimensions.

8/25/2017 1:43 PM

45

Improve sidewalks in the area between Russell and Catherine, Esquimalt and Wilson. Change
parking to residential.

8/24/2017 3:52 PM

46

Please keep in mind that while pedestrian and cycling paths are important, so is parking for all
those working in the commercial area around alston and langford streets. Because of the shortage
of parking created from the Dockside developement's lack of parking for all those buildings,
parking from these buildings have simply been pushed to the surrounding area. Parking has
already been restricted in surrounding streets- Edward, Catherine to allow for residential parking
only, creating more of a crunch. Do not remove any more parking on these streets while
accommodating bikes and pedestrians.

8/24/2017 11:29 AM
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Q5 How supportive are you of the key initatives for housing?
Answered: 166

Skipped: 22

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Support rowhouses, townhouses
and houseplexes in older
residential areas, focused on
areas east of Russell Street. See
the info sheet for more details

45.73%
75

24.39%
40

13.41%
22

7.93%
13

8.54%
14

164

3.91

Reduce the size of lot required
for small lot houses west of
Russell Street to support some
small lot development tailored to
Vic West’s existing lot pattern.
See the info sheet for more
details

40.74%
66

25.31%
41

12.96%
21

11.73%
19

9.26%
15

162

3.77

Reduce the size of lot where
duplexes are allowed. See the
info sheet for more details

37.42%
61

22.70%
37

15.95%
26

13.50%
22

10.43%
17

163

3.63

Allow legal suites in duplexes,
small lot houses, and
town/rowhouses. See the info
sheet for more details

46.34%
76

24.39%
40

10.37%
17

9.15%
15

9.76%
16

164

3.88

Protect and re-use heritage
buildings by allowing additional
housing (e.g. a house with
multiple suites). See the info
sheet for more details

57.67%
94

26.38%
43

6.13%
10

4.91%
8

4.91%
8

163

4.27

#

COMMENTS FOR "SUPPORT ROWHOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND HOUSEPLEXES IN
OLDER RESIDENTIAL AREAS, FOCUSED ON AREAS EAST OF RUSSELL STREET. SEE
THE INFO SHEET FOR MORE DETAILS"

DATE

1

Again, 'what we heard' (deep appreciation for character of older residential areas, maintain it" does
NOT support this massive densification and transformation of our neighbourhood. All the modest
homes will be overshadowed by new developments that aren't appropriate or sensitive to the
existing housing. There are many heritage value houses in the are east of Russell, and
designated heritage houses as well. Double row townhouses and apartments will destroy the light,
open space and ambience of the traditional residential areas. This densification is NOT supported
by the OCP - or anyone I've talked with in the neighbourhood.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
The Planning Dept. has ruined Vic West already starting in the 60's when it approved the 4 plexes
on Raynor St.. Now it has approved modern houses on Mary which look ridiculous in the
neighborhood. When German cities were bombed out during WWII they were carefully
reconstructed brick by brick to suit the old style. Look what the 4 plexes on Raynor at Catherine
turned into. Very rundown

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

3

Supportive only if the whole area south of Esquimalt road and west of Catherine is included. High
rise buildings will destroy this neighbourhood of mixed housing.

9/26/2017 10:06 AM
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4

The Plan proposed a HUGE increase in density that will be developer driven, not built by property
owners. Aggregating the lots necessary for double row townhouses or apartment buildings is only
developer driven. It will create chaos and turmoil in our neighbourhood. Pretending heritage
houses will be preserved is ridiculous. A 3-4 story apartement building next to or close to a small
scale traditional house will overwhelm it aesthetically, reduce or remove the light and sunlight and
generally reduce the quality of life. No houses in Vic west will be affordable because if this Plan is
approved, all houses, no matter how small scale or modest as a home, will be marketed as
'development properties'. Your surveys and workshops indicated we "have a deep appreciation of
the older residential areas" and "the community wants to see this character maintained" yet the
Plan proposes the opposite - a massive densification including housing types (apartments/double
rows of townhouses, 4 storey buildings) that are not appropriate in a neighbourhood of small scale
modest houses. Although there are some houses designated heritage in our neighbourhood there
are many many more that are still of heritage value even if not 'designated'. Those will be torn
down and redeveloped. It will destroy the very reason most of us moved here. We chose to live in
a traditional neighbourhood, not a condo/townhouse developement like the ones in Railyards etc.
The apartments proposed for Skinner street, running over the highest hill in the neighbourhood,
will also shade all the smaller houses on Raynor Street. This sort of encouragement for increased
density and massive increase in scale is the antithesis of what you heard we wanted. It would
make everyone fearfull that the neighbour's house will be next to be developed. There will be no
sense of predictability, only unpredictability. It is totally misleading to only refer to 'east of Russell
Street' on this survey when all housing types except apartments are allowed west of Russell too.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

5

very opposed to tearing down viable housing and community for replacement with multi unit stratas
and rental.

9/26/2017 12:35 AM

6

Be careful about the neighnouring houses adjacent to this increased density. Don't build a wall of
houses up against an existing single home lot.

9/25/2017 11:36 PM

7

Keep the density down (no 5 story or up) and make sure there is parking

9/25/2017 10:29 PM

8

This can be tricky - they need to be sympathetic to surrounding heritage homes and allow as many
view scapes as possible

9/25/2017 9:52 PM

9

I would support these everywhere.

9/25/2017 8:15 PM

10

Just right for our neighbourhood, Robert St, not 'urban residential' up to 5 storeys

9/25/2017 7:54 PM

11

Increase density!! Good!!

9/25/2017 3:59 PM

12

do you understand what this community's individuality and diversity is about?

9/25/2017 2:50 PM

13

I like the idea of more housing available but parking becomes challenging when an existing single
family home adds a couple of suites or units. I'd like it to be a dedicated building with a plan for
parking so the already busy streets aren't flooded.

9/25/2017 10:33 AM

14

I think that the houseplexes would have the least visual effect on our neighbourhood. We have
enough of the other kinda of housing already.

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

15

This increase in density will result in a boon for developers and pain for residents. We have
already seen some horrible designs for squishing in extra housing. This needs to be more carefully
considered before making blanket plans.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

16

I'm okay with secondary scuites, duplexes on smaller lots, and occasional house plexes. but in
terms of what we've seen in Vic west in the past 15 years (the masses of traffic, I'd be slow to
approve, and NOT approve them 'in mass' (eg, DON't allow a developer to buy up 3 houses and
then do a mass building of 3 houseplexes in a row. We need to keep variety, character, interest,
and it's when you give way to a developer the heart, generally is lost. We humans need variety
and individuality, to be reminded of our diversity, so please if you do support the odd houseplex or
duplex on a smaller lot, do it piece by piece, not as a mass policy that's going to make developers
hungry for money .

9/25/2017 12:18 AM

17

I am concerned about the narrow streets. More people = more cars. How many buildings are you
looking at? How many people do you think will move onto the street with these changes?

9/24/2017 10:59 PM

18

More houseplexes would be great.

9/23/2017 8:09 PM

19

Don't reduce FSR! This neighbourhood is within 3 km of downtown, and we should be welcoming
more people, not act like it's a car-dependent suburbia. Let's work towards intensification and be a
city. Along the main streets, 4 storeys should be permissible, and 3 on minor streets. Also, please
make sure that houses don't have to be designed to be energy inefficient.

9/22/2017 8:31 PM
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20

Parking cars on site costs a lot and makes housing affordability a problem. Within the lifetime of
this plan fewer and fewer cars will be owned. Now is the time to reduce parking requirements.

9/20/2017 11:16 PM

21

Parking & traffic & transit is already overloaded

9/19/2017 8:58 PM

22

Too many people, not enough parking spots, cookie cutter homes. Taking away from the feel of
the neighbourhood, and old, unique houses.

9/18/2017 9:38 PM

23

Height restrictive

9/17/2017 8:12 PM

24

This will destroy the residential feel of vic west!

9/7/2017 10:58 PM

25

Be careful not to mandate cutesy faux heritage architecture for the sake of fitting in. It always ends
up looking cheesy.

8/31/2017 10:16 AM

26

Parking?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM

27

We need more invisible density within established neighbourhoods and on quiet streets.

8/29/2017 2:01 PM

28

also Skinner, Alston, Mary, Catherine, Raynor ...

8/29/2017 1:04 AM

29

include a height restriction to current

8/28/2017 9:59 AM

30

As long as it is done well to support and positively enhance the neigbourhood.

8/27/2017 10:11 AM

31

I disagree with 2.5 stories as this is not in line with the current housing. It will limit light to existing
neighbours. We already have sufficient height density surrounding Westside village and extremely
high density in (Toy Town) the area north of Bay St Bridge

8/25/2017 6:06 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "REDUCE THE SIZE OF LOT REQUIRED FOR SMALL LOT HOUSES WEST
OF RUSSELL STREET TO SUPPORT SOME SMALL LOT DEVELOPMENT TAILORED TO VIC
WEST’S EXISTING LOT PATTERN. SEE THE INFO SHEET FOR MORE DETAILS"

DATE

1

I am concerned the resulting houses will overshadow neighbours, reduce their light, reduce the
privacy and green space around houses that we treasure.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Why just west of Russel why not any large lot in VicWest. This is planning by segregation
and not supportive of diversity. What does "tailored to VicWest's existing lot pattern " mean
quantifiably? This is a very arbitrary statement which is meaningless.

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

3

Ensure the houses retain sufficient setbacks to contribute to the open space we treasure in this
neighbourhood. Do not let new houses overwhelm the existing houses.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

4

there are no vacant lots and too few capable of subdivision, better to facilitate garden dwellings
and suites etc without creating separate properties.

9/26/2017 12:35 AM

5

This is a good idea if it allows the neighbourhood to retain a certain character while allowing more
density

9/25/2017 9:52 PM

6

Info sheet unavailable.info sheet unavailable. I feel as if this is not a good idea but don't have
enough info I feel as if this is not a good idea but don't have enough info

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

7

See previous comment. Current small lot size should not be modified.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

8

Some, but not all . Maybe one in every 10 lots could (at present, in our neighbourhood) be okay to
be split to two. I just want to see developement of housing SLOWED to a snails pace, so that 'yes'
, a home owner is likely allowed to bump their old house up an extra floor, so that they might live in
the basement while the grandkids live upstairs, or they can build a garden suite in the back of their
yard, to supplement their retirement income plus maybe arrange for a care aide to live there when
they get old... I just don't want to see 'developers' drooling over new policies that could drive
people to sell out to THEM (eg, no condos or townhouses, or mass developements of a row of
cloned multiplexes or duplexes.

9/25/2017 12:18 AM

9

Not sure. do we really want to cram people together? part of what I like about vic West is that it is
a fairly open neighbourhood.

9/24/2017 10:59 PM

10

Supportive of duplex/triplex development. Not supportive of more appartments on existing SF
residential sidestreets (e.g., Suffolk). Looking to maintain housing diversity.

9/23/2017 3:15 PM

11

Generally supportive, but would prefer having more option to convert some of lots to duplexes and
multi-unit, even if density remains low west of Russell.

9/22/2017 8:31 PM
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12

It would depend on the street. If it is around Mcskill, Pine or Belton...absolutely not. The large lots,
and space is great for the famalies and keep our streets with less traffic. In other spaces, it could
work nicely.

9/18/2017 9:38 PM

13

Presumes middle class income and may lead to disrepair

9/17/2017 10:41 PM

14

We need more space for food.

9/11/2017 5:46 PM

15

Parking?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM

16

I would prefer to see row housing or duplexes than SF on small lots if possible. Much more
sustainable, and as much privacy almost.

8/29/2017 2:01 PM

17

It is important for the environment to not "pave over" the whole lot with built structures. I'm
opposed to housing that doesn't preserve "raw land" in the lots.

8/29/2017 9:41 AM

18

Include a height restriction of 2 storeys

8/28/2017 9:59 AM

19

The density on this street is already really heavy. It is a quite a weird street. This idea won't help
fix that.

8/27/2017 10:11 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "REDUCE THE SIZE OF LOT WHERE DUPLEXES ARE ALLOWED. SEE
THE INFO SHEET FOR MORE DETAILS"

DATE

1

Too much mass in too little space, unless they are very small housing units - which we need more
of anyway.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Please, please city of Victoria should not plan duplexes by measurement of lot size. They
should do a "visual preference survey" of a duplex and each kind of development eg townhouse,
etc. and stick to that configuration. (VP survey is not included here I see)

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

3

Ensure the houses do not detract from the light or open space of the existing houses.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

4

See my previous comments about parking

9/25/2017 10:33 AM

5

info sheet unavailable. I feel as if this is not a good idea but don't have enough info

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

6

VicWest already has one of the highest densities for SFH.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

7

I'm okay with that. But again, could these things be approved in a 'slow and mindful' manner? So
that a whole street is bought out and suddenly becomes an ugly strip of residence that has no
green and no character?

9/25/2017 12:18 AM

8

Same as above

9/18/2017 9:38 PM

9

We need more space for food.

9/11/2017 5:46 PM

10

Parking?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM

11

this has resulted in very ugly, towering infills in many cities. Be careful.

8/29/2017 9:29 PM

12

Would prefer to, Allow duplexes as of right.

8/29/2017 2:01 PM

13

Again, keeping green space for water filtration and wildlife habitat is a priority for me.

8/29/2017 9:41 AM

14

Possible negative outcome: looming structures and rampant house / lot flipping

8/28/2017 11:41 AM

15

Along as off street parking for cars is included in the design.

8/27/2017 10:11 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ALLOW LEGAL SUITES IN DUPLEXES, SMALL LOT HOUSES, AND
TOWN/ROWHOUSES. SEE THE INFO SHEET FOR MORE DETAILS"

DATE

1

Too much density/population in rowhouses.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Why not allow more than one legal suite it existing houses why just duplexes? Existing
infrastructure preservation should come first and be held in priority.

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

3

Ensure the suites do not detract from neighbouring homes. Adding suites to rowhouses is too
much density.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM
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4

only so long as the principal unit is occupied by the owners

9/26/2017 12:35 AM

5

Great idea. But if it's an endless beaucouprocratic paper trail to get approved then homeowners
eill continue to rent out unofficial basement suites/mortgage helpers.

9/25/2017 11:36 PM

6

However, while I agree that short term rentals need to be regulated, I do think that residential
suites should be allowed to. For example, a family may use the suite when family come to town
but need the revenue to afford the (ie any) home.

9/25/2017 8:09 PM

7

See my previous comments about parking

9/25/2017 10:33 AM

8

info sheet unavailable. I feel as if this is not a good idea but don't have enough info

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

9

Legal suites are not an issue where the home is owner occupied. Where houses are suited and it
is a revenue property we see more issues. Look at the history of VicWest for what happens when
it is dominated by rentals in a downturn. Protect the neighborhood by not allowing suiting unless
owner occupied.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

10

Garden suites behind duplex’s should also be allowed

9/24/2017 7:27 PM

11

cohousing is part of the sharing economy and builds collaboration.

9/17/2017 10:41 PM

12

concerns are parking and more traffic on quieter streets especially for children

9/15/2017 3:04 PM

13

increasing density just causes more conjestion.

9/7/2017 10:58 PM

14

No short term rentals/AirBnB please. Prefer long term unfurnished rentals.

9/6/2017 11:23 AM

15

no room for parking, not everyone cycles/walks and if they do they may still have vehicles

9/5/2017 1:13 PM

16

Please take into account increased parking needs if more housing.

9/4/2017 9:40 PM

17

Parking?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM

18

Yes, the more flexibility the better

8/29/2017 2:01 PM

19

Like Sardines in a can - this would create way too much density and would very likely create
ridiculous neigbourhood parking problems.

8/27/2017 10:11 AM

20

I don't think they should be in small lot houses. We also have to consider parking as we densify. It
is currently a problem on many streets where homeowners have more than 2-3 vehicles

8/25/2017 6:06 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "PROTECT AND RE-USE HERITAGE BUILDINGS BY ALLOWING
ADDITIONAL HOUSING (E.G. A HOUSE WITH MULTIPLE SUITES). SEE THE INFO SHEET
FOR MORE DETAILS"

DATE

1

Heritage bldgs should be protected under all circumstances.

9/26/2017 7:09 PM

2

As long as sensitive to neighbours' light, privacy, open space.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Yes what exactly is the definition of "heritage buildings"? Only those registered as such?
Or those that are at least 100 years old? Or what? You must provide a much broader definition of
"heritage buildings".

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

4

same as above

9/26/2017 12:35 AM

5

If it allows it to be economical to preserve heritage homes its a good idea

9/25/2017 9:52 PM

6

Good solution to double density by infilling large rear yards with second homes

9/25/2017 7:54 PM

7

See my previous comments about parking

9/25/2017 10:33 AM

8

Where are these heritage houses in the Craigflower Village?

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

9

this has worked well in Vic West. Heritage houses converted into stratas have created additional
housing that is more affordable.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

10

I like heritage and heritage houses with multiple suites, as they exist, I think its a great thing.

9/25/2017 12:18 AM

11

Only if the heritage is not ruined. Vic Wests interesting architecture needs to be preserved.

9/24/2017 10:59 PM
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12

Vic West used to have many older homes which had rental suites. the neighbourhood was terrible
. It has improved enormously since younger families renovated and cleaned them up. We do not
want to go back to lots of rental suites unless they are well maintained and controlled. No more
slum landlords please.

9/23/2017 10:11 AM

13

This exists already in almost all the existing character houses. Is this not currently legal?

9/23/2017 9:41 AM

14

I would support this if the house did not have to have heritage status.

9/20/2017 11:16 PM

15

Except for the parking issues.

9/18/2017 9:38 PM

16

same parking issues

9/5/2017 1:13 PM

17

Parking?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM
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Q6 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 35

Skipped: 153

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Very hard to indicate support for a form/type of housing without location as to how it "fits".

9/26/2017 5:17 PM

2

The intention of the OCP is to protect the character of traditional residential neighbourhoods
throughout the City. Their population projection map indicates 90% of pop increase in core areas
and large urban villages. Only 10% in traditional residential areas - that would be approx 10 people
a year in Vic West trad res areas.

9/26/2017 3:28 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
Since the local school is already jammed full I suggest that increasing the population in the
neighborhood is poor planning.

9/26/2017 1:54 PM

4

There is a massive contradiction between "what we heard" and "how the plan addresses what we
heard". This plan will not "maintain the character of older residential areas", instead it would
transform the character, destroying the whole reason we chose to live here. We would live in a
constant construction zone, always worried that our homes and quality of life will be adversely
affected. This level of densification in the traditional residential neighbourhoods is not supported by
the OCP which indicates only 20% population increase in these areas over the next 30 years.
Since the traditional residential area of Vic West is about 10% of Victoria, that would be about 200
people! So WHY this level of density increase?? The OCP identifies only Westside village and
areas south east of that as locations for 90% of the population increase. What this Plan will do is
make housing in the traditional residential areas of Vic West even more unaffordable as every
property will be marketed for its development potential rather than its potential as a home in a
wonderful community.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

5

Parking can be a problem when density increases too much

9/25/2017 10:29 PM

6

Small apartment buildings and townhouses geared to low to middle income earners, and families!
Design these buildings with central courtyards and informal playspaces for kids and for community
gathering. These should be allowed everywhere.

9/25/2017 8:15 PM

7

As mentioned, "affordable housing" may need to be better defined. How has access? How is it
affordable? Also, how will traffic and parking issues be affected.

9/25/2017 8:09 PM

8

Has this city liased with the school district to prepare for the huge influx of families talked about by
planners. Seems like 25 (?or so) years when the consideration for further future space for a school
was NOT allotted for this community. Cars will not be a viable mover of population. Will the city
have effective rapid transport worked out to move people outward from here ? Density unviable as
planning stands.

9/25/2017 2:50 PM

9

Info sheets unavailable.

9/25/2017 9:19 AM

10

Denser the better!

9/24/2017 7:27 PM

11

Yes, how are you going to deal with the increased traffic. What infrastructure will you add to
support these people? Where are the additional playgrounds, parks, schools, libraries? Adding just
housing does not grow a community.

9/24/2017 9:10 AM

12

In the interest of maintaining housing diversity (and given low SF res stock in Vic West), we do not
support the proposal for apartment building development on side streets (such as Suffolk).

9/23/2017 3:15 PM

13

This could be more ambitious and push for greater densification - three storeys are appropriate for
the proximity to downtown.

9/22/2017 8:31 PM

14

The vision is missing of how much growth Vic West wants. The feeling I get from the plan is that
we should jam in as many people as possible. I think a contextual statement is necessary which
sets out an overall goal or vision for how many people we would like to see in Vic West.

9/20/2017 11:16 PM

15

PARKING??? It's already pretty congested on some streets. Adding more housing just increases
the street parking pressure.

9/20/2017 10:13 PM
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16

If there was proposals of more housing, the street parking, and turning most of the streets into
residential only parking, would be a key issue.

9/18/2017 9:38 PM

17

Increasing density in this manner creates very crowded and congested streets with all of the
additional cars that are the inevitable result. This plan ignores the fact that most families have two
vehicles. Loading the streets with all of these vehicles creates unsafe conditions for pedestrians
and cyclists and makes for unpleasant crowded neighbourhoods.

9/18/2017 7:45 PM

18

Parking

9/18/2017 2:43 PM

19

Affordable housing and increasing density is imperative to not just Vic West but ALL of Victoria. I
live in a Devon Properties building and they are raising the rent as high as they can each year and
when I say something, the response is, "we could get $1,200.00 for your unit." (I currently pay
$965.00). I work for the provincial government and my salary is not increasing enough to
compensate. Real estate in this city has turned everyone into greedy vultures.

9/17/2017 9:54 PM

20

I believe there is enough housing proposed in new construction and reducing lot size and
increasing secondary suites will make parking harder, increase crime and congestion. New
housing (strata, apartments, etc) will normally have underground parking leaving the streets less
congested. Low income housing in my experience increases the crime rate and vandalism. I've
seen 'slum landlords' take advantage of these situations. I believe Vic West has too much to offer
to see it degraded with low income housing.

9/17/2017 12:07 PM

21

Victoria West is predominately and area of high rise condos

9/15/2017 3:44 PM

22

More space for all these new people to grow food.

9/11/2017 5:46 PM

23

Yes, we dont want more density increases.

9/7/2017 10:58 PM

24

More affordable housing for families

9/7/2017 6:45 PM

25

Concept is admirable ... but how do you propose to deal with inhabitants who insist on maintaining
suburban level vehicle inventories?

8/31/2017 10:03 AM

26

Add taxes on investment properties that remain unoccupied

8/30/2017 1:56 PM

27

As much as possible, build where density already exists.

8/29/2017 9:41 AM

28

Ensure that every development has wheelchair accessible and adaptable units, be it as ground
floor apartments or townhouse units. Many municipalities require 20 percent of their new
developments to comply with this requirement (Sidney, Saanich, etc.), it is time for Victoria to adopt
the same.

8/28/2017 10:24 PM

29

Some of the streerts already have a parking problem and these changes will only make the
problem worse. Yes we walk and ride bikes, but most homes still have a car out front. Address this
with requiring minimum parking allocations.

8/28/2017 4:37 PM

30

I support even more density in all areas of Vic West than is proposed by this plan.

8/28/2017 3:11 PM

31

How much density is too much density?

8/27/2017 10:11 AM

32

Include mandates that keep renting affordable in Vic West for families as well as single people.
Not every single person wants to live in someones dingy basement and pay off their mortgage.
Encourage more creative options.

8/26/2017 12:51 PM

33

Reducing lot sizes often reduces green spaces--Green space is needed with increased density.

8/25/2017 8:26 PM

34

If we densify we have to consider parking and I'm not sure this has been taken into consideration.

8/25/2017 6:06 PM

35

Increasing density is a good idea as long as we do not change the character of the area too much.
I do not think we should be reducing lot sizes at all this will just spur over development

8/24/2017 8:40 PM
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Q7 How supportive are you of the key initiatives for housing?
Answered: 161

Skipped: 27

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Enliven Esquimalt Road with
residential units above
employment in buildings up to 5
storeys, including a possible 10%
density bonus for on-site
affordable housing

49.38%
79

22.50%
36

11.25%
18

8.13%
13

8.75%
14

160

3.96

Add residential buildings up to 5
storeys in some parts of Lime
Point (south of Esquimalt Road)

43.31%
68

24.84%
39

10.19%
16

10.83%
17

10.83%
17

157

3.79

Support 3 storey townhomes and
smaller apartment buildings
along Skinner Street, parts of
Esquimalt Road, and Suffolk
Street

48.72%
76

25.00%
39

9.62%
15

5.77%
9

10.90%
17

156

3.95

Adopt development
permit guidelines based on the
plan's Urban Form and Character
Objectives for Traditional
Housing to address "What we
Head" about pedestrian-friendly
environments, building design,
green space, parking and more

55.19%
85

22.73%
35

14.29%
22

5.84%
9

1.95%
3

154

4.23

Adopt development
permit guidelines based on the
plan's Urban Form and Character
Guidance to Urban Residential
Areas to address "What we
Head" about pedestrian-friendly
environments, building design,
privacy, green space,
parking and more

51.35%
76

26.35%
39

15.54%
23

3.38%
5

3.38%
5

148

4.19

#

COMMENTS FOR "ENLIVEN ESQUIMALT ROAD WITH RESIDENTIAL UNITS ABOVE
EMPLOYMENT IN BUILDINGS UP TO 5 STOREYS, INCLUDING A POSSIBLE 10% DENSITY
BONUS FOR ON-SITE AFFORDABLE HOUSING"

DATE

1

Max 3 storeys

9/26/2017 7:14 PM

2

No 5 storey buildings close to or overshadowing existing housing.

9/26/2017 3:39 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.No
bonus density. See comments about Northern Cities Planning. The City should present resident's
with a computer model that demonstrates any new development does not block sunlight. I once
had a visitor from England who took one look at the RailYards and said they had a similar
development in their city. The crime rate soared and the whole thing had to be torn down. That
was what they stated to me during the car ride to my house and their first impression of Vic West.
What does "5 storey and possible 10" mean. This is incoherent grammar.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

4

5 stories will create a canyon effect on Esquimalt road. Increased traffic will create long delays.

9/26/2017 10:18 AM

5

Residential units above employment is a good idea, but not 5 storeys.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM
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6

necessitates demolition of viable housing stocks and destroys character and livability of the
community

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

7

I prefer 3-4 storeys. Slightly smaller scale creates a more pleasant neighbourhood. Much like
many other neighbourhoods in Victoria. Why does Vic West have to go to 6 storeys?

9/25/2017 11:45 PM

8

Keeping density along Esquimalt would be good as long a sufficient parking is included

9/25/2017 10:34 PM

9

Along Esquimalt Road - encourage shop fronts and good pedestrian access

9/25/2017 10:00 PM

10

I am not as familiar with this area so leave up to residents closer to comment.

9/25/2017 8:12 PM

11

Affordable housing is not fair to people with average jobs. It's frustrating that someone can get a
nicer place than me while working half as much because my tax dollars subsidise it. Langford and
Metchosin is full of affordable housing. You don't need to drive our prices anymore.

9/25/2017 10:43 AM

12

Esquimalt road does not need this.

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

13

All this does is encourage developers to buy property to hold long term hoping for a further
relaxation of the density and height rules.

9/25/2017 9:21 AM

14

stay within 4 stories, and don't give a density bonus.

9/25/2017 8:51 AM

15

Again, this cannot be seen as a part of what is also proposed for the neighbourhood. Esquimalt
road is a heavy traffic place; addingmore residences will likely icrease the number of cars

9/24/2017 11:03 PM

16

I don't think five story residential units will "enliven" Esquimalt Road! I recommend a maximum
height of 3 stories so that residents can be connected to people on the ground.

9/20/2017 11:28 PM

17

How about max 4 stories with mandatory underground parking for two vehicles per residential unit.

9/18/2017 7:49 PM

18

big yes to on-site affordable housing

9/18/2017 7:33 PM

19

Traffic noise is already an issue. I live in Esquimalt road and worry about bus and train traffic
causing my windows to remain closed and traffic escalating. Bike lane would help.

9/17/2017 10:43 PM

20

Why do low-income people always have to live on busy streets?

9/17/2017 9:56 PM

21

will impact some people's views.

9/15/2017 3:05 PM

22

should not builkd at lime Point until airport situation fully declared with noise exposure forecast

9/12/2017 9:53 PM

23

Enliven it with entirely mandatory (rather than incentivized) affordable housing. We don't need to
continue pricing people out of this neighborhood.

9/11/2017 5:59 PM

24

Ensure adequate parking is offered for homes and businesses. Even if people are biking more and
more, most households still keep a car for grocery shopping, ferrying the kids, or going out of town.

9/8/2017 1:08 PM

25

Very opposed!

9/7/2017 11:06 PM

26

Can we do anything to support people to own their own units rather than development which
seems to make money for developers and does not enhance out neighbourhood?

9/7/2017 7:28 PM

27

Would prefer 3-4 stories.

9/3/2017 2:53 PM

28

The problem with these buildings is they get built right up to the edge of the street. There needs to
be buffer space between street and buildings! There needs to be buffer space everywhere, what
they've done to downtown Victoria is NOT a model to use. Everything is too close together.

9/2/2017 1:01 PM

29

beautify esquimalt road and slow down traffic like the town of esquimalt has done to esq rd.

8/29/2017 9:30 PM

30

Prefer 1 storey above existing

8/28/2017 10:03 AM

31

As long as this doesn't create a bottle-neck situation on Esquimalt Road for residents of Equimalt
Road heading into Victoria.

8/27/2017 10:21 AM

32

Bayview has already far exceeded heights and for the area. Let's not create another downtown
core of high rises.

8/24/2017 3:59 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ADD RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS UP TO 5 STOREYS IN SOME PARTS OF
LIME POINT (SOUTH OF ESQUIMALT ROAD)"

DATE

1

Some of the streets are too small to support this density/scale - e.g. east side of Robert Street.

9/27/2017 12:41 PM

2

Only 5 storeys where there would be NO impact on the light, privacy, green space or liveability of
the existing residences.

9/26/2017 3:39 PM
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3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
see above. Please read Matthew Baldwin's thesis.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

4

5 story apartments along Esquimalt road effectively create a wall or barrier that separates the rest
of Vic west from the harbour. This barrier would discourage other residents from using the
waterfront park system because of poor access as well as creating a visual barrier to the residents
living north of Esquimalt road. With boulevards and set backs developers will demand variances
for increased heigh to compensate, thus the area will end up with 7 or 8 story buildings leaving
heritage homes cut off from sun light and living as at the bottom of a well.

9/26/2017 10:18 AM

5

There are modest homes, some with significant heritage value (even if not 'designated') which
would overshadowed and overwhelmed by 5 storey buildings. We don't need a wall of buildings all
along the waterfront areas.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

6

necessitates demolition of viable housing stocks and destroys character and livability of the
community

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

7

Same as above - why do you feel the need to put up all these 6 storey buildings in Vic West?

9/25/2017 11:45 PM

8

5 stories south of Ormonds Buiscuits is too high for existing lot. Development should be lower
close to the water (IE Rainbow estates has high roofs blocking view but with no useful reason - not
even good for storage)

9/25/2017 10:34 PM

9

Step down towards the water so many more people can enjoy a view of our wonderful harbour.provide genorous setbacks near the water so people want to walk there - consider native species
landscaping with a consideration fo rmaximum views - for example teh exotic pines in Rainbow
Park would be better suited screening a junk yard

9/25/2017 10:00 PM

10

5 storeys is too big a change in scale from the single-family; 3 storeys is OK.

9/25/2017 8:06 PM

11

Lime Point does not need this.

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

12

Too tall...

9/25/2017 9:21 AM

13

I don't think five story residential units will "enliven" Esquimalt Road! I recommend a maximum
height of 3 stories so that residents can be connected to people on the ground.

9/20/2017 11:28 PM

14

should build any mre housing in Lime Bay area until NEF considered and the airport "set-backs"
respected

9/13/2017 7:40 AM

15

should not builkd at lime Point until airport situation fully declared with noise exposure forecast

9/12/2017 9:53 PM

16

In 25 years, with adequate bridge connection, this area could be an extension of downtown. Treat
it like a second chance at building a downtown and encourage tall buildings but with adequate
service and delivery alleys and underground parking relative to the number bof homes.

9/8/2017 1:08 PM

17

5 storeys is quite tall. Please consider 3 max.

9/6/2017 11:25 AM

18

Would prefer 3-4 stories

9/3/2017 2:53 PM

19

be careful. the songhees area is terribly ugly and unwelcoming along the street scape. do not
recreate this elsewhere.

8/29/2017 9:30 PM

20

Be sensitive to the West Song walkway

8/29/2017 2:06 PM

21

Bayview place will increase density there so much already. Also, preserving the views is
important.

8/29/2017 9:43 AM

22

Prefer 1 storey above existing

8/28/2017 10:03 AM

23

As long as this doesn't create a bottle-neck situation on Esquimalt Road for residents of Equimalt
Road heading into Victoria.

8/27/2017 10:21 AM

24

Too many stories

8/25/2017 6:17 PM

25

We need to protect single-family dwellings near the water otherwise only condo dwellers will have
views.

8/24/2017 3:59 PM

26

Taller always good. With pedestrian and bike transit, high-density is the way to go to encourage
transport without cars

8/24/2017 11:00 AM
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#

COMMENTS FOR "SUPPORT 3 STOREY TOWNHOMES AND SMALLER APARTMENT
BUILDINGS ALONG SKINNER STREET, PARTS OF ESQUIMALT ROAD, AND SUFFOLK
STREET"

DATE

1

Not sure this would be good on skinner

9/26/2017 9:02 PM

2

This height is simply not appropriate for this neighbourhood. Neither is achieving greater density
by removing or knocking down older homes.

9/26/2017 7:14 PM

3

This looks like a deliberate attempt to destroy the character of a Vic West neighbourhood, which
currently contains heritage, Victorian, and arts & crafts character homes and turn it into a jungle of
apartment buildings. Developers know that "guidelines" are meaningless. Once the character is
gone, it is gone forever.

9/26/2017 6:36 PM

4

There is NO support in 'what we heard' for 3 blocks of apartment buildings along Skinner, over the
highest hill in the neighbourhood and adjacent to the largest group of heritage designated houses
in our neighbourhood. Those apartments would severely impact the light, privacy, green space
and liveability of the existing housing (designated or not) especially on Raynor along the north side
of Skinner. This type of redevelopment is developer driven and is not something any homeowner
can do. The construction will severely impact our neighbourhood. Terrible idea and NOT
supported by the OCP, or any neighbours I've talked with.

9/26/2017 3:39 PM

5

I live on the south side of Suffolk st. and bought my house there 2 years ago. We bought our home
on this street because it was a short quiet residential street. I have some concerns about the types
of developments being proposed for the block. In particular townhomes and smaller apartment
buildings. I would not like to see developers move in and start buying up lots to build apartments
and townhomes. I worry that this would detract from the quiet residential feel of the street which
we were attracted to in the first place. We saved for a long time and found a home that suited us as
a forever home and don't plan on moving in the next 25 years. I think this type of development is
better suited to Esquimalt rd. and Skinner st. as they are already busier throughfares. However,
with increased density in the neighborhood in general not just on Suffolk st. will come more traffic
and the need for parking. Suffolk st. is a short block only having 6 lots on the south side. Without
an allowance for parking on the properties that may be developed in the future I would forsee a
lack of on street parking for the densities being proposed. It seems also that the neighborhood
plan is counting on people driving less or not at all? This I feel is unrealistic. People may drive
around town less in the future but I think will still often have a vehicle that they use on weekends
etc... Our street is also often used by people as a short cut to get from Esquimalt rd. to Wilson st.
People often come speeding around the corner of Bowlsby st. and Suffolk st. Some traffic calming
on the street could be a good idea as there are a lot of families with kids that live on the street.
Please take these things into consideration. Thank you.

9/26/2017 2:23 PM

6

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.No
to three storeys unless the first is the basement and underground.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

7

There is NO support in "what we heard" to propose double rows of townhouses or apartments
along Skinner. (New housing along trails and transit routes could refer to almost anywhere in Vic
West - why Skinner?) The 3 blocks of Skinner from Russell to Alston includes the highest hill in the
neighbourhood (making the apartments dwarf housing all around) as well as it runs right through a
heritage conservation permit area where most of Vic West's designated heritage houses are
located. All along Skinner there are heritage value houses even if not designated. This plan is
encouraging developers to demolish the very housing types that make this community attractive.
Those 3+ storey apartment buildings (including basements and roof top mechanicals they might
be over 4 storeys) would severely impact the light, feeling of open space and privacy of the smaller
scale homes to the north on Raynor Street, many of which have heritage value, and all of which
are valued as good homes to live in. It would severely impact the livebility of that area. This sort of
density in this area is not supported by the OCP. OR the neighbours!

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

8

necessitates demolition of viable housing stocks and destroys character and livability of the
community

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

9

There you go! 3 storeys! Like it.

9/25/2017 11:45 PM

10

I am concerned that adding these to Skinner St. will spoil the neighbourhood. Also - where are
those kids going to school? Vic West Elementary is full.

9/25/2017 10:45 PM
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11

With respect to Skinner, I agree with "3 story town homes" and smaller apartments. But do not
want to see anything higher than the structure in Craigflower village. I would also like to see
commercial on that side of the street.

9/25/2017 8:12 PM

12

Skinner Street, Esquimalt Road and Suffolk Street does not need this.

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

13

Why the desire to make tunnels - keep the buildings short - 2 stories.

9/25/2017 9:21 AM

14

skinner street is busy enough, with traffic needing access to downtown from outlying areas like
view royal, we like the quiet connection of houses / neighbourhoods with each other and banfield
park on both sides of the road. don't develop up the hill, we like to see the sky. maybe raise
houses to allow 2 and 1/2 stories, or allow garden houses. keep the individualize character.

9/25/2017 8:51 AM

15

I just keep hearing more density, more density. How many buildings are we looking at? More
details needed.

9/24/2017 11:03 PM

16

This would completely change the already established community and destroy the good of Vic
West.

9/24/2017 9:12 AM

17

See previous comments on Suffolk Street (not supportive of apt blgs). Appropriate for Skinner/Esq.

9/23/2017 3:18 PM

18

Why would we want to increase the density this much on Skinner Road? What is the driver for
this? The businesses already have more customers than they can handle. People come from all
over Victoria for the services

9/20/2017 11:28 PM

19

Parking and density.

9/18/2017 9:44 PM

20

3 storey on skinner will ruin feel of neighbourhood

9/18/2017 2:45 PM

21

should build any mre housing along lower Skinner until NEF considered and the airport "set-backs"
respected

9/13/2017 7:40 AM

22

Three stories is good.

8/29/2017 9:43 AM

23

As long as it doesn't wreck the historical feel of old Vic West and doesn't create bottle-neck
situation on Equimalt Road.

8/27/2017 10:21 AM

24

Absolutely not. The max in this older area with predominately single dwelling or duplexes is too
high.

8/25/2017 6:17 PM

25

3-storeys should be the maximum here and in Lime Point.

8/24/2017 3:59 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ADOPT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GUIDELINES BASED ON THE PLAN'S
URBAN FORM AND CHARACTER OBJECTIVES FOR TRADITIONAL HOUSING TO
ADDRESS "WHAT WE HEAD" ABOUT PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENTS,
BUILDING DESIGN, GREEN SPACE, PARKING AND MORE"

DATE

1

Guidelines with words like "are encouraged to contain" or "avoid" are meaningless. I see
developers using these terms as negotiating tools to get higher and higher densities built. "We'll
keep a nice facade on one street, but you need to let us have a 5 storey parkade. Otherwise we'll
just build a big stucco box."

9/26/2017 6:36 PM

2

As I stated in my comments above I do have concerns about striking the right balance between
maintaining green and landscaped yards and having enough off street parking for higher density
developments.

9/26/2017 2:23 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
What does "what we Head" mean? Does it mean "What we heard"? This typo makes the survey
invalid for this question. Because I am the only person who phoned up the City to find out what it
meant. All the rest of the survey respondents are going to provide invalid answers. Also the survey
forms here are restrictive in that we cannot read what we have written.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

4

"What we Head" sp?

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

5

Don't do it. Keep working on your plan and get some real input from actual residents. What we
head?

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

6

go slow! don't make condos and townhomes. allow occasional multiplex and occasional duplexes
on a small lot, but keep MOST as is. I don't want an increase in density to be significant, as we
already have challenges with traffic and neighbourhood feel has ALREADY been changed enough
in the last ten years.

9/25/2017 8:51 AM
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7

I have no idea what you are asking here.

9/24/2017 9:12 AM

8

This is confusing.

9/23/2017 8:15 PM

9

What we head?

9/23/2017 1:00 PM

10

Setbacks where possible; don't crowd the street too much. Sky is important.

9/17/2017 9:56 PM

11

implement more/any speed calming measures

9/17/2017 3:43 PM

12

pedestrian-friendly enviropnments do not inciled being mere yards away form a runway. Need
NEF to be provided before informed thought re this question

9/13/2017 7:40 AM

13

Did you mean "What we Heard"??

9/8/2017 6:58 PM

14

Especially a safe bike free zone on the Westsong Walkway. Bikes and walkers of elderly ages do
not mix there as runners can be heard approaching but not bikes!

9/5/2017 10:39 PM

15

Again, be careful to avoid cutesy faux heritage design.

8/31/2017 10:17 AM

16

Achieve a net gain of tree canopy

8/29/2017 2:06 PM

17

"What we Head" ?

8/28/2017 11:51 AM

18

While this sounds good, I'd like to remind you that we went this route with a comprehensive design
plan for the Railyards based on strong community input. The current developer went to council
and had the design guidellines rescinded. Unfortunately developers will always push for more and
we don't need another Railyard full of cheap housing that does not connect to the rest of Vic West

8/25/2017 6:17 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ADOPT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GUIDELINES BASED ON THE PLAN'S
URBAN FORM AND CHARACTER GUIDANCE TO URBAN RESIDENTIAL AREAS TO
ADDRESS "WHAT WE HEAD" ABOUT PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENTS,
BUILDING DESIGN, PRIVACY, GREEN SPACE, PARKING AND MORE"

DATE

1

Check for typos please.

9/26/2017 7:14 PM

2

Again. Would be nice if these were actually followed.

9/26/2017 6:36 PM

3

concerns about parking as stated in the above comments.

9/26/2017 2:23 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!."What we Head" ???????? make no sense. What does "what we Head" mean? Does it
mean "What we heard"? This typo makes the survey invalid for this question. Because I am the
only person who phoned up the City to find out what it meant. All the rest of the survey
respondents are going to provide invalid answers. Also the survey forms here are restrictive in that
we cannot read what we have written.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

5

"What we Head" sp?

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

6

Enforcement of 'guidelines' can be arbitrary and unfair to all parties; developers must agree with
the premise before they start.

9/25/2017 8:06 PM

7

Don't do it. Keep working on your plan and get some real input from actual residents. What we
head?

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

8

because I don't want significant increase of population, and I don't want to loose the flavour of
each unique home, I don't want across the board allowances for big changes like you propose.

9/25/2017 8:51 AM

9

I think all parking requirements for new developments should be reduced. Car overnership is
falling and will continue to decline.

9/24/2017 7:33 PM

10

This is confusing.

9/23/2017 8:15 PM

11

What we head?

9/23/2017 1:00 PM

12

pedestrian-friendly enviropnments do not inciled being mere yards away form a runway. Need
NEF to be provided before informed thought re this question

9/13/2017 7:40 AM

13

Did you mean "What we Heard"?

9/8/2017 6:58 PM

14

Less parking means less cars. Make it harder for cars to arrive so people will be forced to walk or
cycle more.

9/6/2017 11:25 AM
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15

I do not support building taller buildings in Lime Bay. We are already losing the water views at
Bayview. Allowing developers to build even 5 storeys will lead to further erosion of the views.

8/30/2017 12:13 PM

16

Would prefer to see Significant Trees. Please no flowering plums/cherries.

8/29/2017 2:06 PM

17

See comments above. I believe each development should be judged on its own merit based on the
site location, denisty and consideration to existing neighbours

8/25/2017 6:17 PM

18

Same question as above?

8/24/2017 3:59 PM
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Q8 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 24

Skipped: 164

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Very concerned about the 700 block of Tyee where it states General Employment with limited
residential. This should not support light industry - too many people and not enough space or road
access for commercial vehicles. Albion has been a nightmare for residents across the road in the
Railyards.

9/27/2017 12:01 PM

2

Yes - providing us with images of what this type of increased density will really look like in our
community. We need computer modelling of a massing model. Most people don't understand FSR.
A two row townhouse development might look pretty from a birds eye view, and might garner
many green dots at an open house but most people will have no idea of how that will transform our
community. You forgot to mention this level of development in the traditional neighbouhood is not
supported by the OCP. This should be called the Vic West Development and Density Plan. It will
destroy the affordability of homes in Vic West - everything now, even the most modest little home,
will be marketed as development potential.

9/26/2017 3:39 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.This survey will have inaccurate results.I have no more time to do this survey having
devote 5 hours to it.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

4

This type of planning for Robert street is regarded as regressive in other cities. Explain the value
of this density increase to the Robert St. area community. The best example is the effect of highrises on Maitland and Seaforth - a sterile street.

9/26/2017 10:18 AM

5

Yes, you missed explaining why this level of dense redevelopment is required in the Craigflower
village/Skinner area which is part of a traditional neighbourhood. When people talked about
'enhancing' Craigflower village they talked about preserving the friendly ambience, not
transforming it with blocks of apartments and 4 storey buildings.

9/26/2017 1:45 AM

6

lots

9/26/2017 12:39 AM

7

Yes - missing from all of this is infrastructure beyond commercial space. We're going to need
additional schools. Period. We're already building 'permanent-portables'. So where are you going
to put the schools needed for all these families when they move in?

9/25/2017 10:45 PM

8

We ARE NOT the Urban Core. We are Victoria West...part of Victoria as a whole with our own
sense of identity and diversity. It feels like we are being parceled,one by one, our different small
communities, into whole that perhaps our population of the whole doesn't concur with let alone
know about. One by one we find out the planning department's wish for our community, and not
even concurrently. Next comes Fernwood; then comes ? and ?. Perhaps Victoria needs to vision
us as the people we are, and what complements each and all! Where are the real bridges and
CONNECTIONS?

9/25/2017 3:06 PM

9

I think we need to protect our neighbourhood from unscrupulous development. It should be
councils job to keep our functioning neighbourhoods out of the control of real estate agents and
developers. It seems to me that this plan is designed to do the opposite.

9/25/2017 9:30 AM

10

You only give a choice of 'somewhat disagree' and 'strongly disagree'. I prefer the straightup
wording as 'disagree', to take the emotion out of it. generally, I want very little extra development
as we have seen so much change in the past 10 years. Let this neighbourhoood KEEP its
population, with tiny changes, and simply improve the bike lanes and pedestrian ways. Consider,
we are limited by surrounding waterways, and have connectors via bay street and johnston street
to downtown. ALREADY, so many cars travel through from our neighbourhood and outlying
communities to get downtown. We feel too busy. Don't need any new neighbours. How about send
the developers over to the uplands?

9/25/2017 8:51 AM

11

The overall vision of how many additional housing units we are targeting. What is the right target
to maximize the benefits to Vic West (versus what is the maximum number we can jam in.)

9/20/2017 11:28 PM
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12

I feel like I am being redundant, but the BEST thing about Vic West is the family, community feel of
it. Not multi apartments, tons of people. I understand the need for affordable housing and housing
problems, ,but Vic West is for family homes, single/double story, with the possibility of suites, or
garden suites.

9/18/2017 9:44 PM

13

No. I like the idea of 'new' as there is more pride in ownership and rental.

9/17/2017 12:09 PM

14

Missed the central planning too - the NEF should guide all and mitigative work based on the NEF
to ensure land compatibility with the airport

9/13/2017 7:40 AM

15

WestSong way is awful - not healthy because of extreme noise levels and float plane emissions.

9/12/2017 9:53 PM

16

Urban food gardens should be created in residential areas.

9/11/2017 5:59 PM

17

A lot of old people are worried about noise and too tall of buildings. They won't be here anymore
by the time the plan makes any of those changes happen. Allow density for our growing
population and for those who will actually live here in 25 years.

9/8/2017 1:08 PM

18

This will work IF the residents can access their places of employment via public transportation. It
will NOT work (e.g. much of the "harbour side industries"); if people must use vehicles every day
to go to-from their places of employment. This concept simply creates a twice-per-day traffic
nightmare, and is why I question the entire "harbour industries" view. Are condo dwellers on lime
bay going to work in a cement plant?

8/31/2017 10:10 AM

19

I do not support variances to the plan for new towers in the Bayview development exceeding 8
stories. The buildings close to Catherine Street need to be stepped down from the high rises on
the hill.

8/30/2017 12:13 PM

20

Give incentive / compel the Roundhouse development to build the promised commercial spaces

8/29/2017 2:20 PM

21

Ensure that every development has wheelchair accessible and adaptable units, be it as ground
floor apartments or one-level townhouse units. Many municipalities require 20 percent of their new
developments to comply with this requirement (Sidney, Saanich, etc.), it is time for Victoria to adopt
the same.

8/28/2017 10:26 PM

22

I support even more density throughout Vic West than is proposed in this plan.

8/28/2017 3:12 PM

23

In keeping with my previous comment, finalization and subsequent implementation of the plan
needs to take into account the impacts of vehicular traffic on the character of choice for Vicwest,
that being a cycling and pedestrian focussed orientation.

8/28/2017 1:11 PM

24

Please see notes above. I agree with development, but not in the way it has happened so far in
Vic West (exception being the small lot developments). Consideration has been given to
developers and NOT the residents.

8/25/2017 6:17 PM
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Q9 How supportive are you of the key initiatives for the waterfront?
Answered: 160

Skipped: 28

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Improve access to the waterfront
through public docks and trail
improvements (e.g. communityled docks at Arm, Burleith or
Banfield Park, subject to
environmental constraints)

76.58%
121

16.46%
26

4.43%
7

0.00%
0

2.53%
4

158

4.65

Add features and improvements
along waterfront trails and
parks to encourage gathering
and animate the waterfront

76.58%
121

11.39%
18

8.86%
14

1.90%
3

1.27%
2

158

4.60

Continue to work with partners to
restore water and environmental
quality in the Gorge Waterway
and Harbour

91.08%
143

5.73%
9

2.55%
4

0.64%
1

0.00%
0

157

4.87

#

COMMENTS FOR "IMPROVE ACCESS TO THE WATERFRONT THROUGH PUBLIC DOCKS
AND TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS (E.G. COMMUNITY-LED DOCKS AT ARM, BURLEITH OR
BANFIELD PARK, SUBJECT TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS)"

DATE

1

Access for kayaks, paddle boards, etc. also important.

9/27/2017 12:41 PM

2

This exists already. It looks like you want to pat yourselves on the back for something that is
already there. Yes we like this. Please don't take it away.

9/26/2017 6:41 PM

3

Support for public docks does NOT include large scale marinas for luxury yachts. Also, since Parks
funds and builds playgrounds and bike paths, why not fund a swimming dock? Why would the
community have to raise funds for that?

9/26/2017 3:46 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short answer will
suit. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.I think
that the City of Victoria has sadly neglected Banfield Park. You just have to look at the garden beds
up against the community centre. Would the Parks dept. do this in Beacon Hill Park? Then why
should they do it in Vic West. We are the City of Victoria's dumping ground. The garden beds look
awful. We left someelses garbage in Banfield park behind our house(on purpose) and it was still
there one year later! The dock in Banfield Park is awkward to use because anyone carrying a
canoe or kayak has to lift it over the height of the hand rail. Access should be improved Why is a
dock not funded by the Parks Dept. or developers? Like playground equipment. I think that
Banfield Park should get priority over Arm, or Burlieth. Fix one thing at a time please. And they are
much smaller parks.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

5

SMALL public docks for swimming or small craft. This is NOT support for huge marinas. Do not
pave paths that are used by bikes and pedestrians because this will cause cyclists to go faster and
increase the conflict between cyclists and pedestrians.

9/26/2017 2:00 AM

6

what happened to the 50 year plan to create a small craft boat launch, tie-ups and boat docks in
Vic West?

9/26/2017 12:45 AM

7

Parks don't have to stop when you get to the shore. Docks are a great idea.

9/25/2017 11:47 PM

8

Great to let the public enjoy the space but be mindful of nature, stone walls and path on harbour
hurt the ecology of the waterfront

9/25/2017 10:36 PM

9

These types of initiatives need funding. This should be funded by developers if they intend on
developing in the region.

9/25/2017 10:23 PM

10

Consider a dock at Rainbow Park - the launch ramp is a bit difficuly and unusable at low tidescould also act as a ferry stop.

9/25/2017 10:08 PM
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11

These are good for our hood!

9/25/2017 9:33 AM

12

realize that bikes are transportation and need their own network. This not the same as putting
them on pedestrian pathways.

9/25/2017 9:22 AM

13

I think most of the trails to the waterfront accesses are good as is, really. maintenance and a few
improvements would be good, like the development of a bit of a beach. and a couple of picnic
tables/garbage cans.

9/25/2017 8:54 AM

14

has to be done right so that there is minimal impact on the environment.

9/24/2017 11:04 PM

15

Especially public docks, consider a small boat ramp somewhere? Is there an opportunity of
creating accessible shoreline, modfiying existing mud beach access?

9/24/2017 10:07 AM

16

How about Rainbow Park? Does it exit or is it only in the minds of those who use it?

9/24/2017 9:48 AM

17

there is also great interest in renewing the beach at Banfield Park.

9/20/2017 11:33 PM

18

Work with a Esquimalt to connect waterfront access from Bamfield Park to Esquimalt Gorge Park.

9/20/2017 6:48 PM

19

should not create more comflict with airporis it safe to have pedestrians on West Song Way - safe
meaning too close to airport for safety, noise and kerosene-like fumes

9/13/2017 7:46 AM

20

enforce the no moorage bylaw at existing docks. Currently many dinghies are moored long term

8/28/2017 4:48 PM

21

Provision of small watercraft (e.g. non-motorized craft including canoes and kayaks) launch points
onto the Gorge waterway and the inner harbour would be fantastic.

8/28/2017 1:15 PM

22

no more docks in the inner harbour

8/28/2017 10:04 AM

23

Access for kayaks and paddle boards is key all along the waterfront - even at the new super yacht
marina.

8/27/2017 10:23 AM

24

I would like to see Burleith park revitalized and a small kayak/canoe dock put in place for public
use. Also the bank area should be reinforced to stop the bank erosion.

8/24/2017 8:43 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ADD FEATURES AND IMPROVEMENTS ALONG WATERFRONT TRAILS
AND PARKS TO ENCOURAGE GATHERING AND ANIMATE THE WATERFRONT"

DATE

1

Do not pave paths that would encourage faster cyclists. Do not light paths through parks, over
trestle as this makes the users visible but not the people lurking in the bushes that the users are
afraid of. Also lighting negatively impacts fish and wildlife and really, can't we support some dark
areas of the City?

9/26/2017 3:46 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short answer will
suit. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

3

"features" is much too general for a survey question - what features am I approving? Not lighting,
if that's one of them.

9/26/2017 2:00 AM

4

animate the waterfront, at what environmental expense?

9/26/2017 12:45 AM

5

What makes Banfield park so unique and lovely is the lack of 'features'. There is a very rare
natural feel to the park and, as such, it should be left alone. Please do not make modifications to
Banfield park beyond increasing the size of the public dock.

9/25/2017 10:49 PM

6

What kinds of features? Restrooms in Bamfield park and along the waterfront are desperately
needed. Again, who will fund this?

9/25/2017 10:23 PM

7

Lighting and signage to feature wildlife and history- foot of Mary Street it's possible to build tide
pools - there are a few natural ones there and our daughter loved watching the sea life in them

9/25/2017 10:08 PM

8

Kayaking and canoeing facilities!

9/25/2017 8:18 PM

9

depends if you remember to nurture nature at all costs.

9/25/2017 3:23 PM

10

These are also good for our hood.

9/25/2017 9:33 AM

11

How can you animate the waterfront more?

9/24/2017 9:48 AM

12

Not sure what this means!

9/20/2017 11:33 PM

13

Look at Montréal for dense areas with public use of the canal etx

9/17/2017 10:45 PM

14

should not create more comflict with airporis it safe to have pedestrians on West Song Way - safe
meaning too close to airport for safety, noise and kerosene-like fumes

9/13/2017 7:46 AM
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15

This is way to vague to agree to. What does it mean?

9/7/2017 7:30 PM

16

Walk only on Westsong walkway period! The city has almost abandoned maintenance and
landscaping along the walkway west of Spinnakers pub!

9/5/2017 10:42 PM

17

Allow some limited commercial along trails.

8/29/2017 2:07 PM

18

Some more docks intended for swimming like the Banfield park one

8/28/2017 4:48 PM

19

If gazebos or similar structures are considered, there should be a noise time limit to avoid
disturbing nearby residents.

8/26/2017 11:44 AM

20

As long as no commercial enterprises are added to that environment

8/25/2017 8:31 PM

21

Lights along the path in Bamfield park, public washrooms, improve beach and swimming access,
remove derelict boats

8/24/2017 8:43 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "CONTINUE TO WORK WITH PARTNERS TO RESTORE WATER AND
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IN THE GORGE WATERWAY AND HARBOUR"

DATE

1

Remove derelict boats

9/27/2017 7:19 PM

2

Would be great to have some support in building more docks for the popular swimming destination
of Banfield Park.

9/26/2017 6:41 PM

3

This is NOT support to remove the live-aboard people and their boats north of the trestle.

9/26/2017 3:46 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short answer will
suit. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.YES remove moored boats from the Gorge

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

5

I do not support "restrictions on motorized water craft north of the trestle bridge" if by that you
mean evicting the people living on boats in that area.

9/26/2017 2:00 AM

6

what partners? the city has ruined by allowing autobody shop pollution of cecilia creek and vast
oily and micro plastic debris from the metal recycling facility.

9/26/2017 12:45 AM

7

yes please - we swim here with our kids all summer long (and sometimes in the winter!)

9/25/2017 10:49 PM

8

The Gorge has come a long way -it was considered a gem in the 1860s and still is if ite is kept
clean

9/25/2017 10:08 PM

9

...actively find the culprits polluting and destroying this habitat. NO MORE DISASTROUS YACHT
PARKING LOTS paving paradise, no matter the developer or federal/provincial govt. "control" as
excuse. We did say NO all the way, and yet my joy of walking by the waterway has been not only
dampened by this development but destroyed. No partners with ulterior motives and adgendas
please!

9/25/2017 3:23 PM

10

Absolutely!

9/25/2017 9:33 AM

11

yes, continue

9/25/2017 8:54 AM

12

This is really important!

9/24/2017 11:04 PM

13

Yes please.

9/23/2017 8:16 PM

14

Continue with what?

9/20/2017 11:33 PM

15

High Priority!

9/20/2017 10:16 PM

16

Restore the environment in the total harbour

9/15/2017 3:46 PM

17

gave neutral response because without considerayion of airport improvements are limited and $
downt he drain. Stop the pretense, do the planning needed for airport siting

9/13/2017 7:46 AM

18

This should be the primary priority.

9/11/2017 6:01 PM

19

The Gorge, and getting rid of the derelict boats should be a high priority.

9/8/2017 9:59 AM

20

A careful study of the environmental impact of float plane noise and emissions is long overdue.

8/31/2017 10:20 AM

21

I would like to see some of the smelly seaweed removed (perhaps monthly) to eliminate the foul
ordors, particularly between Maitland Rd and Esquimalt boundry.

8/26/2017 11:44 AM
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Q10 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 162

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.

9/26/2017 1:55 PM

2

Details in your survey questions so I know what I'm supporting or not.

9/26/2017 2:00 AM

3

lots, your abysmal sincerity in this regard is apparent

9/26/2017 12:45 AM

4

The rail bed between the Round House and the bridge could be a major walk way and wide
enough to host special events similar to street markets - add power outlets and places for stalls
and good lighting

9/25/2017 10:08 PM

5

Along with docks, it would be nice to see other uses of the coast we have available. Perhaps a
beach at Banfield park? Perhaps some cafes or restaurants on the water? Although not VicWest,
the car graveyard actress the way is not only unattractive but time and time again a threat to the
water quality of the gorge (eg. Fire, barge tipping over).

9/25/2017 8:15 PM

6

The most interesting thing about living here is the incredible 'privilege' that we all live with. In light
of the disasters reporting around the world ... our privilege needs to be 'tempered' ... i.e.
recognition of how opulent our dollars are in the greater sense.

9/25/2017 7:46 PM

7

Noise and "odour" pollution from business on the waterways impacting population might need city
assistance to improve situation / or new buildings potentially impacted might require ie.
soundproofing or ?.

9/25/2017 3:23 PM

8

Please can we find a way to get rid of the floating tent city?

9/25/2017 10:45 AM

9

Connect Selkirk and Barnard/West Song by enhancing pedestrian and cyclist connectivity along
Hereward/Rothwell.

9/23/2017 3:19 PM

10

The E&N railway trail is a huge asset to our neighbourhood. I would like to see more emphasis on
access to that trail.

9/22/2017 11:41 PM

11

These are great "Motherhood" statements that most people would agree with. It would be useful to
have more detailed actions for each potential location: Arm, Burleith, Banfield Dock, Banfield
Beach, Railyards dock, Dockside Green Dock, etc.

9/20/2017 11:33 PM

12

Plan for water holding system for community emergency preparedness

9/18/2017 10:13 PM

13

Clean up the Gorge water by pressuring the City to remove the derelict boats, enforce no smoking
in all the parks, and have more patrolling on the issue. Banfield is being used for drug usage with
needles, and a smoke haven...especially by the dock and on the dock.

9/18/2017 9:47 PM

14

Put some funds into developing a safe swimming beach in the bay at Banfield Park

9/18/2017 7:50 PM

15

Consider a water taxi service that has more hours for commuter traffic. A 9 am start does not help
many downtown workers.

9/17/2017 10:45 PM

16

No. People really do enjoy waterfront whether walks, picnics or patio style restaurants.

9/17/2017 12:12 PM

17

NEF needed and understood so that professional planning with mitigation could occur (solving the
problem of noise and emissions, i.e. mitigation, may mean re-purposing of building near-by the
airport)

9/13/2017 7:46 AM

18

yes you forgot to assess the emissions issue (float planes) and noise impacts which are not
healthy for people or birds (bird sanctuary)

9/12/2017 9:55 PM

19

As a resident near Banfield Park, I would really like to see community engagement with the people
living on boats in the Gorge. So far, everything I've heard has been about injunctions, penalties,
etc. I would love to learn more about the people who live there and why they've made that choice.
Perhaps engaging with them in a less confrontational way could have benefits for water quality in
the area, if the city and these residents could work together to find solutions to some of the current
issues.

9/11/2017 12:56 PM
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20

Please let people continue to live aboard their boats in the Gorge. You could put in some services
nearby - a bigger dock and toilets and a shower. That would be great.

9/7/2017 7:30 PM

21

Recommend a kayak/paddleboard launch along boardwalk in vicinity of Barnard park.

9/3/2017 2:55 PM

22

All very noble plans and concepts ... But the entire plan missed a very important point, and that is
that an official plan must now find ways AND SUPPORT to create what is planned. And based
upon what I have seen, you will NOT accomplish this unless the City of Victoria (and other levels
of government) decide, and clearly communicate - to those who now obviously believe that it is
they and not the City, that control the harbour - that "this is the plan, and in _ years, you WILL
willingly be adhering to this plan". THAT IS THE PURPOSE OF AN OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT
PLAN, ELSE "EXCEPTIONS" WILL SPROUT UP, AND THE PLAN WILL BE USELESS. [e.g. refer
to "The Official Songhees Plan".]

8/31/2017 10:22 AM

23

Encourage the city to collaborate with the provincial and federal governments and the GVHA on a
long overdue master plan for the harbour that establishes a long term vision and strategies for
achieving it.

8/31/2017 10:20 AM

24

The residents on the boats have little care for the neighbours. They create wake for paddleboards
on purpose, are loud at night and tie their boats to community use docks for longer than allowed. I
also sometimes see human feces floating around them when paddling by.

8/29/2017 9:47 PM

25

secure storage facilities for kayaks and canoes for those residents in the area.

8/27/2017 10:07 AM

26

Clean up the gorge so that locals swim in it. That way we don't have to leave our community and
go to different beach access locations to swim.

8/26/2017 1:22 PM
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Q11 How supportive are you of the key initiatives to support jobs in the
neighbourhood?
Answered: 161

Skipped: 27

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Maintain the Upper Harbour
waterfront for industry

55.00%
88

23.75%
38

9.38%
15

6.25%
10

5.63%
9

160

4.16

Encourage the retention and
renewal of light industrial spaces.
Add new commercial and office
spaces up to 4 storeys in certain
locations near the E&N Trail and
the Alston-BayTyee area

44.72%
72

27.95%
45

10.56%
17

8.70%
14

8.07%
13

161

3.93

Support a mix of residential or
commercial development above
artisan and light industrial
businesses, up to 5
storeys, along parts of Esquimalt
Road and near Westside Village

51.28%
80

27.56%
43

5.77%
9

8.33%
13

7.05%
11

156

4.08

Support a mix of employment
and residential uses south of
Tyee Road, transitioning to the
Railyards residential area

50.00%
77

31.82%
49

7.14%
11

5.84%
9

5.19%
8

154

4.16

#

COMMENTS FOR "MAINTAIN THE UPPER HARBOUR WATERFRONT FOR INDUSTRY"

DATE

1

The industry should also be sensitive to the residences in the area.

9/26/2017 3:55 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Ridiculous. How can you guarantee that any of this will have the slightest impact on
employment? In my business we are going head to head with the Chinese. You will not win in
Victoria against kilometer long factories. Have you done any research into what goods can be
produced in a 1000 square foot area or less? I doubt even a high tech firm could exist in such a
space.We can only have so many coffee shops, breweries and bakeries in the neighborhood.

9/26/2017 1:56 PM

3

non exclusive mixed-use including recreation, tourism, vessel parking and non-exploitative
industrial uses must be compelled to common stewardship of the waters around vicwest.

9/26/2017 12:54 AM

4

The auto-wreckers across the water (near Glo) have had multiple large spills and recently a barge
fire. We are always seeing debris (plastic/foam car parts) floating away from this facility. I would
like them to clean up their act!

9/25/2017 10:51 PM

5

Victoria is a working city, we should retain the already established shipping industry.

9/25/2017 10:28 PM

6

What we have seems to be working- I always enjoyed riding past Point Hope on the way to work
and seeing what they were working on

9/25/2017 10:15 PM

7

While I support some industry, some is not compatible neither residential living. Seeing as industry
is not the only form of occupation as it once was, the percentage may be a touch high for such a
neighborhood (eg, waterfront advantages, proximity to downtown)

9/25/2017 8:18 PM

8

It's fine!

9/25/2017 9:37 AM

9

yes, I like walking at night and seeing the industry in this area, at about the same level as it exists
now, part of a neighbourood

9/25/2017 9:04 AM

10

Any balance between industry and the environment has to be front and centre.

9/24/2017 11:11 PM

11

I love walking by Point Hope Shipyards everyday. Their industry is fascinating.

9/22/2017 11:45 PM
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12

Some concerns about the long term commitment of businesses to taking care of the environment.
Current ownership is excellent but how do we embedd that ethic in future owners.

9/20/2017 11:39 PM

13

Victoria needs to address the interaction with residential at dockside and the shipyards. This
industrial site is too close to residential for many of the existing industrial activities (sand blasting
and barge breaking). At his site would be light industrial only.

9/20/2017 6:51 PM

14

Point Ellice car crushing and Rock Bay gravel lot are definite eye sores, produce unwanted smells
& dust.

9/19/2017 2:02 PM

15

It is a harbour and no longer an industrial port

9/15/2017 3:50 PM

16

compatible with residential community demands lower noise levels than created by RalMax and
the car-crushing across the harbour.

9/13/2017 7:51 AM

17

crushing cars in upper harbour - really !!!

9/12/2017 9:56 PM

18

Get rid of heavy industry and garbage dumps

9/10/2017 9:22 PM

19

if noise/dust pollution can be kept to a minimum

9/8/2017 10:15 AM

20

I love that I live near a working harbour - it is an economy that is strong.

9/4/2017 9:42 PM

21

A firm decision must be made ... is the Victoria harbour "a working harbour"? (Seriously, has
anyone ever seen an unemployed harbour?) Or is the official harbour plan going to be truly bold,
approved by government, and the result will therefore be a source of beautiful human habitation
and huge revenue for the City of Victoria?

8/31/2017 10:28 AM

22

What other city chooses to maintain industrial uses on valuable waterfront land within walking
distance of the downtown core? Industry is not a critical component of Victoria's economy. How
many of the people working in these industries actually live in Victoria and contribute to its
economy?

8/31/2017 10:25 AM

23

While it is a working area, when an industrial building is right across the street from residential, it is
not a great mix. Especially if their park their work vehicles on the street and take up all the parking.

8/29/2017 9:50 PM

24

The giant ship facility proposal is too big and incompatible with new environmently friendly
residential developments.

8/29/2017 9:47 AM

25

As long as they blend into, contribute and are sensitive to the community. Noise from shipyard can
be excessive at times.

8/27/2017 10:26 AM

26

Why ask? You are already doing that.

8/26/2017 1:11 PM

27

The older types of industry (Lafarge, compost sites, car scrap facility, etc.) should be relocated
away from the waterfront an replaced with light industry or residential.

8/26/2017 11:48 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "ENCOURAGE THE RETENTION AND RENEWAL OF LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
SPACES. ADD NEW COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE SPACES UP TO 4 STOREYS IN CERTAIN
LOCATIONS NEAR THE E&N TRAIL AND THE ALSTON-BAYTYEE AREA"

DATE

1

Need to consider impact to adjacent residences if building taller than current.

9/27/2017 12:42 PM

2

Max of 2 storeys

9/26/2017 7:17 PM

3

4 storeys is very high for this neighbourhood.

9/26/2017 6:50 PM

4

Renewal doesn't always have to mean higher denser buildings. Keep buildings low so they don't
negatively impact residences or existing businesses in the area.

9/26/2017 3:55 PM
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5

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.For what? When we purchased our building for our business in Victoria we looked only
rarely at VicWest. It was much more appropriate to be located in the Douglas Blanshard corridor.
You need to be realistic about what kind of business will locate in VicWest. People are not going to
create a manufacturing centre and lift heavy weights up to a 5th storey office. You need to figure
out what kind of business is going to be there and design the planning accordingly. BTW our
business paid $30,000 in taxes to the City last year. Do you know that when a business changes
ownership or moves into Saanich they get a letter from the mayor congratulating them??? We did
not get any such letter from the mayor of the City. If you want businesses to locate in Vic West you
need to cut them as much slack as possible instead of piling on the regulations. It is already
difficult to get to VicWest even from the rest of the City due to all the bridges so manufacturers are
going to have to operate largely through online sales

9/26/2017 1:56 PM

6

Design and height control is essential.

9/26/2017 10:22 AM

7

This is two questions. Less height than 4 storeys. Don't overshadow existing residences. "certain
locations" is not specific enough

9/26/2017 2:11 AM

8

conversion should not be encouraged with bonus density public subsidies and ultimately, the
competing residential value is quickly destroying the viability of even clean light commercial and
industrial activity in VicWest

9/26/2017 12:54 AM

9

This area would be a great place to put another school to support the current Railyards, Dockside
Green and Bayview developments.

9/25/2017 10:28 PM

10

As above

9/25/2017 8:18 PM

11

try to use the rail trail as an access to these spaces with 'industrial lanes' - low-speed, short,
allowing the trail to have public faces on the adjacent buildings, rather than miles of blank concrete
- even though some of these walls once had murals.

9/25/2017 8:13 PM

12

4 stories might be toomuch/ locations need to be reviewed on an individua basis.Alston/ Bay/
Tyee. This area might be conducive to other offerings. In past places for entertainment and other
social / musical/ library/ school/ teaching/ theater/ the arts etc.have been thought of.Why are we
concentrating ( on the main thoughfare )businesses that always require and complain about lack of
parking, when we need the green spaces and light in our community? We DO NOT want a parking
lot OR a car lot!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/25/2017 3:37 PM

13

This would change the areas feel. It's bearable as is.

9/25/2017 9:37 AM

14

Why the need for height?

9/25/2017 9:24 AM

15

I would like to limit to a mix of 2 and 3 storeys and to be very careful about NOT increasing density
and don't favour increase in 'office space'. maybe a bit of careful 'commercial', as suites the basic
living needs of the existing residents of vic west and esquimalt. be mindful to reduce consumerism
and support food growth and ethical, socially respectul and enriching (educational/caring) living.
Eg. don't make huge developements. Slow down. Wait ten years?

9/25/2017 9:04 AM

16

there are already lots of vacant retail-commercial spaces fro rent here. Whey build more? Some
spaces in Westside have been vacant for a while now.

9/24/2017 11:11 PM

17

I support as long as parking minimums are adhered to at these sites and no more, and especially if
parking at sites can be limited to the greatest extent possible and placed behind/below buildings.

9/22/2017 8:50 PM

18

Why do we want to do this? Are we sure this is what the community wants or NEEDS? If we have
light industry will they be allowed to operate 24X7? Will there be any sound or emmissions rules
they have to meet?

9/20/2017 11:39 PM

19

A little confused by this one, encourage retention and renewal of light industry but also build
commercial and offices in an existing light industry area? I guess the idea is to add the former in
such a way that it coexists with the latter?, If so then yes I support the idea.

9/18/2017 7:41 PM

20

Should be height restrivtive

9/17/2017 8:15 PM

21

There are no future jobs of an industrial nature that pay a living wage

9/15/2017 3:50 PM

22

Get rid of industrial messes

9/10/2017 9:22 PM

23

if noise/dust pollution can be kept to a minimum at industrial sites

9/8/2017 10:15 AM
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24

No thanks. Need more green spaces there.

9/6/2017 11:26 AM

25

Alston is fine. But adding industrial along Esquimalt near Lime Bay is not. This area needs to have
more of a community feel, not industrial.

8/30/2017 12:20 PM

26

As long as they blend into, contribute and are sensitive to the community.

8/27/2017 10:26 AM

27

Not in favour of light industrial in the area. It detracts from community feel and creates "dead
zones" in evening.

8/24/2017 4:03 PM

28

Why stop at 4 storeys? there are already some taller buildings. Keep it going. Density reduces
sprawl and reduces the need for cars.

8/24/2017 11:05 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "SUPPORT A MIX OF RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
ABOVE ARTISAN AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL BUSINESSES, UP TO 5 STOREYS, ALONG
PARTS OF ESQUIMALT ROAD AND NEAR WESTSIDE VILLAGE"

DATE

1

Need to consider impact to adjacent residences if building taller than current.

9/27/2017 12:42 PM

2

limit to 4 stories

9/27/2017 12:03 PM

3

Supportive only at a lower max height: 3 storeys

9/26/2017 7:17 PM

4

5 storeys is too high for this neighbourhood

9/26/2017 6:50 PM

5

Keep buildings low so they don't negatively impact the light, privacy or green space in
neighbouring residences or businesses.

9/26/2017 3:55 PM

6

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.5
stories in not appropriate human scale.

9/26/2017 1:56 PM

7

4 stories only

9/26/2017 1:43 PM

8

5 stories is too high considering the surrounding environment. Building must grade into existing
development.

9/26/2017 10:22 AM

9

Too vague - 'parts' of Esquimalt road and "near" westside village?

9/26/2017 2:11 AM

10

three story max for mixed industrial residential

9/26/2017 12:54 AM

11

3-4 storeys is enough.

9/25/2017 11:50 PM

12

Again, where are the new schools going to go? and the rest of the supportive infrastructure?

9/25/2017 10:28 PM

13

Seems to be what we have now and it looksl like its working

9/25/2017 10:15 PM

14

As above

9/25/2017 8:18 PM

15

Hope you can find these 'artisans' .. maybe just a nice dream???

9/25/2017 8:13 PM

16

Where? Have you been there lately? It's pretty much been done already.

9/25/2017 9:37 AM

17

This city already has enough vacant ground floor commercial space - why not town houses where
your proposing this.

9/25/2017 9:24 AM

18

4 or less. and be mindful not to over-develop. we are busy enough.

9/25/2017 9:04 AM

19

I keep hearing the drumeat of more density, more density. Any details on what light industries
might come here?

9/24/2017 11:11 PM

20

I support the mix of residential and commercial, but not up to 5 stories. Three should be max.

9/24/2017 12:04 PM

21

To continue on limiting parking, work with BC Transit to increase transit service to the
neighbourhood.

9/22/2017 8:50 PM

22

I don't think five story residential units will "enliven" Esquimalt Road! I recommend a maximum
height of 3 stories so that residents can be connected to people on the ground.

9/20/2017 11:39 PM

23

no light industrial at west side village.

9/20/2017 6:51 PM

24

Not happy about the 5 storey ideas, but perhaps 2. Keep it simple.

9/18/2017 9:49 PM

25

Again, height restrictive

9/17/2017 8:15 PM

26

So long as the housing is affordable and the businesses reflect a local, affordability-focused area.

9/11/2017 6:04 PM
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27

No to industrial.

9/10/2017 9:22 PM

28

This is the kind of development that should be encouraged on the Upper Harbour.

8/31/2017 10:25 AM

29

Not along Esquimalt, which already has too many tall buildings around waterfront.

8/30/2017 12:20 PM

30

How about 4 stories.

8/29/2017 9:47 AM

31

max. 4 storeys

8/28/2017 10:05 AM

32

As long as they blend into, contribute and are sensitive to the community.

8/27/2017 10:26 AM

33

Only if this means businesses that help give VicWest a vibrant street scene, not commercial
businesses that impede public gathering (example: Freshwater Fisheries Society of BC at the
Railyards)

8/26/2017 1:11 PM

34

Don't we already have enough density near Westside Village. 5 stories is too high. Perhaps 3?

8/25/2017 6:18 PM

35

Not in favour of increasing height along Esquimalt but okay near Westside. Keep view corridors in
mind.

8/24/2017 4:03 PM

36

Higher. 8 storeys max

8/24/2017 11:05 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "SUPPORT A MIX OF EMPLOYMENT AND RESIDENTIAL USES SOUTH
OF TYEE ROAD, TRANSITIONING TO THE RAILYARDS RESIDENTIAL AREA"

DATE

1

This is not a viable light industrial space

9/27/2017 12:03 PM

2

South of Tyee road IS Railyards. IF you mean the areas between Alston and Tyee then yes only if
the buildings are low - 2-3 storeys max next to or across from traditional housing. Mixed
development is great, but must be sensitive to neighbouring residences and businesses - their
light, privacy, green space, liveability.

9/26/2017 3:55 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
Yes BUT only south of Tyee east of Alston.

9/26/2017 1:56 PM

4

SOUTH of Tyee Road? Do you mean west, between Tyee and Alston? IF so, yes.

9/26/2017 2:11 AM

5

what are you talking about south of Tyee Rd?

9/26/2017 12:54 AM

6

Encourage employment compatible with residents - for example the area that was Vic Van and
Storge is a bit of an eyesore - which unfortunately sets a tone for a neighbourhood

9/25/2017 10:15 PM

7

Once again to propose more density? this is getting to be a bit much.

9/25/2017 9:37 AM

8

too loose of an explaination. too soon to 'commit' to an unknown. We have enough people at
present and we need to slow down and listen to the needs of the majority of the population who
already live here..

9/25/2017 9:04 AM

9

Is this Dockside part 2, or something else? I like the urban farm that is below the Goodlife Gym.
this idea I strongly support!! Does all the landhave to be developed??

9/24/2017 11:11 PM

10

The Albion building is already industrial, I think it would be most efficient to keep industry there.
There is a huge population increase in the railyards. It needs 2 years to settle and then see what
to develop nearby.

9/22/2017 11:45 PM

11

Why do we want to do this? Are we sure this is what the community wants or NEEDS? If we have
light industry will they be allowed to operate 24X7? Will there be any sound or emmissions rules
they have to meet?

9/20/2017 11:39 PM

12

Very laudable and exciting goals.

9/12/2017 11:14 AM

13

An increased incentive for employment and business uses that reflect the financial reality of the
people who live here, rather than increasing focus on luxury and other such items would be nice.

9/11/2017 6:04 PM

14

No industrial

9/10/2017 9:22 PM

15

Okay if they are industrial uses that don't add to the noise and smells that are already in the area.
In the end, we also want this to be a beautiful place to live.

8/29/2017 9:50 PM

16

It is good to keep commercial and mixed use in pockets, to preserve single family homes and tree
lined streeets.

8/29/2017 9:47 AM

17

As long as they blend into, contribute and are sensitive to the community.

8/27/2017 10:26 AM
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Q12 Did we miss anything?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 173

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

On your plan the Westside mall, none of the hotels and restaurants, Dockside Green, and the
offices along Tyee are not identified as businesses that employ people.

9/26/2017 6:50 PM

2

Yes - 800 TYEE, the tip of the Alston Bay Tyee triangle, is zoned industrial and an active part of
the employment zone. It is not residential as shown on your map. Ensure there is adequate
parking provided for industrial, retail and housing.

9/26/2017 3:55 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.This has taken me one hour so far. You are not going to get any sensible input to this
survey because we all have lives to live. I haw now spent four hours on this survey. I should be
doing my mother's income taxes as the executor to her will. The CRA will be calling on me to do so
and has given me a deadline in a month.

9/26/2017 1:56 PM

4

Details so I know exactly what I'm supporting.

9/26/2017 2:11 AM

5

yeah basic geography

9/26/2017 12:54 AM

6

Overall vision for how much business and industrial space we want or NEED in Vic West. It seems
like the more the better without a justification.

9/20/2017 11:39 PM

7

No. You nailed it.

9/17/2017 12:13 PM

8

Yes, the major employment in Victoria West is in high technology. High tech is a vital part of
Victoria's future.

9/15/2017 3:50 PM

9

Again, airport impacts being ignored. Airport is not compatible with residential so near. Need to
respect TP1247 which provides compatibility comments and solutions (maybe not correct number
of TP)

9/13/2017 7:51 AM

10

Missed the negative impacts of some industrial and transportation operations. Negative impacts
on quality of life. Should have been assessed

9/12/2017 9:56 PM

11

The future of the Upper harbour should be included in a long term harbour plan by the city,
province, feds and GVHA. It's unlikely a visionary plan would include heavy industry.

8/31/2017 10:25 AM

12

encourage an improved streetscape of industrial buildings next to hereward orchard. current
buildings are ugly and make the street ugly and unwelcoming.

8/29/2017 9:30 PM

13

Ensure all are green operations with no impact to the environment.

8/27/2017 10:07 AM

14

It is important to match the types of jobs with the types of homes you are mixing together. If you
put in low wage jobs don't put in expensive homes, if you put in mid range jobs then make sure
they allow pets and BBQs (seems to me more mid-wage job people like these things) I work in
one of the dockside green buildings and there is no way I can live anywhere near here, everything
is available to buy or the rent to way too high.

8/26/2017 1:01 PM

15

Keep in mind the view corridors. We live here to see the water, not be hemmed in by tall buildings
(if we wanted that we would live downtown).

8/24/2017 4:03 PM
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Q13 How supportive are you of the key initiatives to strengthen parks and
food systems?
Answered: 157

Skipped: 31

VERY
SUPPORTIVE

SOMEWHAT
SUPPORTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSED

VERY
OPPOSED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Create a park improvement plan
for Banfield Park to protect and
restore natural areas, update
amenities and improve
pedestrian and cycling safety,
improve delineation of off-leash
dog area, and more

72.26%
112

19.35%
30

7.10%
11

1.29%
2

0.00%
0

155

4.63

Continue to support the growing
of food in public places,
neighbourhood-led community
gardens and orchards, and
encourage the creation of new
allotment or community gardens
through private multi-unit
redevelopment

73.72%
115

9.62%
15

10.26%
16

3.85%
6

2.56%
4

156

4.48

Identify publicly-accessible
gardens as a desired community
amenity on certain properties
(e.g. housing cooperatives) if
they redevelop to higher
densities

62.99%
97

14.94%
23

11.69%
18

4.55%
7

5.84%
9

154

4.25

#

COMMENTS FOR "CREATE A PARK IMPROVEMENT PLAN FOR BANFIELD PARK TO
PROTECT AND RESTORE NATURAL AREAS, UPDATE AMENITIES AND IMPROVE
PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLING SAFETY, IMPROVE DELINEATION OF OFF-LEASH DOG
AREA, AND MORE"

DATE

1

Swimming and small vessel acces to water critical!

9/27/2017 12:45 PM

2

Separate improvement ideas for pedestrians and cyclists - they are not the same. Paved bike
paths create conflicts as cyclists go faster. Do not light the park paths as this makes the users
more visible but not the people who might be considered a threat.

9/26/2017 3:59 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.No
one pays attention to the off leash rules. They are not enforced. I heard that the Province owns
Banfield Park. If so purchase it immediately. They could take it back.

9/26/2017 1:57 PM

4

Do not "improve" pedestrian safety by paving the paths please. We don't need any more speeding
cyclists in the Park.

9/26/2017 2:18 AM

5

based on experience, I now read all intent to improve parks as moves towards excluding
pedestrians from formerly pedestrian byways.

9/26/2017 1:02 AM

6

Don't put dogs ahead of people. Is there really that much demand for off leash areas compared to
to other demands? Make the park a place for people to gather together, play, picnic, and get fresh
air. Don't give the park away to people's pets.

9/25/2017 11:56 PM

7

what I see listed above in specifics: yes. But the vague "update amenities" concerns me. Please
do not do anything that will change the natural surroundings of Victoria's best park (not the
biggest, but definitely the best). Washrooms near the playground would be great!!!

9/25/2017 10:53 PM
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8

Banfield Park needs washrooms. Other than that there is no other park in Victoria with the same
sort of feel and appeal. Don't add a stage, don't add ovens or BBQs. The wild nature of this park is
part is fantastic.

9/25/2017 10:46 PM

9

be mindful of nature

9/25/2017 10:37 PM

10

Love what has happened to now - good direction so far

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

11

The bike path at bottom of hill by playground is a death trap. My kids have had close calls there
and at the bottom of the dog park from bikes whizzing by.

9/25/2017 8:20 PM

12

But ... recognized our unbelievable privilege!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/25/2017 7:49 PM

13

I'm not sure what updating amenities really means. It seems to me this park functions pretty well.
We need to have the tennis courts re-surfaced and swimming areas improved

9/25/2017 9:51 AM

14

sounds good, but I should say, the park is sweet as it is, and I can't think of any developement that
is in dire need of attention re improving the plan, except maybe a 'community garden or expansion
of the orchard?'

9/25/2017 9:12 AM

15

This havily used park needs to be treated delicately.

9/24/2017 11:16 PM

16

Beach and swimming access would be wonderful!

9/23/2017 8:22 PM

17

No off leash dog area

9/23/2017 1:02 PM

18

Please consider a bocce court. Or a flat lawn area that would be suitable for bocce.

9/22/2017 11:48 PM

19

Yes please, especially re: delineation of off-leash dog area (I didn't know it existed).

9/22/2017 8:52 PM

20

When is the lease up on Banfield Park? Should renewing the lease be in the plan/vision? Should
include swimming infrastructure in the park improvement plan.

9/20/2017 11:42 PM

21

pave the path in Banfield park and reduce the slope of the hill just west of the trestle bridge
leading into Banfield Park.

9/20/2017 6:53 PM

22

Yes! And get rid of the derelict boats

9/18/2017 9:50 PM

23

everywhere can't be for dogs

9/18/2017 2:51 PM

24

I walk home from work every day through this park and I walk off the main path because it is so
unpleasant with cyclists zipping by and dust...

9/17/2017 9:58 PM

25

Don't take away the field as dog park only, should remain mixed use

9/17/2017 8:16 PM

26

cycling through the park to the goose is very dangerous as cyclists fly down trails past walkers

9/17/2017 1:52 AM

27

Stop letting specail interets groups such as dogs--off-leash control the afganeda. Don-play areas
should be on the edges, on marginal property, not in the middle of public parks and not taking
prime areas of the city

9/13/2017 7:54 AM

28

Off-leash should be small dog park areas outside of main parks. Use marginal areas

9/12/2017 9:58 PM

29

These sound nice, but with the possible exception of cyclist/pedestrian safety on the trails,
Banfield seems to work pretty well already.

9/11/2017 1:01 PM

30

I have a dog and would love more off leash areas near the trails as I often walk along there but just
leash walking never seems enough for my dog--

9/10/2017 7:59 AM

31

Enough with the cycling. This is getting ridiculous.

9/7/2017 11:13 PM

32

Very supportive of off-leash dog areas.

9/6/2017 11:27 AM

33

Clean up Westsong Walkway and ban bicycle riding! Landscaping badly needed as one person
has been cleaning up invasive species and cleaning up an are west of Rainow Park for three
months.

9/5/2017 10:45 PM

34

Mini golf?

8/30/2017 2:01 PM

35

DO NOT recreate the disgusting dust bowl that replaced the lovely off-leash area in Vic West park.
What a travesty! gove people and their dogs room to breathe!

8/29/2017 9:34 PM

36

It seems fine as is. I would focus on other prirorities. Although a washroom facility and more
garbage cans would be nice.

8/29/2017 9:53 AM

37

add some picnic tables

8/28/2017 4:49 PM
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38

Improving and expanding play areas for children and families is a priority for me and my family.

8/28/2017 3:16 PM

39

It's a pretty great place the way it is.

8/27/2017 12:53 PM

40

Supportive of improving pedestrian and cycling safety, NOT of off-leash dog area unless by-laws
strictly enforced.

8/25/2017 1:49 PM

41

off leash dog area in banfield park would be a wonderful community asset!

8/24/2017 9:45 PM

42

YES PLEASE! This park could be so much more with a little investment

8/24/2017 8:44 PM

#

COMMENTS FOR "CONTINUE TO SUPPORT THE GROWING OF FOOD IN PUBLIC PLACES,
NEIGHBOURHOOD-LED COMMUNITY GARDENS AND ORCHARDS, AND ENCOURAGE THE
CREATION OF NEW ALLOTMENT OR COMMUNITY GARDENS THROUGH PRIVATE MULTIUNIT REDEVELOPMENT"

DATE

1

Increase support of community lead food growing in public places.

9/26/2017 3:59 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!. I
do not know how you are going to reconcile small lots and food growth. The deer eat anything
growing in our garden. City of Victoria should consider doing something with the deer.

9/26/2017 1:57 PM

3

Yes, always support the growing of food in public places and by "support" I'd include financial
support for community garden and orchard infrastructure. Parks builds playgrounds etc so why do
communities have to raise funds for community gardens, orchards or swimming docks? Also, if a
neighbourhood invests the huge time commitment required to develop a community garden, it
should be for that community, not the whole City.

9/26/2017 2:18 AM

4

opposed to the transaction of density in return for amenity that could be better directly funded by
the city from taxes on public land.

9/26/2017 1:02 AM

5

Always a good plan - consider planting fuit trees alond some city streets mixed with native trees

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

6

add green roofs

9/25/2017 8:14 PM

7

yes!

9/25/2017 7:49 PM

8

Orchard/garden in Triangle Park not wanted. Park is too small - a nice oasis for relaxing.

9/25/2017 10:29 AM

9

I support supporting everything but the private multi-unit redevelopment.

9/25/2017 9:51 AM

10

I don't know what 'private multi-unit developement' has to do with supporting the growing of food in
public places, community gardens/orchards. I would LOVE to see funding and initiatives for more
edibles to be grown on our boulevards and green spaces.

9/25/2017 9:12 AM

11

This I like very much, but it is very unfortunate that the City of Victoria did not set aside a couple of
acres in the Dockside area for a small urbanfarm. Right now, if I want to buy local produce that is
organic, I either fo to the Glanford greenhouses, or to one of the farms on Oldfiled road. It is very
unfortunate that Victoria council did not set aside an urbangrowing area where people could walkt
to buy their organic produce froma farm in their neighbourhood. It seems that the plans for Vic
West are more about development than setting aside ares to really grow some food and retain
some natural habitat.

9/24/2017 11:16 PM

12

City of Victoria needs to step up to create the community garden proposed for the Wilson St. Park
area. This is a major project that cannot be left to volunteers alone.

9/24/2017 12:06 PM

13

Motherhood statement. It would be useful to have some specific areas or critieria for finding new
spaces or expectations on new developments.

9/20/2017 11:42 PM

14

allow people to grow whateveer they want in allotment gardens,flowersnd/or vegatables.

9/20/2017 8:16 AM

15

Do NOT use public boulevards and parks for food production. Only a small noisy click supports
this.

9/19/2017 1:01 PM

16

flowers are good too

9/18/2017 2:51 PM

17

abused as much as used

9/17/2017 1:52 AM

18

allotment gardens/plots on public land should not exist unless in marginal areas (not in exisitng
parks) and if the charge-for-land rate includes all costs such as water.

9/13/2017 7:54 AM

19

"Community gardens" should not include allotment plots which asre de facto privatization of public
lands

9/12/2017 9:58 PM
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20

This should be a primary priority

9/11/2017 6:06 PM

21

Again, sounds nice, but implementation of existing spaces for this has already been problematic.

9/11/2017 1:01 PM

22

I think Topsoil is a great initiative and am very encouraged that they will soon sell their excess.
More farmer market-type initiatives would add to the character of the area of the newer area of Vic
West

9/10/2017 7:59 AM

23

Community gardens can get overgrown and not look good.

8/29/2017 9:51 PM

24

finish the ugly fence at banfield orchard

8/29/2017 9:34 PM

25

Funding some support staff (maybe a teen job initiative) might be helpful to keep food parks
looking tidy.

8/29/2017 9:53 AM

26

Provide community allotment garden in Vic West Park according to the original plan

8/26/2017 12:27 PM

27

I like this idea. I think a lot of people that are apartment or condo bound would enjoy having a plot
of gardening land.

8/26/2017 11:50 AM

#

COMMENTS FOR "IDENTIFY PUBLICLY-ACCESSIBLE GARDENS AS A DESIRED
COMMUNITY AMENITY ON CERTAIN PROPERTIES (E.G. HOUSING COOPERATIVES) IF
THEY REDEVELOP TO HIGHER DENSITIES"

DATE

1

should not be a trade off for higher densities

9/27/2017 12:03 PM

2

Why limit publicly-accessible gardens to ppties only if they redevelop? That's unnecessarily
limiting.

9/26/2017 7:19 PM

3

I'd be happy if the people in the properties used the food gardens. Public access to pleasure
gardens only if it doesn't invade the privacy of the housing coop residents.

9/26/2017 3:59 PM

4

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey.. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.
These should be a desired community amenity whether there is densification or not.!!!

9/26/2017 1:57 PM

5

public gardens on public land are good, private gardens on private land should not be paid for
through bonus density or public subsidies.

9/26/2017 1:02 AM

6

Why do ee have to give in to density demands in order to get gardens?

9/25/2017 11:56 PM

7

Not sure what you mean here?

9/25/2017 10:46 PM

8

Depends on the location some locations might be right for more height and sammer footprint and
allow for greenspace

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

9

Yes!

9/25/2017 7:49 PM

10

Orchard/garden in Triangle Park not wanted. Park is too small - a nice oasis for relaxing.

9/25/2017 10:29 AM

11

Why should any of this be leveraged with higher density. These are misleading ideas.

9/25/2017 9:51 AM

12

yes to gardens - but no to the horse trading for higher density. Just require the gardens.

9/25/2017 9:25 AM

13

I don't think there should be mandatory higher density to get support for publicly accessible
gardens... I think publicly accessible food gardens / plants should be in all of our green spaces,
unless they are privately owned, in which case they should be cared for and enjoyed by the
owners.

9/25/2017 9:12 AM

14

I'll wait and see how this goes!

9/24/2017 11:16 PM

15

why put a condition of developing to a higher density?

9/24/2017 9:54 AM

16

Don't dictate to housing co-operatives!

9/19/2017 1:01 PM

17

You can have community gardens without the density.

9/18/2017 9:50 PM

18

Only if they pay for water and other costs

9/12/2017 9:58 PM

19

Only if these gardens are for the production of food.

9/11/2017 6:06 PM

20

public gardens are a better option than public art pieces

9/8/2017 10:16 AM

21

Perhaps make a condition of new developments or modifications to properties, that gardens be
attached.

9/6/2017 11:27 AM
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Q14 Did we miss anything?The draft plan proposes improvements to
other parks. Use this comment space to provide feedback on any other
park improvements proposed in the draft plan.
Answered: 21

Skipped: 167

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I frequently use Barnard park with my children and we are almost always pedestrians. Improved
pedestrian access off Esquimalt rd. would be a welcome addition. All of the suggested
improvements to this park in the plan are great! I would love to see a path from Esquimalt rd. to
the playground.

9/26/2017 2:35 PM

2

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey.. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!.

9/26/2017 1:57 PM

3

yeah some enthusiasm for the public commons

9/26/2017 1:02 AM

4

Consult youth on what they need- for example on lower Russell Street kids play on the roadparents claim they have nowhere else to have basketball- it's good to see kids playing and making
lots of noise but it would be better suited and far safer to be in a park.

9/25/2017 10:25 PM

5

Require LARGE street trees in new developments.

9/25/2017 8:19 PM

6

To have these initiatives lumped in with increased population density is a sleazy disrespectful
initiative To say do you support this food and garden initiative only with the increase in population
is ridiculous and very misleading. For Shame!!

9/25/2017 9:51 AM

7

Access from Hereward onto E & N needs improvement shortly, not in 10-15 years.

9/23/2017 8:22 PM

8

There is an adequate number of dog parks servicing Vic West. Focus on other park amenities.

9/23/2017 3:23 PM

9

There are a shockingly small number of parks in this area. Some focus on creating new green
spaces would be appreciated.

9/22/2017 11:48 PM

10

What about boulevard gardening?

9/20/2017 11:42 PM

11

No. You nailed it.

9/17/2017 12:15 PM

12

Fence in the green space around the playground in Banfield park. Stop kids from running onto the
bike path or towards the bluff edge.

9/8/2017 3:36 PM

13

Add a crosswalk between Vic West skate park and the bus stop across the street so the kids will
stop jaywalking and darting through traffic

9/8/2017 1:10 PM

14

concerned about fruit trees in the "public gardens". unless maintained for things like cherry moth
and other pests these can affect trees in the entire neighbourhood

9/5/2017 1:21 PM

15

1. Need a doggy bag dispenser in Barnard park. There is a lot of dog traffic in the park and no
bags. As a result I've often noticed waste that wasn't picked up. Recommend at the entrance at the
end of Barnard by the garbage can. 2. Would love to see the grassy off leash dog park at vic west
park fenced in. I've talked to some physically impaired pet owners who have a lot of trouble getting
around on the stones in the current fenced park. They expressed that they would be better able to
maneuver on the grass.

9/3/2017 3:04 PM

16

How do you propose to accommodate this very admirable concept, with "industry" on the harbour?
In fact, you cannot, and this is what is basically wrong with your "plan" ... and why I hope your
CURRENT concepts do not appear in an OFFICIAL City Plan. i.e. You are trying to accommodate
ALL current inhabitants, and are avoiding messaging some, telling them that they should begin
looking for a new location for their "businesses", because in _ years, their businesses will no
longer be able to cohabit with the new and improved Victoria West & Victoria harbour sides.

8/31/2017 10:35 AM

17

Very much would like to see family-style amenities like mini golf or a small water park

8/30/2017 2:01 PM

18

improve hereward orchard by planting young trees, added benches etc and adding another waste
receptacle.

8/29/2017 9:34 PM
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19

Allow some trail-side stands to sell produce!

8/29/2017 2:09 PM

20

Encourage Tyee Co-op to redevelop with increased housing.

8/28/2017 8:57 PM

21

I see Alston green everyday, with no-one using or enjoying the space. Can this be a community
garden space?

8/24/2017 11:36 AM
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Q15 Overall, how supportive are you of the draft Victoria West
Neighbourhood Plan?
Answered: 156

Skipped: 32

Very supportive

Somewhat
supportive

Neutral

Somewhat
opposed

Very opposed
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very supportive

46.79%

73

Somewhat supportive

34.62%

54

Neutral

2.56%

4

Somewhat opposed

8.33%

13

Very opposed

7.69%

12

TOTAL

156
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Q16 Tell us why
Answered: 101

Skipped: 87

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I like the accessibility of getting to and from various areas not using a vehicle. I look forward to
more urban areas and businesses I can access on foot or bike.

9/28/2017 9:29 AM

2

Some concerns with density (urban residential) in areas with current street size and parking
concerns. No information on traffic in and out of the neighbourhood - e.g. over bridges - as people
from other neighbourhoods and communities transit the neighbourhood.

9/27/2017 12:47 PM

3

Overall we need to keep the character of the area and balance commercial with residential. Light
industry does not belong on Tyee or Skinner St. Harbour Road should be the only area with
industry.

9/27/2017 12:05 PM

4

From my reading of the plan I see a well thought out development strategy that aims to maintain
the liveability of the area whilst acknowledging the inevitable growth that is coming.

9/26/2017 11:32 PM

5

I like the Catherine/Edward village plan and the development around langford and Alston. Would
be great to have interim improvents in that area to improve for pedestrians and prevent duming.

9/26/2017 9:12 PM

6

I agree with some aspects of the Plan (read above). However, I disagree strongly with the
neighbourhood densification plans and accompanying multi-storey bldgs.

9/26/2017 7:30 PM

7

It looks like the city has chosen this plan as an opportunity to jam a huge number of new people
into our neighbourhood without regard to the people who live here already.

9/26/2017 6:57 PM

8

The level of density for housing and increased commercial seems too high in some locations,
particularly at Craigflower Village. This is a concern that has been expressed in several feedback
sessions. Smaller scale fits with how those of us living and working in this part of the
neighborhood (in contrast with westside or dockside), particularly because of existing traffic and
safety issues on Craigflower and side streets. Part of the street's current charm is that it is
understated and small - we can get to westside for more commercial needs or downtown easily. It
works really, really well right now and will likely to continue to do so without additional efforts to
create "gathering places" and other ideas cited in the plan.

9/26/2017 5:25 PM

9

The Big moves, especially #1,3 and 4, are overly simplified (and understate big changes) and in
the three listed above, the plan proposals directly contradict 'what we heard'. The important details
are in the body of the plan but especially in the case of land use, are not easily assessable for
many people. FSR is not a generally understood concept. It took me hours, actually days, to
throughly understand the extent of the changes proposed in Land use and density. There were not
enough images to accurately depict how this level of densification and housing type will transform
the liveability of our neighbourhood. Pretty birds eye images do not accurately portray what it
would be like to live next to a double row townhouse development or a 3/4/5 storey apartment
building. The density increase in the traditional residential neighbourhoods is not supported by the
OCP which indicates only 2000 extra people total, in ALL of Victoria's traditional residential areas that's maybe 10 people a year in Vic west traditional residential areas. This densification is
unwarranted. It would encourage massive demolition and redevelopment of our traditional
neighbourhood. There will be nothing in the traditional neighbourhood, not even a modest house
that will be an affordable home because if this plan is approved, every property will be marketed
as development potential. Goodbye to the neighbourhood I chose to live and invest in for the past
15 years. If I had wanted to live in a dense urban type area I would have chosen to buy in
Railyards or Dockside, not where I currently have my house in the lovely, quirky, diverse traditional
neighbourhood. This document would more accurately be called the Vic West Development and
Density Plan.

9/26/2017 4:20 PM

10

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.See survey.

9/26/2017 2:00 PM

11

I am concerned that the area south of Esquimalt Road will be developed into high-rise city akin to
St. James Town in Toronto. It will become sterile with no sense of community or ownership.

9/26/2017 10:34 AM
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It seems to be more like a Vic West Development and Densification Plan than a Neighbourhood
Plan. There are already very densely developed or planned areas of Vic West. We need to retain
the traditional residential areas, not densify and add inappropriate housing types such as
apartments and double rows of townhouses. This plan will reduce the affordability of Vic West
because all the properties in the traditional residential area, even the modest homes will be
marketed for their development potential. This massive development in the traditional residential
areas is not supported by the OCP, or by the people who chose to live here. Green dots on a open
house info board might suggest people are interested in different housing types, but it does not
support encouraging them everywhere. Also we haven't had enough time to discuss this draft plan
- hopefully there will be questions about the process later in this survey.

9/26/2017 2:27 AM

13

it is a lot of fluff decorating an initiative to use density bonuses to compel the liquidation of many
existing properties to the benefit developers while destroying the integrity of our community that I
have worked for many years to protect and enhance.

9/26/2017 1:19 AM

14

I think it has potential but am worried that too many "improvements" could take away from a
neighbourhood that is already working pretty well.

9/25/2017 11:59 PM

15

I've been really clear in specifics: any increase to population density in Vic West is going to spoil
our neighbourhoods: we don't have the infrastructure (and there's nothing in the plan to deal with
that: where are the extra schools going to be built?) also traffic is already a problem.

9/25/2017 10:59 PM

16

There is huge plans for increased density and NO plans for supportive infrastructure such as
schools, playgrounds, parks, bridges to downtown, etc.

9/25/2017 10:55 PM

17

Some of the suggestions are too high density

9/25/2017 10:48 PM

18

I think it's trying to balance growth with employment and the environment - also considering
walkways

9/25/2017 10:28 PM

19

I would actually be between somewhat and very. So much hard work has gone in and I think
everyone did a great job of reaching out, listening, and creating. Overall I think it looks great!! I just
have those few hesitation but realize that it is just a guide. I have heard the fear that once one
development comes in the residents behind will lose property value and the developments will
continue. Additionally, what makes Vic West such a great community is the size. What happens
when parts of the neighborhood double or triple in density? Will it look like James Bay? Become
busier and less personal? I realize population growth is inevitable and prefer increased density to
urban sprawl, but noticed a sad feeling to think of the community possibly losing the " small town"
feel. Thanks for always listening to us! And good luck compiling the rest of the opinions :)

9/25/2017 8:26 PM

20

If there is no recognition of the 'privilege' experienced by those of us in Victoria we become
isolated from world humanitarian conditions.

9/25/2017 7:51 PM

21

I do not agree with the premise that my home is in the "Urban Core" and the impact this
designation brings for higher density and heights. Former involvement in the consultative process
has allowed for multi-meeting; highly personal involvement/ interactive communication and
consultation/debate with all the community players in the same room, over many months,defining
the WHO? WHAT?, WHEN?,WHERE?, WHY?, HOW? of community need. Coming to agreement
was always a process that included mass meetings where we all could speak and define our
priorities and wishes and sense of what it meant to live and/or work here. This plan, although it
includes some of the best from earlier planning processes (that have not yet been implemented
but have been supported by community) seems to come from no prior community- city
discussion.Former plans have in some areas have asked for a completely different perspective on
growth. I have written my comments on specific comment space where appropriate in previous
pages. In some areas I am very supportive.

9/25/2017 5:23 PM

22

Increased density and walkability is great!!

9/25/2017 4:01 PM

23

All for improvements! Just slightly concerned about more traffic coming through with more
residential and commercial being added too quickly

9/25/2017 10:35 AM

24

All this seems to address,except for a few crumbs thrown to us from the city, is the need to get
more Tax payers for the city in our already doubled in size neighbourhood. We have maxed out
our schools and transportation roots and frankly there are quite enough people in our hood.

9/25/2017 9:56 AM

25

Too much focusing on giving developers strips of land to buy up and plan taller buildings.
Transportation network has too many issues. Vic West already has a high density - current lot
sizes should not be changed - this does not make the case for it.

9/25/2017 9:27 AM
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I don't want an increase in population / condos/townhouses. and I only want an improvement in
bike and pedestrian thoroughfares.. and yes maybe some rejigging of 'pre-existing industry spaces
to support pre-existing residences with groceries, food growing, education, activity. I don't want to
see a significate increase in population or vic west employment much, only if it is in the area of
education, food growing, health community (rec centre or schools) activity, health care. The ONLY
idea I have in terms of 'adding' to that list is: add a dramatic theatre (not movie) or a dance / art
school. But those things might be developed in the pre-existing light industry areas. Honestly, if a
theatre was proposed for building, I might look at it seriously as one way to support arts in our
community, and I know it would have huge ramafications on traffic certain times of day. but being a
love of the arts, I'd be interested in the possibilities for a community like Vic West.

9/25/2017 9:18 AM

27

This plan if it goes ahead, will totally transform Vic West. This neighbourhood is witnessing a huge
explosion of development with more to come -m much more! I see a lot of stresses coming to this
neighbourhood as more high rises are built and the character is changed from single dwelling
homes to these high rise, townhouses and such.

9/24/2017 11:27 PM

28

The Plan keeps what is important in the community while allowing for more incremental and fine
grain density growth as the population increases.

9/24/2017 8:37 PM

29

I like the improved cycling and walking infrastructure. I also like the support of more dense housing
development.

9/24/2017 7:42 PM

30

Vic West is an historic neighbourhood, full of character homes, larger lots, trees and gardens and
a diversity of people. We like it this way. We live here because it's not gentrified, close to
downtown, and beautiful. I do not want to see higher density - we already have Songhees,
Railyards and Dockside. While I would support some more businesses, I do not support more
housing, especially not high apartment buildings. There is no need for 5 story buildings which
would cast shadows and create wind tunnels and an undue additional amount of traffic. Yes to bike
lanes and walkability, yes to gardens and green space, yes to laneway houses or in-law suites or
raising houses for suites, yes to water access for everyone. No to high-rises, apartment buildings
or industrial businesses.

9/24/2017 12:13 PM

31

you are changing the communities in which people have lived for over thirty years and have
chosen these communities in which to live.You are encouraging developers to snap up the homes
to develop them and make enormous amounts of money.

9/24/2017 9:57 AM

32

Lime Point should stay as it is.

9/24/2017 9:15 AM

33

Great ideas for increased density, pedestrian- and bike-friendly pathways, park and waterfront
improvements, small villages to keep shopping walkable.

9/23/2017 8:26 PM

34

Do not try and invent the wheel. Cook Street village has been ruined due to redevelopment. Vic
West right now is perfect in most areas. Most of us do not want more apartment buildings. Row
houses, a big yes. The community right now is vibrant, lets not spoil what we have by modernizing
too much. You need to concentrate more on the areas around Esquimalt Road. The large condos
which are owned but not occupied, no community there whatsoever.

9/23/2017 10:19 AM

35

More access to E&N trail Increase the amount of green space

9/22/2017 11:49 PM

36

I look forward to Vic West evolving as an urban neighbourhood that is not only residential but also
a destination. I would love to have more destinations on this side of the bridge, and densification
can bring that.

9/22/2017 8:54 PM

37

I think Vic West has seen enough density growth and its time for other areas of the city to take on
the burden of new development. With dockside and bayview still in construction, the traffic
congestion around our area is going to be exasperated and intolerable. I need to use my car to
transport my children and then get to work on time. While it all nice and good to have bike lanes I
cannot use them with my infant.

9/21/2017 10:15 PM

38

I would like the plan to include the following: 1. Provide overall goals to be achieved such as;
number of added residential units; overall population; number of added commercial and industrial
units; etc. 2. Include more of the features to be developed in the large developments such as
Dockside Green; Bayview/Round House; Railyards. They are part of Vic West Neighbourhood and
should be in the plan. 3. There is no mention of schools; day care; elder care in the plan. Great
neighbourhoods take great pride in how they treat their young and old.

9/20/2017 11:53 PM

39

I am worried about traffic and parking congestion. Also, why no mention about the boat squatters
in the Gorge?

9/20/2017 10:21 PM
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There is alot of potential in Vic West, it is already a great neighborhood to live/work in, and with
some plan will only get better.

9/19/2017 2:03 PM

41

I support most of plan but have specific objections as per my approval ratings and comments. I feel
strongly about the issues identified.

9/19/2017 1:04 PM

42

Protection and improvement of parks, natural areas, waterway, and encouraging mixed use artisan
"maker" opportunities.

9/18/2017 10:17 PM

43

I like the maintaining, creating, of trails, for the use of bikes. Cleaning of parks, and increasing the
commercial on Craigflower. However, I am firmly opposed to all the housing suggestions. They are
not what Vic West is about. It would turn into a downtown Vancouver feel, rather than the unique,
community, family feel of Vic West. WE need daycare, preschools and playgrounds, not more
apartments.

9/18/2017 9:55 PM

44

just generally in favor of new infrastructure and development, especially with regards to parks and
enabling cycling/pedestrian transport methods! I would love to see Vic West grow in the ways that
have been outlined here.

9/18/2017 8:39 PM

45

Too much housing density in an area already burdened by too many cars. No provision is being
made for commuters who park in the neighbourhood and for increased traffic on the roads.

9/18/2017 7:53 PM

46

Skinner development sounds bad, parking is already a problem and pretending that everyone is
going to be on bicycles is unrealistic. There should be parking on the properties as a requirement.

9/18/2017 2:57 PM

47

Builds on strength and proximity to downtown expansion.

9/17/2017 10:47 PM

48

Because it's integrating business with residential and light industrial - it's urban, AND it's also
recognizing the value of the unique green spaces in this area. Density is the only way we will get
affordable housing back to this city but giant condo towers are not the best way - so all the low-rise
restrictions are smart. Improving cycling and pedestrian use may hopefully reduce traffic and
encourage people without cars to live here. Now all we need is a regional transit plan!!! lol.

9/17/2017 10:01 PM

49

Concern about height of new buildings, speed limits that are already unreasonable being dropped

9/17/2017 8:18 PM

50

Other than row housing, smaller lot sizes, basement or backyard suites, etc. If you did go this
route, heaven forbid, the rules for rentals like airbnb should then be reduced from one month
minimum to one day minimum.

9/17/2017 12:18 PM

51

Worried about existing businesses forced out because of future developers.

9/17/2017 1:56 AM

52

The myth of a working harbour needs to die. This reminds me that when Henry Ford was
questioned about his surveying the public on what they wanted. He said no because they would
have asked for a faster horse.

9/15/2017 3:57 PM

53

Let's get on with it! Development, amenities, trails and shops are good for our property values and
our quality of living.

9/15/2017 12:01 PM

54

Pedestrian and bicycle friendly plans, maintenance of green spaces, increased density of
residential units without increasing height of buildings unnecessarily, therefore avoiding light tunnel
and claustrophobic "downtown" effect.

9/14/2017 9:26 AM

55

Basic planning principles not respected. The Nan. Disclosure of impacts should be the start, with
mitigation worked into the planning

9/13/2017 7:58 AM

56

The public is being deceived by the City. The noise exposure forecast is a vital planning tool.
Without it, the City is not disclosing to the public

9/12/2017 10:07 PM

57

I like your forward thinking plans. Would be wonderful to see even a few of them brought to fruition.
It would transform the neighbourhood!

9/12/2017 11:17 AM

58

The plan should be putting a much higher focus on affordability of housing, and drawing more
affordable businesses and services to the area. There should be a much higher emphasis on food
production by local citizens in urban gardens.

9/11/2017 6:08 PM

59

Increased density and commercial space along existing transportation lines will benefit everyone
in the community.

9/11/2017 1:02 PM

60

it seems very 'green' orientated and I think the best way to keep a vibrate downtown is to keep the
nearby areas vibrate -- to be able to shop, exercise, go to work, socialize, without having to use my
car, all within walking, would be an amazing lifestyle.

9/10/2017 8:02 AM

61

Well balanced for all purposes

9/8/2017 7:32 PM
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Old people are afraid of noise and big buildings and they need to understand that this is a city and
those things are going to exist. We should plan to include wide enough roads and parking to allow
for those thi hd where density is already increasing, while maintaining the quiet single home
streets where they are for those that don't want density. Also consider that Craig flower especially
us a main path from other communities and it should maintain quick travel down the corridor as
those communities our ours continue to grow.

9/8/2017 1:20 PM

63

reasonable growth with an eye to the future.

9/8/2017 10:17 AM

64

I walk through Vic West quite a bit and have come to appreciate the neighbourhood. Overall the
plan has the right direction. I would like to see the changes be organic and not too structured just
to fit into a plan. You have to proactively develop the village centers. I said before that the City
missed a chance to buy the ugly duplex next to Craigflower village which could have allowed an
imaginative addition to the gathering place.

9/8/2017 10:07 AM

65

Increasing the density will affect existing residential properties and their values. I did not buy a
house here to be surrounded by high rise buildings or compressed tiny homes. This plan destroys
the single family home concept that the homeowners of Vic West have invested in. This plan
caters to people who have not yet invested in properties or the lifestyle.

9/7/2017 11:18 PM

66

There is a strong need for a healthy, interconnected community

9/7/2017 6:53 PM

67

It seeks to maintain the character but move the region forward in progressive ways.

9/6/2017 1:00 PM

68

See little city interest in cleaning up vegetation and removing bicycles from a world class Walkway
used by walkers safely. Invasive vegetation has taken over from Rainbow park to Esquimalt. Get
the police and bylaw people to enforce riding on the walkway if the signs mean anything as I was
assaulted there last year.

9/5/2017 10:50 PM

69

don't go past Pine st. Don't plant trees, etc in the middle of the streets that impede the view of
drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians

9/5/2017 1:22 PM

70

I have lived in the area for three years and plan on living here through my retirement years. I love
the concept of a healthy and vibrant community.

9/4/2017 9:43 PM

71

Increased population density is a necessity, building up is good, but remember your plans will
attract people who will drive downtown. This plan says nothing of improving transportation which I
think is more important. You MUST plan for the increase in population! Widen Bay St Bridge, put a
commuter train to Langford to the Roundhouse. Finish the Johnsotn St Bridge. Whatever you do in
this are it will mainly NOT be a destiantion for people but something they are forced to get
THROUGH to commute, you must not impede traffic and make people's lives worse. Consider
transportation links BEFORE trying to attract a huge amount of people to the area! Doing it in the
other order, which is all we go in GVRD, ends up in gridlock. I don't care how much you want
everyone to ride a bike or walk, don't punish people for being too old to do that!

9/2/2017 1:07 PM

72

Concerned of increased density of population with increased traffic and the problems that brings.

9/1/2017 8:36 AM

73

We desperately need more housing supply.

8/31/2017 3:31 PM

74

In my opinion, [some] parts of the plan ... ESSENTIALLY THE 'HARBOUR SIDE CONCEPTS' ...
lack vision and purpose, are weak, and if a bold harbour plan is not forthcoming, I predict that a
mess will result.

8/31/2017 10:42 AM

75

Too many small bore initiatives. Not enough vision, especially in regard to the harbour

8/31/2017 10:26 AM

76

I appreciate the time and effort you have put into community consultation, and the emphasis on
additional housing.

8/30/2017 2:02 PM

77

Based on what is happening at Bayview and in the plan, the focus is on taller buildings. This does
not create a community feel, especially since some condos sit empty. West of Bay and Catherine
Streets should be houses, duplexes, townhouses and low-rise buildings so that there is an even
mix of housing options. We already have lots of condos along the water.

8/30/2017 12:27 PM

78

I want Vic West to be a beautiful, vuberant and desirable community to live in. Most of the ideas in
the plan are great. Especially the street front stores and eateries along Wilson and Tyee as part of
Westside Village.

8/29/2017 9:52 PM

79

it sets out to build upon a great neighbourhood. I hope it actually comes to pass.

8/29/2017 9:35 PM
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I'm concerned about increasing density too much. It is often sold as "affordable housing" when it
will likely just gentrify the neighborhood and put it out of reach of traditional inhabitants. I would
also like to see more concern about the environment beyond parks. Backyard habitats are vital
and should not be zoned out of existence.

8/29/2017 9:56 AM

81

I feel if the plan were implemented the Vic West area would be more active an interesting. The
additional density and allowances for commercial space is exciting, especially along Craigflower
and Esquimalt roads.

8/29/2017 7:47 AM

82

it enhances the walkability and village feel. reduces driving and parking as the priorities.

8/29/2017 1:18 AM

83

It is important that there be multiple village centres within a city in order to facilitate better livability
and walkability of neighborhoods. If people can shop for groceries within walking distance and take
the bus or bike to downtown, the benefits of leaving the car behind are far-reaching.

8/28/2017 10:28 PM

84

will need to attend an open house before I can comment

8/28/2017 10:23 PM

85

Strongly opposed to the E&N Rail going to the new bridge!

8/28/2017 9:37 PM

86

We need to get in front of redevelopment if this area is to become a vibrant community. Thank you
for this survey

8/28/2017 8:58 PM

87

I like getting rid of some of the red tape to develop older homes and properties into higher denisity
while keeping charm of neighborhood. I also like developing craigflower village. Has so much more
development.

8/28/2017 6:06 PM

88

I like the focus on density on certain corridors, parks, green transportation

8/28/2017 4:50 PM

89

This plan envisions increasing residential density, but not enough.

8/28/2017 3:17 PM

90

some things go to far in terms of building height

8/28/2017 10:06 AM

91

I have serious concerns with some of the growth initiatives, in particular to height restrictions and
traffic volume/flow.

8/28/2017 8:10 AM

92

I moved to this area as I like the proximity to urban environments. I'd like to see VicWest become a
more vibrant and bustling area. I'm all for biking and walking, but not at the expense of traffic and
parking troubles. Cars are an important part of the economy, as much as we may dislike them.

8/27/2017 12:58 PM

93

There are a lot of good ideas and concepts in the draft plan. Some of them need more work to
address competing interests. Density impact analysis should also be included.

8/27/2017 10:30 AM

94

creates a safe, enjoyable neighbourhood. the increase of residents is important and vital.

8/27/2017 10:09 AM

95

It sounds as though you are really planning for the future with a solid approach, not just about
packing in people or making money. As long as the overall feel of the neighbourhood is kept,
including important draws that this neighbourhood already has like LEEDS certified buildings,
community events, etc, and build on culture then this is going to be an even more amazing
neighbourhood. Being so close to downtown it would be easy to make it slummy and commercial
so it is great this seems to be keeping away from that.

8/26/2017 1:04 PM

96

Seems good.

8/26/2017 11:52 AM

97

The city desperately needs more housing, we can't build out so we need to build up. The
transportation system also desperately needs a huge upgrade, commuting can be a nightmare. I
would love to see more community food gardens.

8/25/2017 6:35 PM

98

I'm not opposed to development but I am cautious about density in the form of higher stories. This
is not downtown. I also don't think parking has been taken into consideration. Nor has the fact that
Craigflower is a major artery for Westshore residents to come into town. I'd like this to be
considered in terms of safety, noise and long-term effects on the neighbourhood.

8/25/2017 6:22 PM

99

Victoria should be a village of villages connected by world-class cycling and pedestrian
infrastructure.

8/25/2017 1:50 PM

100

I like the idea of creating more of a community feel, but I don't think all the ideas will do that.
Increasing light industrial and adding to height of buildings will have the opposite effect.

8/24/2017 4:04 PM
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Vic West is quite varied. It has small, older residential areas as well as tall commercial buildings,
tall hotels, and large condos. Make more room for the taller buildings to spread and encourage
more multi-use buildings near the eastern side of Vic West and Westside Village. I agree with
keeping the character areas where they are, but near where tall buildings have already gone in
there should be the ability to create more buildings with condensed living above and storefronts on
the ground level. Density is walkable. Density is the future.
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Q17 We haven’t asked about everything in the draft Vic West
Neighbourhood Plan. Do you have any comments on other sections
of the draft Plan or other general comments? Other sections:·
Infrastructure and Green Development·
Neighbourhood Wellbeing·
Arts, Culture, and Placemaking·
Action Plan
Answered: 35

Skipped: 153

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I agree with most aspects of the Neighbourhood Well-being part. Under the Action Plan, I disagree
strongly with the sentence beginning with: "Create Zoning to support ground-oriented..." I agree
wtih 'Complete the E&N Trail segment through the Roundhouse development'. There are other
objectionable inclusions in the plan, but it would take many hours to include all of them...

9/26/2017 7:30 PM

2

By throwing a 101 page document and a lengthy survey at residents, it has become clear to me at
this point (only 45% through the survey and 3 hours later) that you hope to discourage response to
the plan.

9/26/2017 6:57 PM

3

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey
tactics!.Way way too long. No one has time to read all this unless they are retired. We run a
business and are expected to pay taxes to the City of Victoria. We cannot stop to fill in surveys like
this. Everyone has lives.

9/26/2017 2:00 PM

4

I have concern regarding the water lots in the Lime Point area. These must be designated was
parkland with no possibility off development. Otherwise the West Song walkway and other parks
are in danger of being surrounded by development. The same can be said of the Milne Street right
way on lime point. The Rainbow Park section must be officially designated as parkland to prevent
the possible destruction of the park in the future. The right-of-way between Russell and Mary
should also be designated as parkland.

9/26/2017 10:34 AM

5

the part of the plan that is important to vicwest citizens is the very same part as what is important
to the developers and the city planning collaborators and that it is establishing bonus density
windfalls convertible into cash with which to underwrite the acquisition of single family dwellings in
the transformation of the core traditional residential areas into a profitable blight of uncomfortable
and expensive murbs which are as usual affordable only for people who don't currently live here. I
would prefer that the use of public incentives including density bonus bribes be abandoned in
favour strict regulation of the development ambit.

9/26/2017 1:19 AM

6

As I said before: we need more attractive transit. I would love to see something like a performance
space somewhere in/near the Craigflower village area.

9/25/2017 10:59 PM

7

Infrastructure part of the plan has no new ideas. We should be thinking beyond natural gas and
thinking about incentives to include solar energy production. Natural gas is not green energy.

9/25/2017 10:55 PM

8

Milne street rock could be developed as a walkway for public instead of private use by closest
neighbour. Please protect Coffin Island as both a burial island and a sensitive ecological area.
Damage to the first Island continues in the form of erosion where the city removed the bridge but
didn't do proper restoration. This island is an important part of Victoria West and First Nations
History.

9/25/2017 10:48 PM

9

The historic Songhees Village is a major part of our history - anything to honour that would be
good

9/25/2017 10:28 PM

10

Yes! Please include improved signage to VicWest from all access points!

9/25/2017 8:26 PM

11

The city still needs a comprehensive Boulevard plan for all. Hopeful that I can comment in these
areas later... doing this survey in this format is tiring and time consuming. I would really like
another opportunity to be surveyed on the " Other Sections", some the most important to me.

9/25/2017 5:23 PM
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yes, as mentioned, I am skeptical about this plan. It seems that it is a plan unto itself - and while it
mentions other developments such as the Railyards, city officials have told me that this and other
developments are separate from what is being proposed. As such, the inflow of people, cars and
such into the neighbourhood needs to be totally accounted for - and you cannot forget that this
neighbourhood sits between 2 major arteries into Victoria that will also be impacted as more
people more here. already, I have seem more traffic along Esquimalt and Tyee. Bay St. is a mess
- and it goes on and on. I fear that the sum total of all of the projects slated for Vic West will destroy
any ideas of urban villages and such. Instead, Vic West will become like any other major urban
area - choked with cars with a landscape of concrete.

9/24/2017 11:27 PM

13

I would like to see a Urban Forest/Street Tree sub Plan for Vic West. A strategy for improving the
overall tree canopy in the neighbourhood while identifying which sub-neighbourhoods can be
improved with more consistently laid-out trees.

9/24/2017 8:37 PM

14

William st, where Phillips brewery used to be, would be a great walkable, brewery and food district.
Large garage doors could open onto lively patios in the summer.

9/24/2017 7:42 PM

15

Improvements to Vic West Community centre would be great, particularly expansion for daycare
for infants (1-3 years old). Also, allowing development/renovations for more daycare spaces in the
area.

9/23/2017 8:26 PM

16

Need more arts spaces.

9/23/2017 11:48 AM

17

Since you mention placemaking, has thought been given to how to create plazas that are inviting
for people to walk to and linger at, with commercial surrounding a pedestrian area (similar to what
you'd find in Spain, Italy or France)? The redevelopment near Alston might make for an ideal
location for something like this.

9/22/2017 8:54 PM

18

The City through its RFP and Dockside Green through its response to the RFP established a world
wide reputation for Vic West as having the greenest development in the world. It would be great to
have a neighbourhood plan that continued that legacy. Some developments in Vic West are
successfully doing this without help by building Passive House and Net Zero housing. Other
developers need some help. It would be great to have a plan to help them.

9/20/2017 11:53 PM

19

It would be nice if this plan was developed in partnership with Township of Esquimalt. Vic West
and Old Esquimalt along Craigflower (up to Tillicum) are really one community and should be
planned as such.

9/20/2017 6:54 PM

20

Methods for continued input and involvement as the plan changes over time

9/18/2017 10:17 PM

21

Daycare center, Preschool, playgrounds are missing. Keep it simple, beautiful and not dense.
Density can be for the core of downtown, not Vic West.

9/18/2017 9:55 PM

22

1% for Art policy implements with open call for all municipal building. include the gateway VIC
WEST signage at Bay and Johnson/Esquimalt St. All new parks and amenities require art as a
budgetary item. speed calming assessments i.e.. speed bumps/humps roundabouts etc need to be
implemented with further densification.

9/17/2017 3:53 PM

23

All good so far.

9/17/2017 12:18 PM

24

When I look at the GVHA website I see references to Victoria being held back by in the past by
views that were "unimaginative" and "lack vision". Nothing has changed.

9/15/2017 3:57 PM

25

Neighbourhood well-being must include considerations of quality of life such as healthy air and
community noise levels. This has not been addressed throughout the plan. The impacts of the
airport must be included, and resolved

9/13/2017 7:58 AM

26

Action Plkan: need the noise exposure forecast AND projection. need emissions monitoring. Need
a safety/aeronautical study for the airport as the area is made dangerous by the float-planes
mixing with marine and pedestrian and residential

9/12/2017 10:07 PM

27

Encourage more local business and less large franchise businesses especially in Westside village

9/7/2017 6:53 PM

28

I expected more information about the plans for the Dockside Green and Bay View developments,
since these areas are undergoing massive redevelopment. Is this element lacking because these
development plans are already approved and details available elsewhere?

9/6/2017 1:00 PM

29

Lots already happening so wait until Bayview place is fully operational.

9/5/2017 10:50 PM
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30

Victoria West & Esquimalt are two beautiful and unique places which potentially can be the most
desirable places in the Capital Region. So where is the "harbour clean up"? The transit
INCLUDING WATER TRANSPORTATION (e.g. what happened to the Lime Bay and other north
harbour ferry services and stops? Ferry service from the western communities into Victoria's core?
etc.)

8/31/2017 10:42 AM

31

Strongly opposed to the E&N Rail going to the new bridge!

8/28/2017 9:37 PM

32

What is the timeline and what are some immediately actionable items that can be worked on
without waiting on market forces? Alston St. sidewalks and connection to the Selkirk seems like a
primary easy fix.

8/28/2017 8:10 AM

33

Density impact assessments for planned changes should be provided.

8/27/2017 10:30 AM

34

I didn't see any mention of expanding the Bay St. bridge. It's very congested now and it's only
going to get worse; it may be wise to plan for expansion now by identifying land requirements for
the expansion.

8/26/2017 11:52 AM

35

See note above

8/25/2017 6:22 PM
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Q18 Were you as involved in the development of this plan as you wanted
to be?
Answered: 154

Skipped: 34
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TOTAL

154

#

COMMENT

DATE

1

Many other competing concerns have diluted my ability to contribute meaningfully to this plan.

9/26/2017 11:34 PM

2

I was unable to attend the 'open houses' at DaVinci etc, but took part in the Meet the Planner
event at the Town Hall a few days ago. The time permitted for reading, asking questions about &
responding to this important document was way too short.

9/26/2017 7:32 PM

3

Would welcome more time to contribute now that a draft can be discussed and made more
concrete. Much of what is included in plan continues to be undefined or ambiguous, creating a
sense that the plan is not representative of what residents see as optimal.

9/26/2017 5:25 PM
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4

I attended many of the early workshops, also since the draft, a pizza planner event and an open
house.There were no opportunities for neighbours to exchange experiences and ideas - other than
in very small pizza groups. We learn from each other in this community, we are used to
exchanging ideas in town hall meetings. Surely it could have been one of the forms of engagement
and feedback? There has been insufficient time since the draft was posted for people to properly
read this complicated and important document, talk with neighbours and consider the effect of the
changes, especially densification and housing types in the traditional residential areas. People
were away in the summer, going back to school/work in September. Our community association
isn't even scheduled to meet until tonight, when the survey closes. There has not been enough
time for informed consideration of this plan. Green dots on big boards don't mean people can
actually conceptualize how a double row of townhouses overshadowing a few modest homes will
affect the liveability of our neighbourhood. This survey is a cumbersome and oversimplified
feedback mechanism. It has taken me 3 hours to complete. I also started last night and after 2.5
hours survey monkey became "unavailable' and lost all my data.

9/26/2017 4:33 PM

5

Busy work life schedule prevented me from attending the open houses.

9/26/2017 2:36 PM

6

The size of the boxes in the survey are inadequate. They all imply that only a short restrictive
answers will suit. There is no way to attach a page of written comments on the survey to the
survey. And people cannot read what they have typed into the form. Very hostile survey tactics!
This survey is way too long and difficult to fill in and the plan is way too long as well. No one is
going to ready 101 pages of the plan and spend 4 hours filling out a survey.The survey is its own
barrier to participation. The survey does not ask if we own a business in the City of Victoria just
VicWest. And why we located where we did.Unless you have done a study on the feasibility of
locating businesses in VicWest and what type of business is ideally suited to VicWest (financially
feasible) you cannot expect to count on people to be walking to their place of employment.

9/26/2017 2:00 PM

7

not at all, I was not aware of this travesty taking place because I believed I would have been
alerted by the community association and or its land-use committee or the media that this plan is
not a plan neighbourhood design and enhancement but an initiative for wholesale core residential
area liquidation and corporate rather than community centred urban renewal.

9/26/2017 1:23 AM

8

Not entirely your fault as there were plenty of opportunities. But at times your consultation seemed
endless and therefore the urgency to get involved was lost.

9/26/2017 12:02 AM

9

It was not clear what the development plan was and how long this would be in place. No one from
the city came to my door to talk. Public meetings were largely at night (when families could not
attend) or during weekdays (when working folks could not attend. Everyone in Vic West should
have been listened to.

9/25/2017 10:57 PM

10

I used to work on committees with planning for the neighborhood. I spent a lot of time on the
Russell Street Co-op years ago, When everyone came to a consensus the project started, but then
another building was added where the playground was planned. For years the kids played on the
street until a solution was found, but now there is very little parking on the street and I feel that all
the time I spent with the planners was wasted and I feel betrayed by the city.

9/25/2017 10:48 PM

11

I missed a couple meetings due to family emergencies but was quite involved throughout and kept
in the loop from neighbours and friends.

9/25/2017 8:28 PM

12

Only found out about it on last day for feedback (my fault, I moved to Vic West this week)

9/25/2017 8:20 PM

13

We lived in Fairfield 30 years ago. We've live in Vic West for the past year.... still orienting ... but
find it the place to be.

9/25/2017 7:52 PM

14

Lack of communicating in large discussion groupings with all players..a problem...neighborhood
consults with friends and neighbours and nearby businesses to hear those points of view because
of timeline...too much packaged info.with narrow timeline when new info to comment on. Not
everyone that needs to be consulted has been given the opportunity. More people need to be
involved at the most basic level. Representation/ consultation school district, etc. The rush to be
surveyed when many were on summer holidays and many away now gives less opportunity for
informed responses. Realize this planning is vital. Do you know how many community members
knew of this plan? How many have replied? Can you define the demographic of these responses?
Will I be informed specifically of what you've gleaned from the response and surveys in the
consultative process? Participation is ongoing?! I of course say I made the opportunity to talk to
many of those from the planning dept., with whom I was able to interact; ask questions and
become informed. That at times was not enough due to the needs of others to become informed/
or the amount of paper documentation that was impossible to digest in the short amount of time.
Thank you for your time and info. that could be communicated....Open Houses...Pop UPS...glad
they were ...BUT...too little timeline....not conducive to some demographics.

9/25/2017 5:23 PM
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15

Was away for the end of summer and just got back into the swing of things. We need more time
and input into this plan.

9/25/2017 9:58 AM

16

I've only moved here in the past 3 years, though have spent time with friends here for longer. So
now, as a newer resident, am wanting more involvement based on the changes I've seen in Vic
West and in Victoria and surrounding areas. We're growing too fast.

9/25/2017 9:27 AM

17

I attended some of theopen houses. When talking with officials, I felt that decisions about the
future of Vic West has already been decided and that the open houses were more about
convincing us what the City thinks is good for our neighbourhood. I often felt that I was talking to
bobble heads that only pretended to listen. I am deeply skeptical about city hall's intentions
because these open houses seemed to be more about PR than actually listening to my and other
people's concerns.

9/24/2017 11:31 PM

18

I wish I would have known about it sooner!

9/24/2017 7:42 PM

19

No one from city hall even informed anyone about what was happening.I learned about it from a
concerned neighbor. Why wasn't I sent any information. As a tax payer in this community I should
have been sent some information.

9/24/2017 10:02 AM

20

Appreciate the opportunities for engagement. Personal time constraints limited the number of times
we attended.

9/23/2017 3:25 PM

21

Not through the City's fault, but the challenges of engaging while having family demands,
especially with a young child.

9/22/2017 8:55 PM

22

I wasn't able to make the meetings even though I really wanted to. Perhaps a webinar or
teleconference phone call would be an option for people who can't get out as easily in the evening.

9/21/2017 10:16 PM

23

I should have made it a priority to serve on the community team.

9/20/2017 11:54 PM

24

I doubt that any of my inputs will make any difference to the final plan.

9/19/2017 1:05 PM

25

Would have liked to go to the open houses and/meetings but young family made coordinating
logistics difficult.

9/18/2017 10:19 PM

26

Hadn't heard of it until I noticed the signs recently introducing the plan and mentioning the survey.
So I guess not as involved as I would have been if I'd happened to hear about it earlier in its
process, but still pleased with the amount of community consultation that seems to be going on!

9/18/2017 8:41 PM

27

Notices of plans not reaching everyone

9/17/2017 1:58 AM

28

I accept that the City staff did a good job of collecting input from a subset of the community.
Planning is an on going process. More input from those that are creating well paying jobs in the
community is needed.

9/15/2017 4:00 PM

29

there has not been a session focused on the impacts of the airport

9/13/2017 7:59 AM

30

The "engagement" game was insulting. there must be a better way to plan.

9/12/2017 10:08 PM

31

I regret not taking more of an interest and would like to be as involved as I physically can from
here on in.

9/12/2017 11:18 AM

32

This is the first I heard about it.

9/7/2017 11:19 PM

33

Thanks for the opportunity to weigh in!

9/7/2017 7:32 PM

34

It was difficult to find the time to make it to public forums. It would have been better to have more
online options for public consultation

9/7/2017 6:59 PM

35

I think the City has done an excellent job at engagement, I just wasn't able to find the time to
contribute more.

9/6/2017 1:01 PM

36

Would prefer more events to talk and hear others.

9/6/2017 11:28 AM

37

Didn't know it was being developed, but then again even if I did not sure I would have gotten
involved as was busier than usual over the past few years.

9/4/2017 9:44 PM

38

I found out about meetings and surveys (other than this one) too late or couldn't attend due to
work. More suggestion boxes in parks/public areas would have been helpful.

9/3/2017 3:06 PM
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39

PERHAPS your planned community consultations may stimulate more community involvement?
Are you communicating/coordinating with the Bayview/Roundhouse people? e.g. The
Bayview/Roundhouse plan included a ferry stop near the corner of Kimta Road ... where is this
ferry stop, and provision for water transportation?

8/31/2017 10:48 AM

40

Strongly opposed to the E&N Rail going to the new bridge!

8/28/2017 9:37 PM

41

Disheartened and discouraged with the course of action Tyee Co-op has engaged in as a rebuild
instead of total redevelopment. Gave up trying

8/28/2017 9:00 PM

42

But this is my failure, not yours.

8/28/2017 1:20 PM

43

The public outreach could have been better advertised

8/24/2017 8:45 PM
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Q19 Where do you live?
Answered: 155

Skipped: 33
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Q20 Where do you live?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 180
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0.00%

Rockland
TOTAL

0
8
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Q21 Where do you live?
Answered: 7

Skipped: 181

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

victoria

9/8/2017 10:17 AM

2

Saanich

8/29/2017 10:20 AM

3

Coquitlam, BC. We are interested in moving back to Victoria and observe what is happening from
afar in order to be able to make an informed choice about where to live in the future in terms of not
needing a car.

8/28/2017 10:30 PM

4

Victoria

8/28/2017 4:51 PM

5

Victoria. I already told you that in a previous question.

8/28/2017 3:18 PM

6

Esquimalt

8/24/2017 2:09 PM

7

Victoria

8/24/2017 11:37 AM
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Q22 Do you own or rent your home?
Answered: 155

Skipped: 33
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Q23 Do you own a business in Vic West?
Answered: 153

Skipped: 35
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Q24 Do you work in Vic West?
Answered: 152

Skipped: 36
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Q25 How old are you?
Answered: 154

Skipped: 34
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Q28 Do you identify as
Answered: 153

Skipped: 35
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Q29 How did you find out about this survey?
Answered: 155

Skipped: 33
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

found out through community association

9/26/2017 7:34 PM

2

Many of the above but that's not an option on this survey.

9/26/2017 4:34 PM

3

It was just by chance that a neighbor came by three days before deadline and spoke about this
plan. Otherwise we would have not known about it at all. People have lives. They are too busy
fighting rats, leaking roofs and termites in VicWest properties.

9/26/2017 2:03 PM

4

it has been the sole emphasis of all meetings and dealings with the planners, apparently to
achieve sufficient "survey" density as to evidence a travesty of public participation as though it
were appropriate and fully informed public participation.

9/26/2017 1:28 AM

5

Meeting at vic west community centre.

9/25/2017 10:59 PM

6

Neighbor, Robert Street Pizza session

9/25/2017 10:49 PM

7

Many of the above and from a recent neighborhood meeting

9/25/2017 8:29 PM

8

Newspaper article

9/25/2017 8:21 PM

9

Victoria News!!!!

9/25/2017 7:54 PM

10

Neighbour hosted meet and greet with Victoria planner

9/25/2017 10:48 AM

11

Neighbours hosted a meeting with a city planner

9/25/2017 10:36 AM

12

Newspaper directing to website

9/25/2017 10:30 AM

13

city planner and brochure in the mail

9/23/2017 3:26 PM

14

Vic west community centre

9/23/2017 10:21 AM

15

Vic West Community Assn.

9/20/2017 8:17 AM

16

Text from neighbour who went to open house

9/18/2017 10:20 PM

17

Vic West Community Center and the planning committee

9/18/2017 9:56 PM

18

Vic News

9/18/2017 2:59 PM

19

email AND brochure.

9/17/2017 10:03 PM

20

vic west community

9/17/2017 3:54 PM

21

customers to my business

9/17/2017 2:00 AM

22

VWCA

9/15/2017 4:01 PM

23

print media

9/13/2017 8:00 AM

24

Saw posting on poles along Songhees Walkway.

9/10/2017 8:04 AM

25

Bayview Place Residents emails

9/8/2017 7:00 PM

26

Many of the above (Facebook, Twitter, email from the City, pop-up displays, ...)

9/6/2017 1:02 PM

27

Brochure in the mail, followed by email from the VWCA.

8/31/2017 10:50 AM

28

email from vic west community group

8/28/2017 10:25 PM

29

VicWest Community Center

8/28/2017 9:02 PM

30

Vibrant Victoria website

8/28/2017 4:51 PM

31

Email from the community association.

8/28/2017 3:19 PM

32

Brochure at work

8/26/2017 1:05 PM

33

Email from neighbor

8/24/2017 1:37 PM
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